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irst Plenary Session: The Doctoral Popuhition

Wednesday, December 2. l:30 p.m.

Presidingr Mina Rees, Chairnum, Council of Graduate Schools
Moderator: Michael J. Pelczar, UnicersitY of Maryland

Charles E. Falk, National Science Foundation
J. Wayne Reitz, Department.of lleallh, Education,

wzd Welfare
T. L. C'airns, E. I. dul'ont deNemours 0:: Co.
Robert Alberty. Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Richard P. Adams, 'Fulani! University

Mina l?ces

CI 1A1RM AN 'S ADDRESS

At this Tenth Annual Meeting of the Council of draduate Schools, it
seems to me appropriate that I address my opening remarks to a
consideration of what the role of the graduate schools should be in the
years immediately ahead, as we. enter ,the se&md decade of the work of
CGS.Th doing this, I salute the large 'number of able men and women
whose hard work and leadership have brought this organization to the .
place where it .now provides an important forum for the discussion of
our common problems,.

There are two n:ajor questions to wiich I believe the Cduncil should
now address itself. The first concerns the whole range of pracJtioner's
degrees and modifications- of the Ph.D. t errovide better preparation
for practitioners. At its meet,ipg l' . ,- the Council took a small step
toward Meeting a piece of the p blem when it blessed, in principle, the
establishment of a practitioner's degree for teachers to be called the
Doctor of Arts. This .provides an alternative route for some potentially
good teachers to prepare for careers in community colleges and in some
liberal arts colleges. Are there other fields to 'which new Ph.D's will be
turning for employnient for which an alternative program might be
appropriate? What of the practitioners whom society needs in in-
creasing numbers in the .delivery of health care, in the attack on
environmental problems through multidisciplinary approaches, not only
across disciplines and across divisions of the college of arts and science
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but alSo across schools of the university? What of the rieEds of business
and industry? .

The second question has to do with the way we, as one of the.. most
expenlsiVe parts of the educational enterprise, organize outylves to
handle the diverse problems -':that confront us. As our ?graduates
increasingly assume the role of practitioners, we shall need to provide
greAly iRcrOsed.opportunities for them to keep in touch with advances
in knowledge after they have left the university so that they may
.continue in effective practice.. Many medical schools: regular
aeademic/divisions devoted to the post-graduate education of doctors.
According to the Carnegie Commission, more are needed. Should our
graduate schools take some Organized steps to insure that this,respOnsibility to our gradUates who are in practice is competently,

/handled? Are there some of our institutions that are particularly well
equipped to undertake this assignment? Is there any way .in which we
can assure that every region of-..the country will be well served .with
universities okother kinds of institutions that see this kind of.service as
important?.

In general,q would say, we need greater institutional specialization so
that each Of use'iihe(ertakes to do those tasks we are best equipped to
handle. Can we or0our sevetal campuses avoid duplicating, merely
because they are there, the fashionable emphases in research found on
the campuses of prestige institutions. At the City University of New
York We have thus far managed in several of the sciences to .have a
special research focus on each of our five participating campuses and a
truly cooperative program in the social sciences and the humanitieS. But
the difficulties, both human and logistic, are formidalle. Though I do
not underestimate the difficulties, the problem deserves our attention.

, Can we achieve on a national or regional basis the specialization and
'cooperation that would he desirable from the point of view of optimuni
use of tli-? resources of higher education as a whole'? I shall say no more
about this Problem except ,to report that I have .asked an ad hoe
committee to look into a suggestion along these lines made by one of
our members.

Let 'me give my attention now to the question of practitioiaer's
programs. During its history of over one hundred years, kraduate
education haS accepted the responsibility descriVmany years vo.by
William Rainey, Harper, first president of the University. of Chicago, for
"the adaption of [the .univerSitys] methods and training to .the
practical problems of the age in which we live." As GlIS Arlt pointed
out at the Woods Hole Conference on Graduate Education laSt year,
this was a remarkable statement, coming from a man whose doctoral
dissertation was "A Comparative Study of the Prepositions in Latin,
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Greek, Sanskrit, and Gothic. In some senses we are in Dr. Harper's
iposition, for e are very few of us who are expert in providing
3olutions for the )roblems armind us, nor are móst of those on the_
faculties over which we preside:Thus the needs of our society and ofe
the generatton (f students Who are entering both our undergniduate
colleges and the graduate and professional schools of our universities
require that we approach our task, with a willingness to innovate. and- .-
eXperiment, recognizing:that this appioach requires ,that we be clear
about the goals we seek, that we use our best intelk,gitnce ancl effort to
search for solutions, and that we be willing to evaluate Our successes
and failures honestly.

The socioloi,-y of 'higher education is changing explosively, and
institutions of higher education are on the firing line of the sewial battle
that envelops us. The college generation demands even more aggres-
sively than. the rest of us solutl,ns to the problems of environmental
pollution, population growth, and continuing poverty in the midst of
plenty; rejects the technological domination of our affluent society;
insists .on immediate. raciaI justice and-real 'equality of educational
opportunity after a hundred years of unredeemed promises. Since in
many fields employment oppOrtunities for new Ph.D.'s are in short
supply, our students Will be seeking other outlets for their talents at
pi ecisely the time when many social problenis demand not only
Folitical and community action but also careful study and trained
intelligence,

To what extent should we develop practitioner's degrees in.addition
to the D,.A.? Can much of the .ducation for the D.A. perhaps serve a 4
broader purpose than the training of college teachers? tf not, Can we
find a broad base of graduate work that would be appropriate for the
training of practitioners in a variety of fields? I consider this question_
particularly important because, as society shifts .its priorities, our
graduates will need versatility in changing fields. Needless tO say,.this
question can be important also for sound education as well; as for the,
welfare of the universities in .this period of financial crisis. In my Avn
university we are explOring the possibility that a year of -specially
designed graduate work involving all the social science:; addressed to
critical aspects of the city's probleins might serve as abase fOt work in
public administratis4h, the administration of hospitals., and oth&.aspeas
of the delivery of health care, the administration of social welfare, and
possibly educational administration and the administration of criminal
justice.

Before we plan further shifts in the focus of our undertakings,
perhaps we should review our present condition. What are the functions '
that the graduate and professional schools are best equipped to
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rtake? What have beim our sceesses thukfar? What have.been our
es? From -the limited undertakings of early American colleges,

lea
primaiily to train clerics, through 'ripe powerfur and singularly American

1\-51:11-c'pesigs ti-itartlo,Ikttf 'frorn,ihe Morrill Act.of 1862, our institutions
,,,,ittatfe: lievelcipi.4 post-collegiate oducation to serve the needs of an
rt-Inerr...aiingly complex 'and sophisticated society. The 21y.D. has been the

ns,t Versatile 'degree. It hith produced and continaes to produce a
,: multitude- of excellent teachers as well as some of/ theworld's .rnot

7 distinguished scliolars and creative scientists. In America, in contrast
with the practice in many.. European cOuntries, we }lay..? required more
or less extensive caurse work at the gi-aduate level that has insured son*

, ...
measure of bre'adth within the field of specialization and some
understanding of the conceptual framework of thefield. In the natural
sciences, where .over half of the Ph.D.'s find their first employment
primarily in research (many in industry), our graduates have been partly
responsible for the technical productivity of industry.. Yet, in-industry,
as in the universities, there NObOen complaint aboUt the attitude of the
new Ph.D. I believe the, basic praiem arises from the attitude of univer-
sity scientists (as well as uniqezetty specialists in other disciplines) that it
is sornehoW demeaning ,to work on other people's .problems. This atti-
tude may well have grown up because the questiOns other people ask are
often too difficult to solve! But I would suggest that at least one change
that we might consider would be the introduction of additional
practitioner's doctorates in scientific fields in which the .research of
students focuses on more cooperative or team projects within the
_university as preparation for the cooperatiVe . work on assigned
problem which they are apt to find in industry or government.

Both success and failure have accompanied the entry of science
Ph.D.'s into industry and government. The same is true of.Ph.D.'s who
have entered teaching. There riave been multitudes. of Ph.D,'s who have
accepted appointments at undergraduate colleges, and many of them
have become distinguished teachers. It is true that we have often
encouraged students to unctertake very limited and specialized 'research;
but I believe that the basic weakness- of the Ph.D., as preparation for

Nsome of the tasks undertaken by many of those who hold it, is its
limqation, in 'many cases, to course work within a 'single department,i tand, 'after the first year, to.. very narrowly specialized Audy. We
frequently fail to provide scope and_ insight into our own subject
because we fail to elZ"pect graduate work to he carried on in cognate

.e. fields that will illuminate the student's specialty. In Ph.D. programs, as
well as in D.A. programs, we need to ask, fOr example, whether there are
specially designed graduate courses . in psychology that 'should be
expected of stalsnts in literature, history, and political science;

c,
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wilether an American historian can really understand and teach his field
without a sophistiCated understanding of economical and political
forces.

But however successful its design. any program can succeed only
with students who have some gifts for its practice and objectives and
dome 'deVotion to its purposes. In the case of the D.A., there has been
widespread interest. A number of institutions have intitiated programs,
.and some degrees have actually been awarded, the largest number by
Carnegie-Mellon University. a pio\er in-the program. Carnegie,-Mellon
has thus far granted fifteen Doctdr of Arts degrees. To quote Dr. H.
Guyford Stever, president of that institution, "The program is the
university's considered answer to alternat've graduate degree programs
for training teachers and fuluro leaders in secondary schools, junior
colleges, and possibly some liberal arts colleges." A conference on the
D:A, was held last October, which w:11 be reported on at the final.session

--of -this meeting. I will comment now merely on mS,. feeling that some of
the programs with whose details I am familiar seem to fail disturbingly
to leep before them the goals set for the degree. The goidelines of the
-Council' of ,Graduate Schools emphasized the. need for bradth of
training and the requirement that the educationa 1 of tiic D.A.
should ...be the same as that of the Ph.D. Providin a year of
college-teachirig internship and reducing the quality a d dePth of
education is not what we seek. .

As we explore alternative' paths for the education\ of the teachers
who will 16ad our colleges intc ithe decade' s ahead,.let us'remember that
the 911eges will be serving a student popuhrtion mtich more broadly
tmla inteltectually and socially than the °students who atanded
colleges a decade ago, students tietermined to address their energies to
many of society's most stubborn problems and students who are sure
that the cultivation of their affective potential during the college years
is at least as important as the cultivaon of Click intellectual potential.

----the preparation of teachers equipped to deal with the intellectual,
social, 'and human demands that the ,colleges will make upon their
faculties in the years immediately ahead is no small task. A Doctof of
Arts' degree that provides the student only with broadly based survey
courses in his field will not, I believe, give him the 'intellectual resources
to cope with the difficult problems he must face as, a member of a
college.faculty. Our traditional, stance has been that the doctorate will
give a studerit a rrrastery of some _part .of a .field of knowledge and a
grasp of his sub-specialty that brings' him to the frontiers of research;
and, if the degree he .seeks is a Ph.D.,.that he will be expected to
demonstrate ability to push some frontier a little further. If thedegree
is a practitioner's degree, for example, an..M.D. or a J.D., his training is

fir
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likely /to draw on more than one discipline; and, through, clinical
experience or internship', either before . the degree is earned, or
sometimes after, he is '-expected to demonstrate that he is able to put his
learning into practice. By taking either of these routes, we expect .that a
person who has earned a. doctorate will have learned, in his field, how

. to question the results reported by others, how to judge evidence, when
to assent, when to seek further evidenge, when to reject conclusions
based on faulty assumptions, faulty evidence, or faulty reasoning. It is
essential, as we increase our commitment to practitioners' degrees,
including the D.A., that this tfaining in healthy skepticism not be lost.
The ri.A; has the merit of pzoviding an alternative path for potentially
good college teachers that does notemphasize the kind of research that
they find unattractive and unrewarding. Similarly, those who seek a
career in public service in one of many fields should be able to take a
route through master's and through doctor's degrees other than.
narrowly specialized research degrees that will enable them to enter the
field at a lewel df. high:competence.. I believe the iime has come for the
Council of Graduate.Schools to give its attention to this problem.

I hope that as we do this we will not decide that every one needs an
= advanced degree to function:effectively in. society. But for_those who _

need what our universities- can Offer, I hope we can find some way to
encourage each of our meMber institutions to define for itself the role
that _it is best able to play so that Jhe diversity of the problems we
attack can be handled. With the resburces that we may hope to have at
our command.

We proceed now to the afternoon prógrani. The Executive Commit-
tee of the Council has decided that the Committee on Policies, Plans,
and Resolutions, which- cOncerns itself with the questions that the
members of this body have identified as of extreme importance, should
conduct a sgs,ion at each of the Annual Meetings. This afternoon's
session, then, is under the auspices 'of this committee, and I now
present Dr. Michael, J. Pelczar, Vice-President for Graduate Studies and
Research of the University of Maryland, who is chairman of the
committee. Dr. Pelczar.

Michael J. Pelczar
TflE DOCTORAL POPULATION

During the course of the year, the CPPR Committee held tyrb
meetings, knd amotig other business discussed was the program for this
'plenary session. The topic that seemed to surface more frequently than
any others was the matter' of new doctorates and job opportunities, or,
as the press refers to it, "the Ph.D. surplus."

12
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Charles E. Falk

PROJECTIONS OF THE DOCTORATE POPULATION
I would like to point out to you that the title of my talk represents

from one point of view an overStatement and from another point af
view an understatement. It is essentially an overstatement in that it
implies that 'I will talk about all doctorates. However, because of my
own interest and activities at the National Science Foundation; I will
limit my remarks to doctorates in the fields of science and engineering.
These I will treat in a comprehensive way by covering the life, physical,,
and social sciences as well as mathematics and engineering. The title is
an understatement- since it implies that I will discuss only future
doctorate populations. However, I will cover also the current situation.
Thus, I will discuss with you the total question of the supply-utilization
relatiOrkship, present and future, for doctorates in science, and I will use
the., term "science" in a generic sense to cover all stience. and
enAineering.

The question of supply and demand has become relatively more
urgent during the last few years and is now becoming more critical
almost by the week. You are, of course, very much aware of this; and
the fact that you have a session on this topic here today is a direct
indication of your concern.

The issue has urgency for different groups for different reasons. The
new Ph.D. or the graduate student is considerably wouied about his
prospective employment opportunities. Frequently this is not a

,--:(6si..estion of whether there will be an employment opportunity, but
ivhat type of employment opportunities will eXist and 'whether they will
match the new Ph.D.'s aspiration? Going back even further in the
educational 'process, the potential science major and science bachelor
worries about this aspect because he" will have to make a decision
whether he should continue to pursue an education in science leading
to a basic or advanced degree. The academic institutions and the various
departments have4 great concern about the expected supply-utilization

'relatidriship because. they need this information for any kii of
`meaningful planning dealing with the quality antrquantity of their
future graduate programs._ And, finally,.all of us, and especially those of
us-in-thegovernment, worry about whether there 1l be an adequate
supply of highly trained personnel to really meet the needs of our
society.

So from every point of viey, this issue 'is an- urgent one.
Unfortunately, it is somewhat more difficult than usual to make
projections at this time because manpo7er trends are clearly in a
transition phase. In making these types Of projections, a number of

14
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We are well aware of the fact that this au4ience ne?ric no review of

the kind of publicity that the public is being exposed to in terms of the

output of doctorates and the positions that may or may not be

available to them. But in order to set the stage for some of the
commentary that will follow, I thought it might be good to read a few
headlines, bearing in mind that this is what the public is exposed to and
what has a great deal to do with molding their opinion.

For example, the New York Times recently printed the following
"The Ph.D. has become a problem degree. For the first time in
American educational and professional history there is an oversupply of
Ph.D.'s. Demands are growing that unive;sities turn their attention from

quantity to the need for a new kind of quality in doctorate
production." The Washington Post recently carried tnis lead to an
article: "Ph,D, gtpt creates a jobless U.S. elite." The Johns Hopkins

Magazine carried 'an article by Irving Phillips and George E. Oldham
saying: "Ph.D.'s for what?"

Despite these rather categorical pronouncernents, few if any of us
would concede that we have an oversupply of knowledge and talent,
talent that is so urgently required to engage in the increasing
complexity of problems confronting global habitation.

What is the real situation? What are the facts? Is there overproduc-
tion of doctoral students, or is there an underutilization in the sense that

we are experiencing a mismatch between 'occupational opportunities
and available and needed talent.

Dr. N9rman Borlaug, the 1970 recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize,
lamented the lack of dedicated scientists willing to get aWay from
laboratory research and white coats to come to the fields and work
with their hands. To quote Dr, Borlaug, "We can't go chasing academic
atterflies if we want to give people more bread." Along similar lines I

heard Sehator Hubert Humphrey say some time ago that some of the
sociologists had bettcr get out of the library and 'visit the inner city to
find out what is going on. Are we providing too narrow a range of
options in education and training for the doctoral candidates in our
programs?

To address ourselves in ?..n objective fashion to this question and
other aspects of -this major issue, we have been successful in arranging
an excellent panel to participate in this discussion, which we judge to

be one of the most important that confronts higher education,
particularly graduate education at the doctorate level. The question of
whether we do have a Ph.D. surplus is really central to many, if not all,
of the deliberations that confront graduate education today,
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factors have to be taken into consideration. I believe it might be
wOrthwhile to mention a few Df these because they will indicate to you
why projections have to be dynamic. They have to be repeated
at fairly sl;ort intervals because the situation is changing so rapidly.

Doctorate Production

If one considers the production of doctorates, there are what one
could call the usual factors, the factors that always have to be taken
into consideration. In the first place, there is the demographic facan-.
How large is the age group who could potentially go to graduate school
and obtain Ph.D. degrees? A second consideration is the fraction of this
age group who will not only finish college but then will advance to
graduate school and actually obtain the doctorate. As You know, that
fraction has steadily increased over the last couple of decades.

It used to be that these two factors were fairly well known. The
detnographic one certainly is clear-cut because people who are going to
get -doctorates, at least during the next ten years, have already been
born and are already in the pipeline of our school system. In the past,
the rates of those moving towards advanced degrees have shown some
very steady trends. But that situation is very different now apd has
been different for the last few years. Furthermore, some other factors
have crept in which can and will become increasingly important and are
much inore difficult to predi6t.

We have seen a growing distrust of science by students and by our
society because they have become increasingly aware of some of the
problems that are associated with technology. These problems, critiCal
thOugh they may be, have rkeived disproportionate attention in that
people are too easily forgetting the vast benefits that have evolved from
science and technology and are only looking at the problematic aspects.
The net result has been that such antipathy to science has affected
students' educational and career choices. .

Also,- r3uring the last couple of -years, a considerable amount of
publicity has been given to the alleged lack of employment opportun-

es for scientists and engineers. Dean Pelczar has already mentioned_
th:s.. I believe that these accounts have, been somewhat exaggerated
sir,ce we do not have very much statistical evidence on a national level
that a major unemployment problem has existedat least, not up to
now. As was mentioned before, the real problem seems to Je a
mismatch between aspirations of new Ph.D.'s and available employment
opportunitie-g.

For example, the latest National Register of Scientists was completed
by NSF last spring, and some of the data have now been compiled. I
should caution that this Register does not incliide engineers, and that
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we achieve about an 85 percent response rate from Ph.D.'s. The
unemp' :Tment rate among those that responded was of the order of 1
percent in the doctorate population. Similar results were`produced by a
number of other surveys. So the relative number of unemployed Ph.D.'s
seems to be'not very large.

However, there is another aspect of the problem, that of under-
employment, namely, whether there are significant numbers of science
Ph.D.'s who are not adequately using their graduate training. The
answer to this question is much more difficult to obtain. Some relevant
information was produced last year by a National Academy of Science
survey, which will be repeated this year. This survey queried depart-
mental chairmen as to what extent their new Ph.D.'s had to accept jobs
that did not adequately use their graduate training again. Tile
percentage for 1969-70 Ph.D.'s was small, only about 1 percent.

A third factor is, of course, one which you are very much aware of,
namely, that quite a few graduate departments are reducing the number
of first-year graduate students that they are willing to accept. This
action is taken for a variety of reasons. In some cases faculties worry
about the employment opportunities of the Ph.D.'s they might be
producing. In other cases, it is simply a matter of finances. Graduate'
education is the most expensive part of higher education, and fiscal
stringencies' at a university might require that the graduate program be
somewhat reduced. Fjnally, and this to me is still somewhat surprising,
some departments have reduced their first-year enrollment because they
do not see their way clear to provide stipends to their graduate students
during their whole graduate:school career. It seems to me that this is an
artificial limitation. If a student is qualified and willing to pay his own
way, why bar him from coming to a university?

Now, all of these factors, unfortunately or-fortunately, depending
upon one's point of view, have a tendency to push the production of
Ph.D.'s downward; and this is a phenomenon that is not completely
nev , as I can illustrate with a couple of charts.

Chart 1 (p. 17) -shows first-year enrollment for advanced degrees in
sciences and engineering as a percentage of first-year enrollments, in all
fields. As can be seen, starting in about 1964, that percentage has been
"decreasing; and while in the last 'year the-rate of decrease has slowed
down, it is not clear at all that this decline will not continue. So this
phenomenon, for one reason or another, of having relatively fewer
stuilents pick science as a subject of their graduate stUdy has been
experienced for the last four or five years. Of course, the absolute
number has continued to increase:-

Chart 2 (p. 18) shows the annual number of baccalaureate degrees in
selected fjelds of science. While the previous graph represented relative
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These, then, are some of the factors that have to be taken into
consideration in projecting the future availability 'of Ph.D.'s. I want to
emphasize that, of course, what we see today in terms of baccalaureates

and first-year graduate enrollments will only, have an effect on
doctorate production four to six years from now.
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Doctorate Utilization

As for utilization of Ph.D.'s, we have several phenomena that have
really been the basic cause for some of the difficultieF experienced
during the last two years. In the first place, about 30 percent of the
Ph.D.'s in science are involved in non-acadvnic research and develop-
inent, and theniature and magnitude of this P. and D effort has been
changing for the following reasons. Three-fifths of this type of R and D
funding comes from the federal government; the priorities of the
fedeial government for P. and D are changing-, furthermore, the absolute
amount of R and D dollars obligated by the government has been
decreasing since 1966. In 1967 it amounted to $16.5 billion, and in
1969 it was down to $15.6 billion. This might noeseern like a very big
decrease. It is only about 6.0 percent, but if one translates it in terms of
real dollars, then this decrease amounts to 14 percent over a two-year
period. Certainly this trend has and, if it continues, will affect the-
number of Ph.D.'s who can be active in research and development

-
Now, the non-federal component of our national P. and D funding

and here b am talking primarily about industrial sources of fundshas
continued to increase- despite this drop-off in government R and D
obligations. But there is a question as to whether it will continue to do
so. The state of the,econorny has changed during the last year; it has
not been as rosy as it was before. Under these circumstances, P. and D
programs are easy prey to budget-cutting because generally theii
products produce long-range results and thus do not seem so urgent
today. Fuitherrnore, at least on the basis of anecdotal information, I

- a em under tne impression that many industrial firms have maintained the
level of their P. and D funding primarily to keep their research teams
together, with the hope that the downward trend of government
funding would reverse itself and that they.. would then be in a good
position to apply for governmental funds. This stockpiling may also
cease.

SO, in this non-academic P. and D component of utilization, we are in
a period where there have been downward trends; and one of the big
items 6f uncertainty is how long the downward trend will continue.

There iz cne factor that works opposite to the trend just described,
namely, the number of R and D 61iars required per P. and D scientist.
Chart 3 (p. 20) gives you an ide of what has happened in recent times.
It spans the period from 195 to 1968. The graph depicts the actual
cost per P. and D scientist, n t per P. and D doctorate; and as can be
seen, it has increased steadil .-I-lowever, the interesting fact is that if
one considers this in terms of 965 dollr-s, that is, taking inflation.inl"
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consideration, the cost per scientist has remained pretty level since
1965, after an almost continuous rise during the previous decade.

It is not that difficult to deduce the reason for this. When things get
tight, most institutions try to preserve their manpower and take their
budget cuts in non-human categorie..3: equipment, travel, publication
cost, supplies and material. This hal had the effect of leveling the
constant dollar cost per R and D scientist. Now, if this continues into
the future, then one would expect a considerably larger number of
science Ph.a's involved in R and D than if this curve wOuld resume its
rise. I must admit that I do not believe that this flattening can go on
forever. One can only reduce cost items like travel and equipthent for
so long, and then in order to have any type of effective R and D
program one has to start increasing these budget categories again. Thus,
my guess is that this curve will start to climb again, but certainly not at
the rate experienced during the period before it flattened out.

-Another component of Ph.D. utilization is their employment in
academia. Here, the utilization is directly related to the magnitude of
future-enrollments-At these erib5llments continue to increase, then the
number of Ph.a.'s employed by universities will also increase. Thus, the
principal question relates to the magnitude of this increase over the
next ten years: Expecialiy important here are some of the factors that I
mentioned earlier that have a tendency to depress enrollment. These
.cOuld reduce'estimates of firture utilization of scientists in universities
below levels projected two years ago. The academic employment aspect
is especially significant ,if one considers the sectOral distribution of
Ph.D, scientists (&iart 4, p. 2) and,: realizes that 60 percent were
employed in 1968 by '..nversities- and colleges.

Projectiow

'Now, let me concentrate on actual projections:To make projections
is a precarious business under the best of circuinstances, and considering
the present uncer:ainties one inight censider it a hopeless task.
Nevertheless, they are needed more than ever at this time, and if
developed on thz, basis of different aSsumptions, they. can be,cluite
useful to those who have to make long:range plans depending on
prospective supply-Utilization patterns. As long as the assumptions are
clearly stated, uSers can select projectiOns based on those assumptions
that, in their judgment, are most !ikely to occur. However, es I indicated
before, these projections have to be revised frequ . 3T in light of
changing trends.

About eighteen months ago the National Science Foundation did
develop a set of projections of what the situation might b like in 1980,
and this wasreported in NSF Publication 69-37. -However; during the
last six months we haVe looked at these projecyons again in view of the
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1968 Utilization of Ph.D Scientists
- and Engineers by Sector

Changing circumstances. We'haVe revised some of our assumptions and
have also used, at leastin one area, a someWhat different methodology.
These new projections were not only produced for the total stience and
engineering doctorate group but also for doctorates in specific areas .of
science.

What are some of the changes that we felt had to be made since we
produced .our ctiginal projections two years. ago? With respect to
supply,, two yearS ago we used enrollment .projections that were
developed by the Center for Educational Statistics..of the dffice of
Education. However, now we feel that these might be somewhat on the
high side because they are based on regression equations covering the
last ten-year perjod. Thus, in our opinion, they do not place enough
emphasis on what has been happening' in recent years. Consequently,
we developed our own model; and while I do not kwart to bore you
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with too much methodology, I want to outline some of the major
features of this mouel.

We essentially established a set* of ratios and the growth rates of
those ratios: the ratio of bachelors in science and engineering in a
particular year to total bachelors; the ratio of first-year graduate
enrollment in science and engineering to bachelors of science and
engineering in the previous year; the ratio of total science and
engineering graduate enrollment to first-year enrollment in the previous
year; and finally the ratio of Ph.D,'s to total enrollment three years
before. In each case we developed historic growth rates for these,ratios,
but we only used data covering the period of the last six years. Since. we
felt_that even this procedure would produce too optimistic a.pictttte,
we placed disproportionate weighting factors on actual data of the last
three years.

The supply projections produced by use of_ this model' indicate an
annual doctorate production by .1980 about 16 percent smaller than
what We-estimated it to be two years ago. However, this still means that
the, doctorate production in science and engineering would increase by

*. 'about 63 percent over what it is now,.
The change in the projected 1980 graduate enrollment for science

and engineering was more pronounced. As we see it now, it would bo
aboult 29 percent smalier thar what we had assumed it to be two years

-ago. IThis is due directly to some of the factors illustrated in the earlier
graphs (Charts 1,and 2), namely, that the enrollments and baccalureates

'7on a relative scale have been decreasing. Consequently, we now project7
gradual enrollments for science and efigineering to increase also by
about 43 percent during the next decade, but this should be compared
to 86 percent over an eleven-year period which was projected 'at the
earner date.

With respect to academic utilization we considered this again from
the point of view of a graduate faculty, faculty in founyear institutions
and faculty in two4ear institutions. Since our new graduate-enrollment
projections are smaller than they were previously, the projected number
of Ph.D.'s empldyed by institutions of higher education is also
somewhat smaller. As for undergraduate enrollment projections, we still

-1 'used the same O.E. projections that we used two years ago.
Of course, this time we had tne additional task of projecting future

utiliion by field of science. In the academic sector we used
enrollments as a basis. For graduate faculty this was'simple because we
could use the enrollment projections developed for each field of
science. ...or undergraduate fa:ulty we saw no better way than to
assume that. the distribution of faculty- by area of science in 1980
would be about th; same as it is now.
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Thus, it is clear that during the next ten years now Ph.D.'s wffl be
required by academic institutions for two reasons: there will be
attritiOn from the present faculty due to death and retirement, and
institutions will continue to grow. l',Jow, instead of using the same
proportlon of Ph.D. faculty to total faculty that is in existence now, we
assumed specifically that these new university appointments would
consist of a relatively larger number. of Ph.D.'s. We assumed that 95
percent of the newly appointed graduate faculty would be Ph.D.'s as
compared roughly to 85 percent on present faculties. With respect Lo
four-year colleges' faculties at the present time, roughly 44 percent.
have doctorates. We assumed that as far as new faculty was concerned,
75 percent would be Ph.D.'s, because Ph.D.'s would be more readily
available. Finally, with respect to two-year college faculty, where the
ratio of Ph.D.'s to total faculty now is only about 8 percent, me
assumed that among new appointments the ratio would be 40 percent.

As foi the non-academic ..ectors of; employment, we now assume that
national R and D funding from all sources will be between 2.1-3.0
percent of GNP by 1980. This range was selected because in 1967 the
ratio of U.S. R and D expenditures to GNP was 3 percent and has now
'declined an estimated 2.7' percent. We..clo not at this point in time
expect a further decline in this ratio. Now this, of course, does not
mean that the leVel of R and D funding will be decreasing, because GNP
is expected to continue to increase. For the 1980 GNP we used 'the
current estimates made by the Bureau of Labor Statistics and other
groups. All of them still assume, an increase over this period equivalent
to an annal increase of about 4 percent. We then split the projected R
and D funds among the various sectors :,:-,A:ctry,,government,,etc.)
accôrding to relationships that have bee:, d during the last fiVe

p.-ojected the 1980 cost per non-acaqemic R and ascientist, .

tkri some of the oast trends into consideration and then, using
ratios of R and D doct.1::tes to total R and D scientists, came tip with a
total number of non-ae-to Anic R and D doctorates for 1980.

Following this; we had the problem 'of apportioning these non-
academic R and D doctorates among the various areas of science. Here
we utilized a study that has recently been published by the Bureau of
Labor :Statistics on "College-Educated Workers, 1968-80," which
projects utilization of all scientists and engineers by field of science by
1980. Now these BLS projections qe for all scientists and engineers by
field of science but not according to degree or type of activity. So,
agaih, we had to develop ratios of total R and D scientists to total
scientists, Ph.D. R and D scientists to total R and D scientists, etc., and
anayze some of the rates of change of these ratlos that ,had been
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experienced over the last few years. On this basis we then developed the
non-academic R and. D doctorate prbjections by field of science for
1980.

This may sound somewhat involved-I-and it is--but it is the only way
to utilize some 91 the existing studies and some of the recent trends to .

project what tb doctorate situation might be like ten years from now. '
With respect to newly employed, non-academic R and.D Ph.D.'s, we

used two assumptions to obtain a range of possibilities. In one case, we
aSsumed that Caat ratio of eR and D Ph.D.'s/te-)tal R and D scientists for
the new entrants would increase by 10 percent over that in existence in
1969; in thq other we increased this ratio by 20 percent. These
assumptions an relatively higher Ph.D. hiring rates are based on.present
indications that the next decade will not be one of acute shortages of
Ph.D.'s and that, therefore, the nun-academic Sector would hire
relatively . more Ph.D.'s. But, as you may notice, our increase in the e
Ph.D/non-Ph.D ratios for the incremental number of non-acadernic R
and D Ph.D.'s are .not nearly as karge as those assumed for the academic
sector.

Finally, just as we did thy last time, we had to calculate the probable .

number of Ph.D.'s who axe neither involved in R and D or academic
activities. These we classify as "others." There is_ a surprising number of
these, and their relative number has been increasing even during the
3,960 to 1968 period when we did experience doctorate shortages.

We have information from the National Register of Scientists on
these people. nom these data, we were a-ble to develop past growth
rates. For projection purposes, we did increaSe these groWth rates
by about .25 percent, again on the assUmption that as the Ph.D. market
became,somewhat softer, more people would enter into these types of
activities, which cover post,developmental industrial work, the type of -

practitioner activity which Dr. Rees discussed before, technical adminis-
tfation., etc.

!

Well, .when. we got all through with these computations, what did
emerge as the likely 1980 situation? Chart 5 (p 26) makes a comparisdn
of our last Projection for the total number! of doctorates and the one
.whith wa.developed now. The left part of the chart shows the present
situation, namely, that we have now of the order .of 158,000 Pn.D.:6,
.most of them being employed. The right-hand side of the -chart shows
'our forecast, for 1980. The set of bar graphs (marked 1969) represents
.our previous estimates of supplY and utilization:At that tinie the 1980
supPly range seemed to fall smack in the middle at the probable
utilization range.. The second set of bar graphs at the. extreme right
represents our revisOci projections and, as is evident, the situation has-
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changed. The projected supply range does lie sogiewhat above the
projected utilizatiOn range. Thus, the main difference between our last .

projections and the present ones is that now we are sknewhat less
confideqt about the probable balance than we were tit-co years api.
HowevEr, there are recent indications that graduate enrollments in
science have dropped considerably in 1970.

Now. let Us consider 'the projections withiuthe various areas of
science: the physical sciences; the life sciences; mathematics; engint-
ing; and the social sciences (Chart 6, p. 27). Let me mentidn first what
one might call the extremes. In the case of the phYsicaf sciences, these
,projections seem to indicate that there might be a sligh -shortage;
however, the supply and utilization ranges still overlap. n -e case of =
engiheering, on the. other hand, there are indications of a possible real
problem, because the likely supply range exceeds considerably the
utilization range. This is the case primarily because we are, already
producing annually the equivalent of about 15 percent of the total .. ,., 26



!lumber of engineeribg doctorates. Thus, this is one field where the
supply-demand situation will require very careful attention.

'In Atfe other two are.as, life sciences and mathematics, suppl an
demand appear likely to be slightly out of equilibrium by 1980. T ere
are indications-Ofserrne-real possible excess supply in the social sciences.
Again, I want to caution that, with the exception of engineering and
file social sciences, I do not believe this to be very meaningful within
the framework of the inherent uncertainties. However, within the
physical and life sciences, and to a lesser degree in mathematics, I
would say a problem does not seem likely by 1980.

A word of warning is in order regarding the life and social sciences. A
considerable fraction of the Ph.D.'s in these fields are employed by
universities and colleges. Howeyer, by the end of the next decade, the
enrollment in universities is expected to drop for demographic reasons.
As many,of you know, our past birth rates will make the college-age
popu!ation start to decrease by about 1978-79, and graduate enroll-
ments will start to feel this effect in the early eighties. Furthermore,
this decrease will continue for at least ten years. kin other words, our
past and resent enrollments increases are partially due to the baby
boom experienced after World War II. But from about 1960, the birth
rate went doWn, and enrollments will not go up again until the children
of the joaby-boom population will start to enter the universities and
college,.i.'Thus, steady enrollment decreases in the ensuing years could
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cause ,serious difficulties for lire and social science doctorates in the ,

decade of the 80's. This is important to recognize now because the
students who wil) be entering graduate schools in 1975-76 will be the
new Ph.D.'s of the early 80's.

Summary

Let me then summarize what our latest projections seem to indicate.
We still project that, with the .exception of engineering and the social
sciences, science doctorate utilization and...s.upply Will be roughly in
equilibrium by 1980. It is significant that these 'new Projections show a
narrowing of the overlap between supply and demand, and continuous.
evaluations will have to be made. It seems quite clear that we are not
likely to have a situation of _gross Ph.D. shortages. Of course, shortages
in specific subfields are still quite possible. Furthermore, if students for
a variety of reasons become sufficiently disenchanted With careers in
science, then an overall shortage could develop.

It is-- also clear from these projections that possibly as many as half of
the Ph.D.'s produced between now and .1980 will be employed in
non-R. and D, non-graduate academic positions and will.. work as
practitioners, rnangagers and administrators, post-development scien-
tists and engineers in- industry, or teachers in two- and four-year
colleges. This places a very heavy responsibility on the graduate schools

et o
broaden their curricula, to seriously consider the development of

non-research-oriented curricula and posSibly also practitioner degrees.
In our projections, the concept of "doctorate".is used i1i its broadest
sense, namely, a degree beyond the master's degree. However, it could
be a Doctor of Arts degree, any other type of practitioner doctorate, or
a conventional research-oriented doctorate.

The final conclusion is probably the most obvious one, namely, that
it is necessary to revise projections periodically, especially when factors
are changing very rapidly. What one projects now .may no longer
constitote a good pl-ojection two years hence. Thus, we at NSF intend

uPdate our projections from time to time, just as we produced this
revised projection.

J. Wayne Reitz
'141E OUTLOOK FROM THE FEDERAL-GOVERNMENT

One- of 'the characteristics of the Washington scene is that it never
stays the-same very long. The top leadership, for example, in both the
Department and the Office of Education, in which I serve, has changed
in the past year. The legislative proposals for higher education have
been discussed and debated in 'Washington and, think it is fair to say,
rather slibstantially modified. In this period of continuing budget
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stringencyproposals involving major new expenditures are unlikely to
be supported. At the same time, there are, indications of a new
Administration resolve to consult with the higher education community
before basic policy changes are made or new legislative proposals are
advanced. I think this is of very much interest to you and promises an
improvement in relationships between the federal establishment and
higher education.

The impact this changing scene may have on the doctoral population
rernains to be seen; but in any event, as I have indicated, my remarks
are not focused on the doctoral population from the demand side of
the federal government but, rather, they are intended to explore
present and future support by the federal government of graduate
education at the doctoral level.

Large scale federal support for doctoral study without restriction as
to field began with the National Defense Education Act of 1958., The.
twofold objective, for example, of. Title IV was to increase the number
of well qualified college and university faculty and to increase the
number of strong doctoral programs throughout the nation. Of course,
there were earlier federal programs, which are still continuing, with
more specific objectivesparticularly those of the National Science
Foundation and the training grants of the National Institutes of Health_

There were later programs that provided assistance for construction
of academic facilities through the Higher Education Facilities Act of
1963, for Jibraries and higher education "personnel training with the
Higher Education Act -of 1965;-and the amendment by way of the
Education Professions Development Act of 1967.

., The period of legislEtive creativity and of stitiStantial funding
. increases for hew programs-iasted for approximately ten years. We are

. now in a period of declining support, as is' shown clearly in Figure 1
(p. 30), taken from the report of 1970 Federal Interagency Committee
on Education. These data show that funds for fellowships and
traineeships increased from about twenty-five million doilars hi 1960 to
a peak of over two hundred and fifty million in 1968. In the last three
years there have been progressilve decreases to a level of One hundred

4.

and fifty million dollars projected for 1911.
Table 1 (p. 30) shows the figures for fulltime graduate enrollment,

total fellowship and traineeship \awards, and the awards as a percent of
.full-time enrollment over the,past decade. The number, of awards was
greatest' in 1968-1969, althoughl because of a growing student popula-
tion the awards as a percent of enrollment reached a high of 17 percent
a year earlier. The number of 'lawards projected for 1971 is nearly
one-third less than in 1968-69, ahd awards as a percent of enrollments
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Tahle 1. Poll-time Graduate Enrollment, Numeer f KDEA, IMekesrde, anC Number

and Percent of Tull-time Studeuts SuMported by 047Wira1 Follovsbipe
and Trelneeehlpa, 1960-61 through 1970-71e

year.
Tull -Time Graduate

Larellment

Number of federal Award.. Percent of ell full-time
Students SupportedTot 1. I IDEA, TItLI VT

1960-61 124,689 7,999 2,500 6.4

1941-62 132,675 11,591 4,000 0.7

1962-63 - 148,426 13,528 4,500 9.1

1963-64 163,463 15,601 4,500 9.5

1964-55 196,820 20,442 4,500 10.4

1965-66 230,907 26,425 6,000 11.4

1966-67 '' 258,165 40,007 10,500 15.5

1967-68 301,140 51,289 15,000 17.0

1968-69 322,000 51,446 15,32111 16.0 '

' 1969-70 354,200 42,551 12,233 12.0

1970-7144 380,000 34,434 8,603 9.0

*Does mot Include students supported .by Training G:ente or working as Research Assistants-.

** 1970-71 figenvir-Wie atiamtaa

SOURCE: fEDESAL INTERAGENCY CCHMITTER ON EDUCATION, Repeat on federal Pr...lettere!

Stuaent Support, Pesti Fellowships and Trelneeehlpe, AprIl, 1970
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are down to 9 percent. The figures for NDEA Title IV show the same
rapid build-uP, from a total of 4500 for each of three years in the early
1960's to over- 15,000 in 1967-68 and 1968-69, followed by a sharp
drop to 8600 in 1970-71. A reduction to 8200 is projected for
1971-72. In the early years of the Title IV program, the number of new
three-year awards was 1500 per year; this number was doubled in 1965,
and again doubled to 6000 in 1966 amd 1967. We are now at the level
of 2100 new thr..0-year fellowships, as compared with 2370 this past
year.

There is going to be a little bonus over the 2100 new awards for the
coming year. Without going into details as to how it happened, we
expect to have about 850 one-year fellowships that can be added to
your quota for the coming year. Notification will be made of those
around March 1. These additional fellowships can be used to meet the.
needs of returning veterans, for interrupted or vacated fellowships, or
for fourth-year NDEA Fellows.

The up and down trends of federal support for doctoral educatiorrin
geneial, and Title IV in particular, seem to illustrate the perils of
succeeding too well. Of course, it is not only the inciease in degree
output that is responsible but also The sizable cuts in federal R and D
expenditutes. In early years the rising level of these expenditures
permitted the rapid absorption of new doctoral graduates,:particularly
in the sciences, in defense:related industry or government programs.
But.in recent years, particularly the last two, government and industry
have been employing fewer of the new graduates. The result is a new
labor-market situation in which assistant professorships at research-
oriented universities or in good liberal arts:colleges are no longer readily
available for the new doctoral graduate.

The change in the kill cliinate has understandably produced a good
deal of concern and even _alarm, especially among students nearing the
end. of their doctoral- studies.

A direct consequence of the reduction in federal fellowship support
has been the decision of a number of institutions to reduce their
graduate-school admissions. The reduced deniand for doctorates has
also had its impact. A number of institutions, sincluding some of the
more prestigious graduate schools, have already announced such
redUctions; and I have 'n0 doubt others will be taking similar actions. A
further direct consequence of federal policy will be- to discourage
institutions from planning to launch new -doctoral programs. A few
years ago they could reasonably have expected some fellowship
support. Today, when the total number of fellowships is declining, it is
difficult to jugtify such support when there are so many well
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established, highly regarded programs.. In retrospect, it is apparent that
federal programs gave encouragement to too many universities to
embark upon doctoral Programs.

I believe that the watchword for the 1970's, not only with respect to
federal-support but within the higher education community itself, will
be to limit or even reduce the number of doctoral prograrris and
iniProve the quality of those that remain.

In addition to the direct consequences of reduced federal fellowships,
there will, of course, be indirect consequences. Faculty members and
graduate students also read the newspapers and the national journals
;-Ind will-lraW their own, conclusions from the generally pessimistic
aceounts that seem to haVe become so fashionable. Thus, the possibility
of an overreaction in the way of federal support is very real. and very
serious.'

And that leads me to conclude by mentioning some of the questions
that are being asked of us these days in Washington. Partly as a result of
the new conditions in the labor market and partly because of rigid
restrittions.on federal expenditure's, there is going on within.the federal
governMent a spirited debate over the future of federal support for
advanced graduate study. Pointed .questions are being asked by top
officials in the Office of Management and Budget. Among them are the
following:

1. Since federal R and D support is declining.; why is there any need
to stimulate the production of doctorates through fellowship support?

2. Since major financial benefits accrue to individuals undergoing
.0vanced education, why shouldn't graduate students -be eXPected to
borrow the funds needed to fin'ance their education?

3. Since the supply of college teachers in most academic fields now
seems adequate, is there any need to continue programs whose, major
objectives 'have been in the past the preparation of college and
university teachers, such as through the NDEA Title IV program?

4. Since preVions efforts to prOtect supply ,of and .demand for
doctoral graduates have not been conspicuously sUccessful, perhaps the
free market is the best way to allocate resources. So why let the federal
government be concerned about them?

5. Doctoral education, after all; affects only a small number of our
population of America's young people, but a much larger number of
ydung people are denied the opportunity for a college education
because of cultural, social, and economic handicaps. Doesn't equalizing
educational opportunities for these peOple becoMe a more important
"objective than supporting a small number of students at the most
advanced level?

4
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The answers to these questions will, in large part determine the nature
of federal, policies in fiscal '72 and the immediate years ahead. Some
indication of these answers will, of course, become available when the
Prgsident issues his budget message in . January. In advance of that
message it seems reasonable to assume that the following objectives will
continue to have a high priority in Adrnininstrative.thinking:

_
,

1. Continued emphasis in assisting the disadvanTaged.
2. More support for 'fields where it can be shown that deficits exist,

sUch as the whole . range of environmental and ecological studies,
transportation, and urban problems.

3. Continued interest to insure strength in quality of graduate
programs by geogiaPhic areas.

4. Some form of non-categorical institutional support.
5. The stabilization of federal support at near present levels.

The last-listed item is Particularly important if an overreaction to the
present situation is to be avoided. The symbolic importance of some
government suPport is extremely important. Potential graduate stu-

-dents need to feel that society approves of their effOrts, to achieve
advanced training, and a tangible evidence of that approval is extremely
important. Furthermore, both students and institutions need the
assurance of continuity in order to make sensible long-range plans. Foy
these and- other reasons I believe that present federal fellowship and
traineeship programs should be maintained at approximately their
present levels. To do less could be at our own peril; however; increaSes,
except for general institutional. support, will have.. to await in all
probability a further clarification of ,some oi the questions now being
.aSked.

T. L. gairns
THE OUTLOOK FROM INDUSTRY

Dr. Pelczar gave me a bit of an opening by reading out of the
newspaper, and I thought I would start off the same way. This is now a
quote: "In some quf:rters a senseless fear of science seems to have taken
hold. We. hear the cry that there shuuld be a holiday in scientific
research and in the new applications of science or that there should be a
forced stoppage in extension of old usages by mandatory legislation."
That takes care of that Point.

On tl.v, jOb situation, I have a quote from a letter written by the head
of the department. I am editing it only to theextent of leaVing out the
actual name of the school: "I haven't the faintest idea of-where your
former student can get a job. Our department is filled with our own
Ph.D.'s...hoping for a small _stipend. It _is a shame that these able men
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-shOuld be without positions. I am hOping that conditions will improve
soon."

Well, I .chose to read those, and I Was impres,sed that they sounded
not unlike what.Dr. Pelczar read. Both of these quotes were written in
1932.

My point simply iS that times have been bad before, and they have
gotten better. When times are bad, institutions are attacked. I think

- that has leen_ true throughout all of history. And science is an
institution, universities are institutions, arffl soic the-federakgovern
ment

I would like to make some brief comments. I want first to talk a
minute about.interdisciplinary research in the universities; I want to say,
a word about the absolute nunibers of Ph.D.-granting institiitions.; and
then finish up by combining a few words about changes in curricula and
the needs of industry.

It is..my Opinion that many of the current problems that face society
are going to find their solutions, through interdisciplinary research.
Environmental improvement for example will certainly come about
tbrough interdisciplinary attacks.

There 'is a certain tendency among my colleagues in industry and'iri
the universities to forget that photochemical smog. is made UP, 'of
moleculeg; these mblecules are still made up of atoms; they still obey
some of the laws which Dr. Alberty used to teach in, elementary
physical chemistry; and, of course, they still are subject tothe laws of
meteorology.

It seems to me that when we discuss.,an interdisciplinary attack, we
are talking about solving a problem by using the most,.advanced
knowledge available in the classical disciplines. I can't quite see how
teday there is such a thing as an environmental scientist who hasn't first
been an outstandiiig chemist; an outstanding biologist, or-an outstand-
ing engineer. Interdisciplinarity is for the older folksI mean over
thirty perhaps. Of course, I am not opposed to survey courses in general
science at either the-undergraduate or he graduate level. These can be
very interesting and exciting, but if universities are to solve.some of Our-
environmental problems, they will have to do so with postdoctoral
assistance.

Part of my plea here is that we move to the support of
interdisciPlinary activity in the universities, but I believe it would be a
great mistake to do so by 'weakening the classical disciplinary
departments. .1 am very much in favor of the physicists talkhig to and
working with the chemists, but I still think there are forefronts in
'physics and in chemistry that it is in the national interest to 'have
eXplOred by excellent men.
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I want to turn now to the question of the numbers of Ph.D.-granting
institutions, and my remarks here are strictly limited to chemistry.: In
these comments I am drawing on a publication by the National
'Research Council, reporting on the annual meeting which was held last
March. By and large most of these data bave been collected by an A.C.S.'
committee headed by Cheves Wa;ling, of the University of Utah.

There have been about ten new Ph.D.-granting institutions in
chemistry formed each year for the last ten years. The nuinber Went
from 125 in about 1960 to something a shade over 180 today. There

____were_19nOpb.D.'s in chemistry granted in June of 1969, and,1800 of
these were granted by the 125 schools that existed prior to 1960. Only
140 'of the 1900 were granted by the 50 schools organized since 1460.
The arithmetie works out that the old institutions, the prior-to-1960
institutions, in 1969 averaged 14 Ph.D.'s granted per institution, while
the '50 new institutions averaged 2.8. This, to me, proves that
establishing a new Ph.D. program is a very, very difficult thing to do. In
these 180 or 185 schools granting Ph.D.'s in chemistry; there are 3700
qualified faculty members and the 3700 -qualified faculty meMbers.
gi-anted, 1900 doctorates in 1969: This comes out to about an average
of about one-half Ph.D. pet qualified faeulty member per year.

Considering, the problem of financing the universities, the federal
problem, it seems to me that a good argument can be made that for the

. immediate futureperhaps five, maybe more, yearsie is questionable
that we 'need more Ph.D.-granting institutions in chemistry. There are
distinguished Professors of chemiStry who have averaged over a working
lifetime substantially more than one-half 'Ph.D. pe: year. If we could
juSt even bring that to one Ph.D. per year, it Would then mean that we
have the physical,.facilities, .we have the plant, we have the faculty to
double the production of Ph.D.'s in chemistry. And I think it is a little
unlikely that in the immediate future we Would need to double this'
number.,

There are, of course, many easily understood driving forces that leads
a four-year institution to want to add a Ph.D. program. I won't
enumerate these; I want to comenent on just one.

I really don't belie-Ye that there is any geographic justification. This is
certainly true, in my opinion, for full-time students in chemistry. It
may be that there. is a geographic justification for graduate programs in
,chemistry in some areas where part-time stadents need that opportun-
"ity. That's a point I have not seen properly investigated.

Rather than seek to establish 'Ph.D. programs in chemistry, f think
that, it might be :more salutary for the departments in foiir-year
institutions to strengthen themselves- by arranging, tor example, to
grarit more fr:quent and extensive leaves to faculty members. I. think
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that the building up of a technical staff to help in the Conduct of
research would also be desirable. And I would also like to see more

. post-doctoral appointments so that faculty in four-year colleges can, in
fact, get something constructive accomplished in research.

I would like to finish up by combining a few points on curriculum
and theneeds of industry.

Certainly the curriculum ,and the changes in it is a continuing study,
a continuing pioblem. I have seen it estimated several places that the
substantive half life content of a course in physical science is about
seven years. So every seven years, half of what is being taught wasn't
known or was not in the course seven years ago.

, On the other 'hand, I think that the details *of a curriculum are very
much less important than the .atmosphere and attitude in which the
graduate student is brought up. I believe that kt has been frequently
stated, and it. is part of my own experience, that the recent Ph.D.'s
really need a greater degree of flexibility in their outlook toward
science and toward chemistry.

I think new Ph.D.'s should be encouraged to develop an awareness of
peripheral fields. I hope they can develop an eagerness to solve
problems and not just to refine data. And most importantly of all, I
hope the new Ph.D.'s will come out with a really well-developed
confidence in their own ability to master a new subject, to become
involved and interested in a neW topic.

Now, to turn. to the manpower needs in industry, about which there
is certaihly a. great deal of confusion. The supply of scientists and
engineers has been increasing by about 6 percent ins the past fem, years:
and except for short-term discontinuities, this has held fairly constant: I
think we are in the midst of a short-term discontimlity from industry's
point of view right now. And while our own company has tried very
hard to resist the short-term pressures sc that we have a-cora-ming'
recruiting program and a consistent one so that we don't develop' a./
technical staff with gaps in it, I must say the pressures in the past twO
years have made it exceedingly:difficult; difficult enough so that we
have reduced our recruting in 1970 and will again in 1971.1 hope you
don't think I am simply looking for sympathy, but I would'. like tO.
illustrate how inflation. has affected our company in one specific way. I
saw in the paper this morning that the wage-rate inflation in the
construction industry was 7.8 percent for the past 12 months. Our
construction figure this year, which has been published, is about four
hundred and eighty million dollars. If one takes just the inflation figure
for wage rates alone in just our construCtion, leaving out our
manufacturing and research, this comes out to about fifty to sixty
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thousand-dollars per day added cost to duPont. Now, that is just about
what it cost us to.hire a Ph.D. and keep him for a full year.

-So in the past twelve months we have lost what would have been the
equival nt of hiring-365 Ph.D.'s for one year. But that is only onepart,
of the Cost cif dpgi business, and I thought it was perhaps worth
mentioning to illtrArate how difficult it is for industry to take the really
long-range poinfOf 'view.

We:are quite Confkdent that our recruting will go up. Our needs will
go up as our business goeS Up, but it has been an exceedingly difficult
time.

All the pressures you have heard about today, the reduction in
federal funds, the blaming of the environmental problems on science
and, technology, the urgent social need for good people to go into
politics and solve some of our problems, I am afraid, will lead to a very
Substantial dropping off in registrations in science and engineering, and
we may find oUrselves not with an excess only a few years frornnow
but rather with a great shortage of really .welltrained, well-educated
Ph.D. scientists and engineers.

Robert Alberty
THE 'OUTLOOK FROM THE UNIVERSITY

(THE NATURAL SCIENCES)
As an alumnus of the -Council of Graduate Schools, it is a great

pleasure for me to be back and have a chance to see so many old
friends.

These are times that make .us ask some very basic questions about
doctoral eduCation..- How many persons with doctoral' degrees, are
needed? What will they be doing daring their lifetimes? How should the
cost of their education be paid? Are there some students in our
graduate schools whb shouldn't be there,.or who have been there too

:.long? What is the best education we can'givesthem? -

.I would like to Apend my time on, anOther set of three difficult
questions that I don't `pretend to be able to answe'r"---, hut questions that I
think, w ould be struggling with. The firbt..one -iWhat is the job
situatior going to be for people with doctoral degrees irk-the natural

_sciences? The second one is: How many graduate students sho'ikd there
be in the natural. sciences? And the third: HoW can we ithRrove
graduate study in the natural sciences?

First, With respect to the job market, our experience at MJ.T. f st
spring was that the. new Phirs in physics and chemistry did not hal
the opportunity to select from very many competing offers, but the,
did get jobs. The biologists and the biochemists, the earth scientists and
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the mathematicians, on the other hand, did not report any difficulty in
finding jobs. And I note that within the fields of physics and chemistry
there was a great deal of difference', depending upon the subfield and
the type of activities these people were involved in.

However, we look forward to next spring with a good deal of
apprehension. The number of industfial interviewers who will be
visiting our campus is down significantly, and we are afraid that the
hiring of new faculty by other institutions will be down, as it will be at
M.I.T.

Thinking about the job market in the natural sciences, there are three
main sectors that I think we have to keep in mindindustry,
government, and higher education. Ted Cairns has tolpas about the
outlook from industry, and I cannot add to that. I woulthiirinply like td
emphasize..that we muSt be careful not taconfuse short-term cycling of
the economy with long-term needs of the country.

Unfortunately, the Ome cycle for producing doctorates is sufficiently
long, so that it is difficult, to adjust doctoral produption for these
short-terin fluctuations. In looking at the longdr-term needs, I can't
help but think that in providing for a growing population, with the
increasing problems of pollution, delivery of adequate medical care,

exhaustion of' natural resoruces, and still an increasing demand for a.
higher standard Of living, we shall' require well-trained scientists and

in industry.
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gh the federal government does not employ a very large
of the Ph.D.'s in the natural sciences, still federal and k and D

do support many Ph.D. scientists !through both uniyersities
stry. Ttua, job opportunities for Ph.D.'s in scier -e are going to

ly.affec..ted by federal support of R and D,and the amount Of R
R and D. So far, most reductions in federal funding have been
inflation, but the cumulative effect, as you all knoW, has been
rious; and I am afraid that at-the present tinie we, are in the
f a leveling off of the number, of active research scientists. If the
trends continue, there will be an actual diminishment of the
of active rese*ch scientists in this countrY:

only when weLe4.m.'e' the higher edlication sector that we can
area that will 'PrOb-ably _grow at a significant rate in the next

I years. Perhaps yoU noticed, as I did, that the U.S. Office of
tion has just finished counting the degree-credit enrollment in

United States universities this fall, and they find it is 8.55 million
students, which is_an increase of about 7.2 percent over last year. This
is, aetually a faster rate of growth than the Office of Education is
predicting in its _projections which are in press. These projections
indicate the degree-credit enrollment in American universities and
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colleges will increase about 4.3 percent per-year for the next several
years, with the two-year colleges growing at a faster rate, 5.7 percent
per year, and the four-year colleges*Towing at a rate of 3.0 percent per
year. I .might also refer to the NSF study, which wasjust released a few
weeks ago, that.showed the increase in science faculties between 1969
and 1970. This study showed that there was a growth of .4.5 percent id
the chemistry faculties, 2.5 percent in physics faculties, and 3.0 percent
in mathematics, and 5.5 percent in biochemistry.

But what about the future? I think higher education will continue to
need more Ph.D.'s in. the' sciences, but the hiring rates will be a good
deal lower than they have been.

Now, what about the number of graduate students that there shou1d
be in the natural sciences?, Various data and calculations indicate that
we are currently producing Ph.D.'s at a faster rate than they are needed,
assuming that they receive a certain type of training and assurning that
they,are fitted only for a certain type of job.

One way, to see how serious this problem may be is to divide the .

annual Ph.p. production', as reported by the National Research Council,
by the nAmber of employed Ph.D.'s in 1968, as reported by the
National Registry of Scientific and Tectinical Personnel: Although these
latter numbers are not complete,. they perhaps represent 80 to 90
percent of he working Ph.D.'s in the country, and so I think they are
probably good enough for this purpose. 0

Achernistry the, doctoral Production is 6.7 percent per year on ,this
basis; in the earth sciences, 9.2 percent; in physics, 10.1 percent;in
mathematics, 15.4 percent; in biological sciences, 20.4 percent.

Now, even allowing for retirements, transfers intp other fields, and .-
the development of new fields, these figures cannot continue indefin-
itely in the future without growing opportunities for people with this
training.

There are several different courseg of action. One is to reduce the
Ph.D. production in science. Another is to change the nature of the.
.training. And a third is for'new Ph.D.'s to seek difrerent typei of-jobs .

than they have in the past. Actually, I do not see any one of these as
"the" solution to current problems, but i see some features of each of
these possible solutions being followed simultaneously.

First of all, the Ph..D. production in science in the country is being
reduced. At M.I.T. the enrollment in the Graduate School and the
School 'of Science is down 8 percent from last year, and the number of
entering graduatestudents is down a good deal from that.

It would be nice actually if we had data for the country aia whole,
but I am not aware of the kind of data we really need to understand
current rates.
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I em one of ihose3 who believes the country is going to continue to
need Ph.D.'s out of thd pre-sent mold; that is, men and women who
have experience in the advancement of science at the frontier and who
want to purglie this activity and to-train students at an advanced level.
In my 'view, the. opPaKtunities for advitncing basic science are greater
than ever, and I think 'there will be major discoveries of tremendous
importance to our societY during ,the fc ..eeable future. For this
reason, I am really unhappy ith redu 'on in federal fellowship
progarns, wnich have been permitting our very best students to develop
their own cotirs9 of action and to pursue what they think would be the
most promising car6ers for them hi the future. And I think what Wayne

-Reitz's graphs 'show, that there has been a 40 or 50 percent reduction in
...these federal-programs, is very bad for these-stronger students.
-2: Now" we come to my final clueslion: How can we improve graduate
study in _the. natural sciences? In contrast with the First two questiopt, I
tIlittic this is a question that the graduate deans and their faculties can
answer.,:I knOw that 'graduate deans have been talking about new types

' of doctoral programs, and I think some neW ones are needed; but I
- would like to ernphasiie that I do not think we are actually using the
flexibility:that is inherent-in many Of our_curient programs.

I note that the EconoMic oricerns, Committee of the American
Physical SoCiety has just prepared a report in which they say, f`We
should counsel graduate students toward- a Well-grounded training in
fundimentals, carried through with the broadest attitudes and wisest
diyieions." And in this report, they quote John Gardner in his%book
Excellence of about_ten years ago, saying.:

3
Nopling contributes more damagingly to the Unemployment of educated

talent than rigid specialization and rigid attitudes supporitng this specializa-
tion. The future is necessarily hazardous for the individual who traing himself
to do a specific job, receives'an advanced degree for that line of work, and
believeg that society owes him a living for doing it.

think, in quoting John Gardner here, I am repeating things that
other members of the panel are also saying. I think, in other words, that
we 'feed to train students, as we have been doing, for exploration of
science at 'tile frontiers we need to train students with an interest in
contributing to the solution of society's problems and to taking on
broader resporlsibilities in industry; we need to train students who will
take increased interest in teaching. In the science area especially, we
need to be much more concerned' With the job of teaching science to
the non-scientists than we have in the immediate past.

In conclusion, I think this is the -time for us to reexamine our
progAms, to identify their basic strengths and correct their weaknesses,
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'and I h e that five years from now we will be able to look back and
say thi NAris' a pgriod that brotight about., major improvements in
graduatpams.

chara ,y Adam:;'
THE OUTLOOK FROM '1'1E-UNIVERSITY (THE HUMANITIES)

I'd like to begin by saying just a word about the importance of the
liberal arts in the general scheme of things, as I see it. I think that one.
of the things we most need to cultivate is human imagination. We have,
reached the point now, technologically, where we can have pretty much
any kind of world we want. But I am not sure we have-eo-mCto the
point where we are sufficiently able to imaghle the kind of world we-
ought to have. Inasmuch as imagination is the business of the liberal
arts, I think it is essential that they be healthy. My con6em about the
topics we are discussing is based on that assumption.

I had the privilege last month of attending a conference sponsored by
the FAsSociation of Departmel.ts of English, which was called a
"bellwether conference." I wasift altogether happy about that; I don't
think I'm that kind of shee;)but that's what they called it. It was
about the job market and the Ph.D. programs. specifically in English,
and there was a good deal of moaning and wringing of hands, as you
can imagine. But after we settled down a bit, the recommendations
took line that I for.one Vound more sensible than I had quite ,dared to
hope.

The conference began with a bitter complaint about what was called
"the Ph.D.:: and that put Me on edge, because as you all know there is
no sUch thing "the Ph.D." There are as many Ph.D.'s as there are--
holder's- of Ph.D.'s, and there are at least as many kinds of Ph.D.'s as
there are Ph.D. programs. It isn't at all the.monolithic thing that the
phrase "the seems to imply.

The com-)la nt was that "the Ph.D." is a very narrow, specialized,
research degree, and that therefore it not only does not prepare people
to teach in undergraduate institutions of higher learning; but actually
unfits them for that duty.

'Nell, this complaint came from a gentleman who works in New York
City, and of course N(.v York City is well known as being perhaps the
most provincial place on earth. It seemed to me that conditions out in

. the boondocksthe foggy swamps of 'Louisiana, for exampleweren't
quite that way. The fact is that something like 95 percent of Ph.D.'s in
English go out and teach English, and I had thought that we were well
aware of that fact arid that our programs were designed with it in mind.
The recommendations we finally came to were along the line of the
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kind of flexibility that my colleagues in the scienGes _have just been
talking about; that is, that we must convince our Ph.D. candidates that
they are preparing for teaching careers; we mast guarantee that They are
able to teach well; and we must do what we can to stimulate their
interest in teaching as a career. There are no jobs in pure research in the
liberal arts,and I think there are not very many in the social sciences.

Now, it's true that we do have a problem; although the loss of
financial support for graduate programs and graduate students is not as
traumatic in the liberal arts as it is in the sciences or, probably, in the
social sciences because we never had as much. We managed to get along
while our colleagues in the so:called "hard" sciences seemed to be
prospering, and we, never believed that thing about their prosperity
spilling over on us. It didn't, and we knew it didn't. So we are not
suffering quite the anguish that some of our friends are in that
particular respect.

However, the job market is pinching us, and rather badly. Almost the
only job market we have is in higher education, so that when salary
budgets in higher education are squeezed, as they are now, our Ph.D.
candidates have a hard time. The kind of flexibility we are. talking
about, inasmuch as it would make our Ph.D.'s more aceeptable and
more useful in undergraduate institutions, including two-year colleges

. .

of various kinds, is_bighly '7

A good many-people are feeling guilty because they believe we have
overexpanded our Ph.D. programs. But actually the planning done ten
years ago in anticipation of greatly expanded enrollments was not
mistaken. The real demand was there, and is there. The percentage of
Ph.D.'s on the faculties of institutions of higher learning is less now
than it was then; so if there was a shortage ten years ago, there is a
greater shortage now.

The crisis is budgetary, it's financial, and from that point of view it's
quite real.

An obvious remedy is to reduce the supply of Ph.D.'s. Unfortun-
ately, that is not a short-run solution. The pipeline is there, people are
in it, and they will graduate in due course. Whatever we do now will not
have much effect for at Jeast four, five, or six yearsby Which time the
market situation may be quite different. The presently COntinuing
increase in undergraduate enrollments will have to be dealt with in
some .way

If cutbacks are needed, it seems to me they should be made
principally in two categories of Ph.D. programs. One would consist of
those programs that were undertaken in a very laudable desire to supply
a shortage of qualified college, teachers, but which were and still are of
dubious qUaltiy. This is not a matter merely of eliminating the most
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recent ones, because some of them are very good. It should'be a matter
of setting criteria as to what constitutes a sound academic program
toward the doctoral degree and suggesting somewhat pointedly to
people whose programs don't measure up to those criteria that they
should perhaps reconsider, and abandon them.

The other category consists of programs conducted by high-powered
institutions which are certainly capable of Tounting sound academic
programs but whicll have greatly expanded the numbers of Ph.D.'s they
graduate. I think it might be suggested, again somewhat pointedly, to
such institutions not that they go out of busitfess but that they cut
back numbers.

That leaves a category ocprograms which are academically sound,
which have not greatly expanded, and which 'Probably should continue
pretty much as they are.

There has been considerable talk about a proposed new teaching
degree, most often called a Doetor of Arts; and the Council of Graduate
Schools has made some useful recommendations as to what sort of
thing the Doctor cf Arts, if it is adopted, ought to be. I have to report
that most of the people gathered at .the Association of Departments of
English bellwether conference were not enthusiastic about the Doctor
of Arts concept. They preferred to go With the idea that Ph.D; degrees
are and should be sufficiently various to perform the -functions for
which the Doctor of Arts degree is designed. They felt that the Ph.D.
doesn't have to be narrow and that it doesn't have to unfit people for
undergraduate teaching.

There may be changes in policy needed in some Ph.D. programs. If
indeed a given program is narrow, then I think it should be broadened.
But I don't think that a new name for a degree is going to be of much
use. I'm sure you have all heard the argutrants pro and con; the only
news I bring is the reaction of the English department chairmen at the
bellwether Conference:

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
0-

A. A. Michel, Univetsity of New Hampshire: Dr. Adams recom-
mended retrenchment in two areas, one being programs that were under-
taken to supply College teachers but are of dubious quality. I think
we would all subscribe to that.

The second area was programs in large institutions which. have
expanded their numbers. I would, like to ask him why he wold
recommend retrenchment in the second category if those programstare
of high quality?

R. P. Adams: I would suggest that the second category is also related
td qua1ii37. I think that some of the powerful institutions that have
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greatly expanded, their numbers Of Ph.D. candidates have don6 so at
some expense of quality, in the sense that the best faculty people in the
departments concerned have less exposure to students than I would
consider desirable. I think that a graduate program that has, say, four or
five hundred Ph.D. candidates in English is just too damn big, no matter

, how you look at it. There is a mechanical quality about that kind of
bigness; and students become alienated, and understandably so. I went
thdrugh a heavily populated program myself at Columbia shortly after
World War H.

A Voice: It is smaller now.
R. P. Adams: I am happy to note that Columbia has seen the light:

And I belie -tfi-at their output of Ph.D.'s has not been reduced
pro nally. There was considerable attrition in my day.

The problem in a big program is that the graduate 'students don't
-know each other; there's no esprit de corps. A smaller program tends to
be better for morale, and I would suggest, better educationally.

Aside from the problems that students have because of large
nuinbers, L would think that the programs that have greatly expahded
are the ones that could most reasonably be expected to take the brunt
of any necessary cutback. The institutions that have recently estab:
lished Ph.D. yrograms are not responsible for much of the increased
'number of degrees granted. It is the established and greatly expanded
programs that are mainly r6ponsible for the surplus, if there is one; and
I think they are chiefly responsible for making whatever cutbacks may
be needed'. Regardless what we may,.think pf it morally, that seems to
me to be the only practical way to reduce the supply of Ph.D.'s.

S. B. Barker, the University of Alabama in Birmingham: I was going
to try to keep quiet because I didn't want to bring emerging institutions
into this discussie,n; buCsince numbers have been brought up, I would
move to point out to Dr. Cairns what I see as some discrepancy in his
remarks.

One of them is the business of trying to cut an average across the
whole productivity of Ph.D.'s per faculty man. When you come out
with a half one per faculty person, this, of course., ranges all the way
from a few zeros to some areas where there may be a hundred.

I" would subrilit that when you start playing around with numbers,
you really don't know where you starld:

We have already had the business of overexpanded departments
called to our attention. There is in science graduate education, anyway,
very definitely a critical mass. I would say that less than a half a dozen
graduate students in chemistry, biology, physics, and many other areas
represent too small a group, but I have a very strong feeling that a
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hundred will, a priori, have to break up into smaller'groups; and I
wonder why it is that we,are condemning, a priori, universities that are
moving into Ph.D. programs.

I am not speaking against quality-1 am in favor of motherhood and
against sin toobut I think that we realize that if a group of a hundred
in a department js to be effective, it must break down into smaller
groups; and I wonder why it is that, an institution that has a dozen or

"twenty in a chemistry department cannot be effective?
I would also like to ask Dr. Cairns the jUstification for encouraging

post-docs to go into departments where there is no encouragement of
graduate study?-I think that is a sterile approach.

T. L. Cairns: Certainly the comments made are well taken; the
numbers game can be played indefinitely.

If you have an institution that has fifteen or twenty graduate
students in chemistry and is working hard to get up to whatever the
really ideal S'ize is, let's say thirty or forty, is it really advisable for
another institution'thirty miles away to start off and add one graduate
student,, then two and.three? This is what I am reallY talking about.

I don't know what the critical mass is, either; and I do agree, as our
speaker representing the humanities pointed Out, there are departments
of science that are too big.

With respect to the question of the post-doe in a liberal arts, college; a
four-year institutiOn, my idea hereand, of course, it is not Original
with meis that"this can provide the faculty member of a liberal arts
college with a very effective way to get research done and keep himself
up to date; and I think for a year it is a very valuable expOsure to a
young Ph.D. who has come from one of the larger schools. I don't, think
it is.a sterile operation by any manner of means.

G: K. Fraenkel, Columbia University: I xould like to raise two
points, both of which have to do with economics.

First, on the question of support of black students. In the Graduate
School at Columbia, and also in the undergraduate divisions, We have
put_ a massiveand I use the word advisedlyamount of financial aid
into the support of minority-group students. This has been done to
Such an extent that without outside support, either federal, state, or
private, we cannot continue. We have increased the number of graduate,-
students from minority groups in the entering class by a fac\tor of fiire
since 1968. Although we still have small numbers of minority students,
the number in our current entering class is about 5 percent of the total;
years ago it used to be very, very small indeed.

We support all of these minority students, whereas we do not by any
means support even th:, majority of our other entering students. We
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cannot 'continue to do this Iv...it'll...our own funds. In effect, this means
that we will not be able to Maintain even- our current too small
enrollment, at both thc undergraduate zmd graduate levels, of minority
students. This is a plain, hare. fact.

The other fact about economics is this: When there is an established
Ph.D. program, it cloys not save money to reduce the number of
Students. We all 'know that graduate education is the moist expensive
kind of education. But once there is lin established program and there
are facilities, whether they be in science, such as cYclotrons and other
Sorts, of equipment, or whether they be in the non-sciences with
libraries and tenure faculty, a reduction in enrollment does not cause
savings, and results in an increased cost per student. After all, tlwre are
very few,-if any, institutions that provide full support for all their
students through their own institutional resources, and many institut-
iens give relatively little support to their students through their own
institutional resources. The faet is, certainly, that in private institutions,
and also in some state institdtions, students pay part of their way;
Many .of them pay all of their way. SuCh students therefore represent
income.

Let me'go back to the particular example of English at Columbia in
the days that Dr. Adams was here. In the 1940's and 50's,'and perhaps
earlier, we had a large M. A. program, and a relatively small fraction of
the students continued on for the doctorate: The 'program had a quick
turnover and large enrollmentsoften 200-250 students were admitted
each year as compared to the current ntimber of 60-65 students. These

., students in the M. A. program brought in a great deal of money. Thus
our Ph. D. program in English today is a much, much more expensive
one than it was, if expenditure is compared with income.

Ot-P-the one hand, as a graduate dean, I must attempt to keep the
total number of students in a large department, such as English.
commensurate with our faculty and other resources: on the other hand,
there is economic pressure.to,increase tlw tuition income by admitting'
large numbers of students, particularly.inw Nl. A. prograrns.

Thus, in established Ph.D. programs, we are really faced with a very
severe financial problem relating to the siw of our programs. There has
been and will continue to be great pressure. I am sure, in private
univerSities and in many state universities acivally to increase the
number of graduate students rather than to reduce the num17ers.
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Second Plenary Session: Reassessment of the Master's Degree

Tednesday, December 2, 8:00 p.n?,

Presiding: Alvin H. Proctor, Past Chairman. Council of Graduate Schools

Henry V. Bohm Wayne State University
Francis M. Boddy, University of Minnesota
Jacob E. Cobb Indiana,State University
Arliss L. Roaden, Ohio.State University

Henry V. Bohm

THE MASTER'S IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

. My topic is the master's degree in science and engineering; and I want
to start with a rather farfetched comparison. Let me compare the
bachelor's degree to Jane Fondayoung, attractive, maybe a little
Iljppie. Let rue compare the,Ph.D. to Raquel Welchthe former requires
somewhat more development, and a more fully endowed structure.
Then I think it is appropriate .to compare the.master's degree to Phyllis

Diller.
Now, I take my assignment to cover all flavprs of engineering and..the

natural sciences, both biological and physical sciences. I think there are
some generalizations one can ake and some pointS that split them
apari;..

Leaving engineering asid for a moraent, there are, I think, three
kinds of master's degrees. Th'y first is the booby prize awarded at many
of the Ph.D.-granting institbIions to those doctoral aspirants who, for a
variety of reasons'usually, but not, always, including intellectual
capacitycannot make it through the Ph.D. Most frequently that is a
degree without a formal thesis requirement in which the Student has
spent too much time because the administrative machinery at some
level either didn't haye the heart or the guts to say good-bye to the man
at an earlier stage Or didn't insist ori a tighter time schedule for a
doctoral qualifying or preliminary exam. The fact that it is not easy to
arrive at a judgment of the student's capacity early in his graduate
career, particularly if he comes with a less than average quality or
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quiintity of preparation, is an explanation, but it is not a valid excuse.
In my experience must stiadents are not made specifically and explicitly
aware right, from the start how long they may be ieft in limbo before a
definite decision is made to stop them at the master's degree- or to
permit them to go on to the Ph.D.

The second kind of master's degree is the one that at sonic schools,
either inevitably or at least for the less than outstanding students, is
exr,ected to come ea route to the Ph.D. It usually also has.no thesis
requirement, and most often it iS a 'matter of accumulating a certain
number of credits, at which time "the departmental and university
machinery grinds into action and eventually spits out a master's degree.

I think there is something to be said for this kind of a master's
degree' , COmPared with the one I described previously, providihg
student is told- at that point: "Froni here on in you are gambling on
your own time whether you can make-it through the Ph.D. You may, in
fact, be investing one, two, or even three years and at the end of that
time have nothing more to show for your time." I think that's fair.

There is another use for this kind of master's degree, particularly in
schools such as my own where we have large numbers of first-
generation-in-college students. If you talk to.,the student who is the
first in his family to .earrLa bachelor's degree in his senior undergraduate
year about undertaking a Ph.D. program, you just 'may frighten him off
from undertaking any graduate study, usually because of family
pressure. ,The attitude at home, as I. have seen it; is often, "You've
climbed the mountain, you've got your bachelor's degree. Now go out
and get a better jobthan your cousin who went to work after high
school." Whereas he has had full family support as ah undergraduate,
when he gets intograduate schoolpartictilarly in the sciences, which
are regarded as esoteric-. and, not useful like law or medicine or social
workthe_family attitude very quickly often becomes one of suspicion
that the graduate student is a\ failure. or a kiafer or just doesn't have the
guts to, go out and support hiniseltin anormal job.

So the master's degree, which -comes relatively quickly and, to a
certain eKtent, automatically 'with a certain course completion, is a
good level to which one can raise such a student's sights nitially. When
he has arrived there, one can then raise his sights higher. This master's
degree is at a level and on a tirne scale which the .family unde-itands
more rea y than the Ph.D.

he thzr kind of master's degree is the one often given iy
independent c'b4leges that either do'nrt have a Ph.D. program or are just
thinking about tting one underway,. These, in general, are the.master's
egrees in the bc--t traditional senSe, requiring' the small Ph.D.-type

tiesis, a certain ley I of competence in course wol k, a close personal
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interaction between a small number of students and the small number
of faculty members Of the department and, perhaps, neighboring
departments. Typically, the student will take this, master's degree.. at the
same .school where he took his undergraduate work and will then
expect to 'go on to one of the major universities for his Ph:.b. work.

While I applaud the substance of this master'.s degree, in which a
student is likely to spend two or two and a half, even 'three years,
frequently it is cqupled with' some sort of en assistant-instructor
assignment in the department, I am sorry to say that think in many
cases thi is a disservice to the student.

The research quality and, sophistication of the Ph.D. institution far.
surpassesand I am speaking of the sciences herethat of the small
school. Thus, when the sludent gets to the major institution for his
doctOral work, he .findS that in summing up the time that he spent from
the bachelor's to the doctor's degree, at least one year, if not one and
One-half or two,years, seem, superfluous compared to the experience of
his colleague: who started their graduate work.at that major institution.

Additionally, at soine schools and in some .scientific d*iplineslet
me use organic chemistry as the whipping boythe student is at an
initial disadvantage for not having comnwriced work in the research

'laboratory of his proppsed Ph.D. professor.
Now, there may by some other advantages to the kind of master's

degree .1 have just described: Some students are simply not ready to be
thrown into a big pond. Others-, wopld like to "try out" a career of
serving at a primarily four-year undergraduate college; and in these two
years thot be spends as a maaer's degree student he gains an insight,
certainly much more than he ever would or did as an undergraduate,
into this kind of life and career as a college faculty member and can
.thereaTt,er have a better idea of whether such a career is likely to appeal
to him.

These, then; are th'e three prototype master's degrees in the sciences;
the booby prize, the automatic, and th tough one. I should note that
in different departments at the same university you may, in fact, find
examples of each offe, even though I ,_.haracterized one as being found
-primarily at small and independent schools.

To the best of my ability to observe, in the last five years the
master's degree as a professional degree in enginecving worthy of
full-Ae study has suffered a good deal of downgrading. And the Ph.D.
in engineering, much more theoretical ih 'Jure, has and is bang
pushed hard.

I 'find- MYself regretting this devi lopnwnt, particularly in view of Dr.
Falk's remarks this afternoon. I regret it even though it means Virning
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out engineers with greater prestige, vis41-Vis theircientific colleagues
and, perhapS more. substantively, engineers who ar&.Tore educated to
think independently and who -can better communfL'a-tU with their
scientific and occasionally their social-science colleagues.

I think the need has been demonstrated for this more:high-ft lain.
type of Ph.D. engineer. But on- the other hand, it seems to me that t
engineer who can read steam itables n order to design and build and
operate a turboelectric Power plant (atomic energy or not) and the
engineer who still knows how to set up the long and drawnout
calculations necessary .to design a Vcrrazano Narrows Bridge, is still_a-
useful guy.

The. trend I observe hi engiriee'ring schools is to edw!ate graduate
student; it) a.much more theoretical and esote-:c set of probrems than
previously. There is nothing wrong with that piovided that neither the

\ students nor the faculty lose sight of the fact that a good many nuts
\and bolts engineerS are and will be needed. These are the guys who can
'organize .the 'task of draining, a swampfor example, a Miami' Beach
sWampor the guys who know what switches to throw in this
enormous interocked national electric power network that we. are
Moving toward, so that When I blow a fuse in my home in Detroit, Salt
Lake City or some other place isn't without lights for a week. This is
not the kind of engineer I think that the Ph.D. is preparing students to
become-.

.Many of you will have seen or heard some of the statistics recently
developed by chancellor ,Cartter. In a much oversimplified way, as I

understand his .projections, for the 70's we are turning- out Ph.D.'s in
engineering and thc sciences at a roughly sufficient rate to meet the
needs Of our soLiety. This afternoon's program certainly addressed itself
to this topic..I am 'certain that sthis does not mean we are turning out
exactll the. right distributidn or that we are always turning out good
quality people, but I think one is led to take a look .,at the master's
degree as a useful level of educational accoMplishment, particularly for
people engiged in the applied sciences. the development and the

. operating end of the "business as contrasted to pure resbarch.
Even in pure research there is a gap in available numbers of highly

skilled and trained technicianssUpertechnicians, if you likewhich can
be filled and has in the past been filled at the m:',,-ter's degree level.

There seems to be a trend toward part-time study at the master's
degee level. Indeed, in engineering it is not uncommon today; and
certainly outside of the sciences and engineering, in the professional
education field; it is rather more normal than exceptional. Personally, I
don't necessarily applaud this developmedt, bUt.l do think, particularly
in view of the limited funds available for graduate research and the
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support of students in the sciences, this trend will increase during the
present decade. A natural corollary of part-time study toWards the
master's degree seems to me to be a further de-emphasis of the research
and thesis part of the master's degree requirement. I don't claim that
this is neCessarily good, but I think we all need to be aware orit.

Dean Stephen Spurr, of the lJniversity of Michigan, when he was
speaking at the October 1970 conference on "Changing Patterns in
Graduate Education," held in St. Louis, spoke about flexible entry and
exit ports for students undertaking study at the graduate level. I think
part-time study, even with those characteristics that are undesirable, is a
necessary part of that flexibility.

A hopeful sign I think I see, perhaps mOre in engineering than
elsewhere but .also in the sciences in general, is that at the master's level
we are beginning to develop some hyphenated degrees; that is to say,
some master's degrees in engineering and the sciences hyphenated with
some of the social sciences. The kind of modern 'engineering and
applied science problem that would appear to be relevant' today and
perhaps for the next twenty years often requires a greater under-
standing, or .at least a greater awareness, of the social fabric of our
society than has been traditionally provided by graduate education in
the sciences and engineering that we have offered the students in the
past thirty or forty years. Apart from the relatively small number of
."deep thinkers," that is, frontier researchers, the need, the- oppor-
tunities, and the openings fpr really large numbers of operationally
qualified people are there and are growing. In my estimation, these are
the people we now think of as being at the master's degree level..Put a
little differe:itly, these are the ractitioners Dr. Mina Rees mentioned
this afternoon..

I want' to emphasize very strongly that when I speak of these
hyphenated degrees,..I think they are only useful if they have real
substance and not just P.R. sound and fury. An environmental master's
degree cannot be 'Just a handful of old elementary biology courses
mixed in equal or unequal proportion with a handful of elementary
economics and soeiology courses. That's silnply the education of a
dilettante.

, I would hope that these mkister's-degree-level programs, if and as they
develop, will tend to be mor)a academic than professional i.n.tlw sense
that' they will be reasoriably br.2,ad and teach the student how to think
about the problems of interest rtAher-tharrrnerely enable the student to,
become well-versed in, one -vel small, very specific area. The allied
health care area is an area of gre4t-need and of some development in

..this kind of degree. ,/
I have not quOted any fidures, shown graphs or slides, but rather
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rambled on in an unscientific fashion. -I wouldn't feel quite right
without quoting at-least one Teasohably.quantitative ,cornp.arison. As
badly and 'unevenly -as we colleetively turn out !taster's degree students
jn the sciences dnd engineering, I think the following very rough
comparison is a sign.that things perhaps couldFrse. If over the last
three years one takes thq ratAos o,f master's tbbachelor's degrees in all
of. the- traditional university disciplines lumped together, and the:ratio
of the Ph.D. to the bachelor's degrees awarded in these same are'as, in
the first case one arrives at a number of about a 25 percent; in the
s2cond case, at about 3.4 percent: If one goes through the sanie exercise
specifically .for the sciences and engineering, as I have used these terms
here, the biological and physical sciences, math and engineering,!tne
arrives at a master's to bachelor's degree ratio of about 40 to 45
percent; and a Ph.D. to bachelor's ratio of about -12. percent. In ,:ther
words, science and engineering students continue from the bachelor's
degree into..master's degree' work with a frequency almost twice as high
as thosa in all 9f the traditional disciplines .combined:

Perhaps-one can interpret this as indicating that the science and
engineering students find at least some things worthwht,le in these
graduate programs more often than othar students do in their graduate
programs.

Frane.is J. I3oddy

TH MASTER'S IN SOCIAL SCIENCES AD HUMANITIES
I would like-to start -with a rather simple idea, which I am sure is -

wrong because it. is simPle. But-it give's me, at least, some feeling for
how the master's degree may fit in into the hierarchy of college degrees.

I like to compare the master's degree ,to the other degrees because
you always have to say when you are ,comparing something, what you
are comparing it Nvith,

I have a feeling that I can categorize three levels of degrees. 'hie
bachetorts degree program is essentially what the American system uses
for what we may call general education. And sp'ecifically in thowfields of
social science. and humanities, I suppose its purpose to be the basic
understanding of the liberal arts; that it is supposed to train, people,
teach people, introduce people to themain philosopnical ideas about
soci,!:y and the way in which-values are determined in society. This is
how I would oversimplify the humanities side of it.

The social science side essentially can be 'regarded as being an
attempt to explain in sone rather simple but useful rn the structure
of society: that is. a framework for the understanding of social systems.
And as an economist, I suppose l,would claim some priority in terms of
time and perhdps even priority in terms of the extent to which that

glow,
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discipline has 'developed by sajTing .that tIit .iirimary, purpose, in one
aspect-of our field at least, is to understand how the economic systems.

7 ript. just our ,own systeM, bizt the various economic systemswork.
in the 'bachelbr's program we try_ to emphasize ahd re-emphasize, I

think, the simple ideas abdut 'social systems in the social sence side;
and the basic ideas-about- the developnwnt of value systems and the
appreciation of yalues on the humapities side.

Largely, evep in the major doctoral institutiohs such as my own, we
place heavy emphasis on" thia.at the undergraduate level.

Obviously 'this varies from field tO field.. In chemistry, by contrast, it
is quite common pat students speccalize,-Yand specialize rather
intensely, at a rather early date..

In my own field ' of eConomiir, most of theNmajor, e.c.onornics
departMents ..dround the country- hcpe that their prospective.gcaduate
students have had somethilig beyond the first principles course in
economics, but tlwy are frequently mor'e integested in how much rimth
they have . had than how much- more economies they have had:
Specialiiation van be and frequently is relatively minor at the
undergraduate level. The undergraduate major is ztill largely just a
segment of what might be called general eduC'ation:

In thee master's degree, we are facing a situation in V.hich you can
mine a master's dewee or say' what 'ft is supposed to produce, and
somewhere it .;s being given..

Some years ago the Office of Education published a ratler
interesting, if Snot very useful. manual on the' titles of all thevarious.
degrees 'given by educational institutions. I was very intrigued to
discoveHVomen's Lib please. note--that there is -a Mistress of Arts
degree as well as a laster of .-Vf.fs'. /

But the Master of Arts hter become all-things to all people, and when
you look at the' major institutions such as the ones I am most familiar
with, yOu will findj that a large .plock of the master's degrees are highly
professional and practice-driented.,pne of the largest master's. programs -

I at the University Minnesc.ca is.tne Master gf Business Administration:
Other master's degrt,es of major size ate in the general social-sciences

I and humanities disciplines. But there are also the very professional
&grees, such as the Master Of Social Work. There is the typeof master's
degree--although it may go under the title of Master of Arts in history
dr ecohomics or what not--that is somewhat professionally oriented. In
the- nett,_:r colleges T. education, when peorle,..who. have experience' in

-teaching or people' %vi() are going into the practice of teaching!wish to
go beyond then haiic cndergraduate studies_in the field, they ae quite
likely to- be encouraged to take not a major or master's degree fit,'
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education but a master's degree in the field of their general subject
matter.

So there is, I think, in the major institutions, a very heavy emph'asis
on what might be called job-oriented, professionally oriented types of
master's degrees. I think this is qiiite appropriate. I think the
institAtiOns giving them are the most appropriate institutiof.s to give-
them and by and large do a very efficient job.

But .these types.of degrees are not viewed, for the most part, as being
a stepping-stone or an intermediate station on the way to a Ph.D.

Again it valies, froth Veld to field, but by and large I think a large
block of our nter's degrees, in the doctoral institutions at least, aie of
this rather specialized, notouite terminal type, but different. from the
kind of proer I., that a student going straight through toa Ph.D.. would
take.'

Thi' )tL vp , ,f master's degree is one that quite well can be taken
and c ;i1, .;:y is taken by a student who eitIter starts off, or
change:- [ 1,i, to use it as an intermediate station On the way to the

,
Ph.D.

The master's degree at many institutions is not given as a consolation
prize, but it is used, i think, as part of the evaluation of whether or not
that stocient shouldgo on the the Ph.D.

It is not that this terminal M.A is worse than other M.A.'squite the
contrary in the typical situationbut rather that perhaps the student
has reached something like the ceiling of his present ability to pursue
the Subject.

I don't:think the master's degree implies mastery of the subject. To
me; attainment of a master'S degree means that the student is familiar
with the general areas of the subject, has some competence to develop
on his ownbut only some competence to do this in areas in which he
has a particular interest and has sufficient baSic mastery of the field to
be called a historian or an economist or a chemist or Whatever. But he is

by no means at the level in which we can essentially .certify that the
institution eau do no more for him, that any further education will
have to be on his own. This is the appropriate criterion. I believe, of the
Ph.D.

We have such a wide variety of master's .degree's that I would like to
distinguish between the more professionally practice-oriented tynes-Of
degrees, such as are in education, business administration, social work
and journalism and the master's degree in what might be called the
liberal arts and social science.* az.; thsciplines of their own, not primarRy
designed to satisfy sonv prolussionar standards of competence or
admission to practice. \

. It seems to me that the\ basic principle is that the recipients ought to
'1
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have sufficient appreciation of the subject so that in good conscience
-"both they Arid their institution on say that this person is a histoiian, a

sociologist, an, anthr6pplOgist, a inaster of fin? arts, or whatever: But
the difference between this and the Ph.D. is that the Ph.D. ought to be
at the level at which the university says "We have performed (Thrtain
useful functions in bringing you up to this level in your education, but
the additional edUcation you will .need as you pursue your scholarly or
professional life Ca r he more effeciently performed- outside of this
institution and largely by your own efforts."

I would next like to contmst the master's degrees at the major Ph.D.
institutions arid the master's degrees that may be given by non-Ph.D.
institutions. Herk it seems to me there are somereal opportunities for
developments that are -.ot bOng explored in the major institutions.

7he large institutionsLnd the typical major Ph.D.-producing institu-
tion tenth to be quite large indeedare fractionated into little empires
we call departments and disciplines, and I think there is a great deal to
be said for the suggestion we ought to be producing biologists at some
level and not just specialized types of biologists, for example.

I think that institutions that are not plannLig to move into the Ph.D.
level should consider the use of the master's degree as a means of
broadening the understanding of the field rather than duplicating what
the' rrl'ajor institutions t nd to do, which is to try and bring the person
at the master's level into the degree of specialized interest that they
wish to push along at the Ph.D. level.

I 'am not sure how this idea sells. We have had conflicting repoits
within Or- own institutions, where some areas that have been at least
sympathetic to thiS- itte-a- have taken some modest action. Our state
'college system, at least at the top levels, has recognized that there may
be a good deal to be said for the more generalized type of master's
degrees rather than trying to duplicate what the universities are doing.

But I think all of these institutions are up against the pressures for
the use of the master's degree as an entry into professional practice. I
suspect this will continue and expand.

Because there is perhaps an imbalance in the American system of
what we might call the manning tat;les, and we need to produce a large
number of reasonably well-trained--and in some cases very well7trained
liberal-education, general-education ',graduates with bachelor's degrees
that companies and institutions of various kinds take' in and develop
into the kind of manpower that they\ need.; Such persons have the basic
education .about value systerns, understanding of systems, and then the
employers teach them their own special system.

At the master's level, one question is, What are the products going to
do? It'.is obvious from the figures tha have' been quoted, and can be
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reinforced by looking at any output of master's versus Ph.D.'s in the
United States, that we are always going to haVe a much larger output of
master's than Ph.D.'s and that most of these master's indeed either
don't wish to go on to the Ph.D or can't go on to the Ph.D.

What is their entry? This questicn suggests the reason, I think, that
the master's degree is becoming skewed in the direction of what might
be ealled manning tables, manpower needs, local clemands for particular
kinds'of qualified personnel.

What concerns me is that not,enough institutions are worrying about
the persons w!-!,-) just want to know more about, say Latin American
history, without regard to whether or not they are preparing for a'
particular teaching job or for any job in that special field.

It seems to me that we have overemphasizedand this is partly,the
eConomists' fault because we like to measure things that we can
measurethe economic incentives, not only for baccalaureate educa-
tion, 6ut for advanced education. And I think this is particularly true at
the master's level.

The -.master's degrees are becoming too much oriented toward jobs
and not enough oriented toward adding some additional understanding
of the fields for students who are interested because the subject matter
is intellectually stirnulatiug and they ,,11! :ifford to pursue this interest.

These may be relatively simple but I would like to defend
simple ideas by a story.. An economist friend of mine said that most of
the economic tools that the best economists in.the country apply to the
solution of many national or state or local problems are not the main
subject matter of our most advanced graduate courses. Most of the
tools we use are taught to sophomores, but they don't believe them.
And not until they have been through two or three teachings of these
basie principles, basic ideas, basic concepts, at the intermediate level, at
the tirst year graduate level, and sometimes not even until they are
brought up to their preliminary level do they really believe that these
are working tools.

One suggestion concerning the masteK's program is then that perhaps
it should not try to teach more and more complicated, esoteric,
advanced work in the field, but rather that by emphasizing basic
understanding and appropriate interrelationships with other disciplines
the students will be convinced that there is something operationally
useful in the field that they took on for study. I would argue this
strongly for the social sciences. I am not so sure; since I am not a
humanist, that 1 can argue the same case for the humanities, but I think
humanists might agree.

I think there is a 'wry real place for the master's degree; I think it can
be all sorts of things hot think there are some rather simple points of
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-ggneral agreement from which we may depart in practice, rather than
starting off by just departing:

Jacob E. Cobb
THE MASTER'S AS PREPARATION FOR TEACHING

IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS

If I took too literal an interpretation of my topic, I would eliminate,
I think, the noting of a relatively large number of master's degrees
based on progxams for preparing various school services personnel, such
as so-called reading specialists, school counselors, school psycho-
metrists, and the like, and for preparing elementary and secondary
school administrators, principals, supervisors, superintendents. These,
perhaps, should have a little consideration; if for no other reason than
that it was the requirement of a master's degree for certification for
many of these positions, especially the administrative positions, that
gave great impetus to the establishment of master's degree programs in
many of the schools, the then state teachers colleges established in the
late and middle 1920's and for several years thereafter.

Now, it is perfectly true that prior to this time established
institutions had for a great many years been offering master's degree
progxams for these specific people. These programs leading to degrees,
master's degrees, were of various s.orts. Some were part of a s2hool of
education, for the most part composed of courses in education of a
very specifically job-oriented nature; some, indeed most, dropped the
foreign language requirementcourses in research and statistics % re
added; job-oriented courses or projects replaced the theses; and some
others were pretty much traditional sorts of master's degree programs.

A second phenomenon of this development was that as the master's
degree became, as it did in several states, either a necessity for a
permanent or professional teaching certificate or a necessity for
advancement, in many instances no restrictions were placed on the
programsthe emphasis was on the degrees: Thus, in a good many
statesand my own State of Indiana was a good examplebetween
1949, and 1963 an elementary or secondary schoolteacher needed to
hold a master's degxee in order to obtain a permanent teaching
certificate. And a very large number of these teachers took their degrees
in progams leading to school services and/or adminstrativd certifica-
tion. I am sure there was a time in the State of Indiana when we could
almost have had a half-dozen to a dozen principals for every principal's
job then was in the state in terms of certification and in terms of the
master's degree program through which these people had gone.

Not only did the requirement for the master's degree fo Y. school
services and administrative positions bring many teachers into such
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programs, but the certification requirements also brought many new
institutions into the offering of master's degree programs. This was an
extremely significant developMent in graduate programs at the master's,.
degree level.

Most of the teachers collegesmany of which were later to shed the
name "teachers" and become colleges and many, somewhat later,
universitiesbetween the late 1920's and into the 1940's beg:m to offer
master's .degree programs for elementary and secondary teachers, school
services pe'rsonnel, and administrators. The significance of this develop-
ment can be seen from another angle. If I may quote briefly from a
report on a study by Sagen and Ilarcleroad, these developing state
colleges and universities, more than three hundred of Ahern, are
Projected to enroll one out of every three degree-credit students by
1975. Almost half of these institutions are found in metropolitan areas,
and the metropolitan areas contain the prospective students. In 1966,
60 percent of all the baccalaureate graduates ,of these schools were
certified as teachers. But the proportion of teacher-preparation students
to non-teacher is on .a steady decline, apd as the teacher, supply
surpasses teacher demand, the proportion of teacher trainees likely will
.Continue to decline. In 1966-67, nearly three out of ,wery four of these
sorts of institutions offered graduate programs, many at the terminal
master'sldegyee level, and virtually all of them offered some programs
to prepare. perionnel 'for elementary and secondary school teaching:
Many, of course, beginning mostly about the mid-1950's offered
programs leading to the Ph.D. and the Doctor of Education degrees.
And a gooa many of these are not small schoolsrunning 15-, 20-, 25-,
and even 30,000 in enrollments.

One more quotation .from these two men: "Continued formal
education is virtually required for the person occupying abaccalaureate
or post-baccalaureate entry level position. For this reason, continuing
education at the post-baccalaureate level in the form of master's and
post-master's degree programs is the most- rapidly growing area of
higher education.

While discussions of graduate education have emphasized the
production of I'. .D.'s, the data show that production of master's
-degrees increased at a faster rate from 1954 to 1966 than Ph.D.'s-127
percent as against 113 percentand that the developing study colleges
and universities increased their share of master's degrees to 29 percent."
This is not a big percent. It means that the bulk of the master's degrees
have been and continue to be granted by those schools that also grant
most.of the Ph.D.'s.

Discussions of the two previous gentlemen have.indi,...ated, I think,
something of thebackground reasoning as to why this is true. .
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Now, let me try to put these two approaches together. As school
consolidation and administrative reorganization have taken *place and as
supply has begun to catch .up with demand, personnel needs have
changed. Now. there is a need for a kindergarten teacher, a teacher of
American history, a teacher of European history, a teacher of
matematics, anck,.so on; in other words, a need for a spealist7 in a
specific area.

In addition, many school corporations now have higher salary scales
for teachers who .have. master's degrees "in their teaching fields-7" Thus,
many seCondary: schoolteachers now are earning master's degrees in
English and political science and psychology and the like, completely
bypassing courses in education; .good or bad, depending on how you
happen to look at it.

If one were to judge from the literature, a considerable amount Cif
thought and even some experimentation has been devOted to the idea
that programs for the preparation of teachers might well be five-year
programs. Some writers see- the professional component being spaced
throughout the five years.- Others see it as constituting the fifth-year.
Some see .all five years as undergraduate, or with the fifth year as
graduate in the main but not leading to an advanced degree; others with
the fifth year culminating in the master's degree. They have,also been
seen mainly as constituting the preparation needed in order to receive
initial certification to teach. But at the present time, the typical
academic requirement for initial certification to teach is the bachelor's
.degree. ln many states this first certificate is provisional Or temporary
in nature and is periodically renewable or made permanent only on
evidence of a specified number of hours of graduate study at an
Accredited insfitution. In some states the requirement is already
specifically, the master's degree; in some -states, the master's degree
or its equivalent, the equivalent often being thirty semester hours of
graduate study. Thus, for the teacher who continues to teach longer
than three to five years, for the so-called professional teacher., there
would seem to be the expectation that he will -enroll in graduate study
.shortly after receiving his baccalaureate degree in either an organized
degree program or an unorganized program of his own choosing.
It is also true that many school systems. now provide additional
and, in many cases, considerable salary, increments for thecom-
pletion of an additional thirty semester hours of graduate work.
This may lead to a considerable amount of shopping around for courses
offered at particular times or by particular professors or in ipirticular
places, regardless of whether or not the courses fit the needs of the
teachers. If the master's degree is to be required of all people who teach
more than the specified number of years--and I repeat, this is presently'
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true in 'some statessome verY'serious questions relating to the
integration of uridergi a d ua te and grad ua t e prOgrams-4re raised.

Of no little consequence is the question ofj admission to an
accredited graduate school. Many graduate schools have academic
admission standas.:Is for graduation from the undergraduate college..lf
thir is 'ale minimal graduation requirement for students on the
uniergraduate teacher education program, no problem exists. In many
senools, howeVer, the prospective teacher can be graduated from and
certified on the basis of the minimal 2,0 or "C" usually required by the
general college or univemity regulations. In many schools a student is
admitted to or continued in the teacher education program on an even
lovier indication of academic achievement, and here problems begin to
occur immediately.. Are teachers certified to teach some years and then
denied certification because they cannot be admitted to a graduate
progam . leading "to a master's degree? Are graduate schools to be
expected, tri admit teachers simply. because they're teachers and water
down the graduate program so that most of them receive the master's
degxee? Are the graduate schools expected to admit them simply
because they are teachers again, maintain the graduate academic
standards, and drdp many of them after six to twelve hours when they
do not maintain the required grade index? Is the recommendation of
the principal or superintendent to the effect that "Mr. Smith is one of
the best teachers in our.entire school system. Everybody likes him" to
substitute for acadeinic adequacy in a graduate school?

Simple as some, of these questions seem to be, they are not so in
practice. There are perhaps just as many compelling forces operating in
arid on the graduate school as there are operating on the teacher and in
thp school systein. It does,' however, seem to be grossly unfair to the
teacher and wasteful of the time and energy of many people to certify a
teacher for a specified number of years with the Virtually certain
knowledge that he cannot teach beyond that time.

It seems also that the awarding of a master's degree to a person just
because he is a teacher who must have this if he continues tc, teach is
just as unfair to the graduate school and to the students he will be
expected to teach. ,

Maybe the one possible mOve toward the integration ot these
multihorn dilemmas is to approach the admission problem at the
undergraduate level rather than at the graduate level. If the master's
degree is to be a requirement for the certificate to teach, to be renewed,
or to be made permanent, perhaps the academic level for admission to
the teacher education program should be well above the institu'ional
minimum. Perhaps, also, the academic 'level for admission to the
student teaching program and for graduation should be well above the
institutional minimum.
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A second area of concern, if the master's degree is to be required of
all teachers, is that of curricular integration. To what extent should the
master's degree curriculum be an extension in depth and specialization
of a secondary schoolteacher's undergradUate major and minor? To
what extent should the master's degree program of the elt-mentary
teacher broaden and deepen his experiences in the subject areas he must
teach? To what extent should the izincipal or the superintendent or the
guidance counselor explore areas not direAly concerned with budgets
and basketball and how a particdlar student can get into a particular
college?

I recognize that a great many very able people have worked over a
long period of time to assess and to recommend innovations in the
graduate preparation of teachers for elementary and secondary schoOls.
I know that some change has oocur:ed in soffie places.. But it appears to
me that in many instances innovation has merely meant more of the
same, and the teachers arf; inreabingiy moving into more traditional
departmental master's degiw programs, particularly- as job opportunity
decreases and as school corporations offer a higher salary increment for
holders of these degrees. Now, again, I place no\yalue judgment here, I
simply say it seems to me this is true.

As an approach to assessment, perhaps since we no longer have to
worry about having a reasonably warm body in a classromm and since
we knoW a great deal more than ever before about how people !earn
and since there is so much to learn that the judgment. as to to
teach becomes increasingly important, perhaps we need to do t all over
again. The% international chess champion, for example, said. wnen asked
to explain both the secret of his success and the reason why it took him
so long to make his moves, "I start at the end and 1 take it play by play
back to the first move." Maybe it's time to lodk again at the teacher
and the job am work back from there in building a master's degree
program that is relevant.

Many a secondary schoolteacher today is labeled a professional
teacher or a master teacher for the one reason only that he has earned
the master's degree. Do 30 or 32 or 36 semester hours of cottrse work
and examination and thesis in mathematics make him a professional or
a master teacher or, in the language of the layman, a better
mathematics teacher? Do 30 or 32 or 36 semester hours of course work
and examination and thesis in professional education make him a
professional or master or better teacher? Is there a mix of these two
that will do the job better than either one by itself? Are master's degree

'programs actually intended to produce master teachers?
I think one of the silliest statements I have ever heard, and I have

heard it many timesand I wish I could utter it in the way I have heard
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it, but I simply can't get that much piousness in my voiceis, "I don't
teach subject matter, I teach children.' .1.lave you ever heard, anything
sillier than that? Why, 'of course, they teach children. We have other
experts to teach the animals. The teachers teach children. But what. do
they teach. them? Can teachers teach children children? Teachers must
teach Children something. don't you agree?

The only conclusion to which I can come is that it should be
acCepted 4s a fact that the master's degree is part and parcel of the
preparation of teachers and is likely to continue so to be.

If this assumption is correct, then it v,ouki apilear that continued
major attention needs to be given to makl: 4 h master's degree the
dynamic part of the teacher preparation process 'ivat it can be, not
merely the satisfying of certain professional or academic requirements.

I. have asked a lot of question. I am sorry that i do not have the right
arswers for all of them. But I do not believe that reassessment can
ccme by picking away at the process or the product. Such an.approach
may well, when all .the little things are put together, bring about

'(nanticipated and sometimes extremely harmful results.

Arlis:> L. Roaden

TILE MASTER'S AS PREPARATIONFOR
TEACHING IN COLLEGES

Dean J. P. Elder observed more than ten years ago thatthe master's
degree.is, a bit like a streetwalkerall things to all men (and at different
prices).1That analogy is even clearer today_witi- some graduate deans
publicly denouncing the &Wee but privately frequenting it. Let me put
that analogy to bed by noting that the degree is ben* awarded at an
accelerated tempo, and there is no indication of "master's abatement."

"The Master's Degree as Preparation for College Teachers," is' a
revisit of the topic which was dealt with most ably by De- an Elder More

than a decade ago. Dean Elder.waS worried about meeting a projected
demand for eollege teachers of around 4.50,000 by 1970 with an
estimated production 'of 135,000 to .235,000 Ph.D.'s during the
ten-year period. Ile recommended ayear and one-half rnaster's program
in which the candidate would, when appropriate, (1) read one foreign
language, (2) write respectable English, (3) concentrate on his subject
and on methods of research during the first year of graduat study, and
(4) in the second year, take another seminar, do some supervised
teaching, and wilte a master's essay. Dean Elder concluded with the

J. P. Elder, "Reviving the Master's Degree for the Prospe,.tive College Teacher,"
Journal f Higher Eiluralirm, Vol. XXX. N. :3, Ntarch, 1959, pp. 133-13(i.
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nuestion of, "Who will buy the .product if We do turn out a goodly
number of well-trained masters.? Will college presidents hire them in-:
preference to thosee who possess the meretricious luster of an inferior

_dOctorate?"2
In this presentation, I shall state what is the 'case regarding master's

degree holders engaged in-college teaching and atternOt to deal with
what ought to be the case.

Production of Master's Degrees .

During the past decade, we have increased our production of master's
degrees by more than 250 percent (from '74,497 in1959-60.to 190,400
eSt. in 1969-70). Although the projected rate of increase for the next
decade is not as great as the last decade, the number increase *ill likely
be another 100,090 at least (est. for 1977-78 is 273,700).3

This tate of increas7 in the production of master's degrees has been
astounding, 'and projections for the futureWhetner One accepts the
conservative projection of an increase of 100,000 or 'a more recent
projection of a 150,000 to 200,000 increaseare not modest.4

My review of the literature suggests that there has been a
long-Standing worry about uniformity of quality and the usefulness of
master's degrees; however, there clearly has been no moratorium for
study.

College' Teachers with Master's Degrees

TR-ere are many forces that account for the increase in production of
master's degrees, but a significant force has been the need for college
-teachers. The estimated number of instructional staff members (FTE)
in 1969-70 was 362,000, an increase from 200,850 in 1959-60 (the
total full and part time instructional staff (not FTE) was estimated at
509,000 in -1969-70, an increase from 281,506 ten years ago)c!,Dean
Elder's predictions that .a significant proportion of colleTfr-ffaCliers in
1970 will not hold the doctorate has been substantiated. In 1966, the
proportion of college teachers whose highest degree was the master's

' 3 Amer.can Council of Education, A Fact Book on Higher Education, 3rd Issue,
1969, p.9192.

4The ACE projection of 190,300 for 1969-70 seems low; Lewis B.. Mayhew
(Graduate and Professional Education, 1970, McGraw-Hill, 1970) reported 188,600
master's degrees were awarded in 1968-69. Further, he estimates a production of
350,000 to 400,000 in 1980 if colleges and universities follow through with their
plans for graduate program development.

5 American Council on Education, op. cit., p. 9132.
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was as follows: all four-year institutions, 39 percent; all two-year
institutions, 73 percent; all '..iniversities, 28 percent. Proportions holding
doctorates were four-year institutions, 47 percent; two-year institu-
tions, 6 percent; and universities, 54 percent. The proportion of new
college teachers employed whose highest degree Was the master's has
been approximately 56 to 60 percent of the total employed each year
for the past decade. Approximately 40 percent held only the master's
and20 percent held the master's plus at least one year, butless than the
doctOrate. The percentage of new faculty holding the doctorate has
ranged from 25.8 in 1960-61 to 28.5 in 1966-67."

What of the Future?
I have pointed out that graduate schools are producing master's

degrees in abundance; further, those holding master's degrees constitute
the primary manpower pool for college teachers (with 5f:- to 60 percent
of new college tenhers coming from this source). Although the data
must.be used guardedly, it appears that 8 to 10 percent of the annual
production of masters graduates enter college teaching.7 What of the
future? Will there continue to be an accelerated production of masters?
The ,answer seems, unquestionably, to be Yes. Will the trend of
employing holders of master's degrees for college teaching continue?
Or, will the publicized oversupply of Ph.D.'s fill those jobs? Or will
holders of new degrees (e.g., D.A., M.Ph., M.A.C.T., and C.Ph.) fill the'
jobs? The answer here is not as clear; although, I predict little change
_froth trends over the past decade. There seems to be an assumption
-(unwarranted, I think) that, employers of college teachers prefer a
faculty of Ph.D.'s if only, they were aVailable. Suggestions for reform of
graduate programs to prepare college teachers frequently are premised
on a shortage of Ph.D.'s. Th:2 implicit assumption se.enis to be that the
best ,preparation for college teachers is the Ph.D., and all vacancies
would be filled by Ph.D. s if only there were enough to meet the
demands. For example, Dean Elder predicted that the universities will,
"gobble upcloubtless in a fairly cutthroat competitionthe Ph.D.'s
from the graduate schools of arts and sciences, or atleast most of the

.
good Ph.D.'s" "What, then," he asked, "is left for the faculty of the
small, liberal arts college, which in many ways is the hard backbone of
our humane education...?"8 The facts seem to indicate that four-year,

61b1d, pp. 9134%9138
'There is no indication Of the number of master's graduates who enter cbllege

teaching directly. However, new college teachers with the master's r master's plus

one ye^.1 that are employed each year constitute 8 to 10 percen.. the master's

graduates of the preceding year.
8 Elder, Op. cit., p. 134
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liberal arts colleges ',have "held their own" fairly well with the
universities. The 'percentage of faculty memb'ers in public and private
four-year. colleges holding the doctorate in 1954 was 37; in 1963, it was
51; and in 1966, it was 47: For the public and private universities, the
percentage of doctorates for 1954-5.5 irs 40; for 1962-63, it was, 45;
and in 1966, it waS 54.9 If universities hold a distinct advantage over
four-year institutions in attracting Ph.D.'s, the advantage has been
exercised only modestly. One could question whether or not thos,e
charged with faculty employment at either the 4versities or the
,four-year institutions were really interested in significant increases in
the propOrtion of Ph.D. holders. A matter of very practical importance
has been' the astronomical enrollment increases, esPecially in the
universitieS, which have introduced severe financial burdens. This factor
alone could have 'precluded universities from "gobblinginp" all of the
available Ph.D.'s and, thus, influenced their employing large numbers of
teaching assistants, lecturers, and other non-Ph.D. holders,

Apart from the fiscal .considerations, however, are hunches that the
institutions may not be convinced that Ph.D.'s are the best-trained
prospects for collegeteaChing. Proportions of Ph.D.'s Oh faculties may
have been-determined largely by accreditation standards and aspirations
of developing institutions to begin graduate programs.

Today, these questions are more important as they relate to two-year
institutions since the two-year, institutions constitute the most promis-
ing market for newly trained faculty members.

Teachers for Cotninunity and Technical Colleges

In the 1965 National Education Association study of college teacher
supply afid demand, the authors reported that':

, As might,be expected.,..the typical junior college teacher has not progressed
as far in his graduate studies as has his counterpart in the typical university or
college...this report contains clear evidence that the universities and colleges
are engaged in a struggle, in many instances unsucceful, to Maintain the
quality of scholarship of their teaching staffs. The year-by-year record since
1953-54 shows that a great many degree-granting institutions have been
forced to accept new teachers with less than th, desired preparation. And, in
the open competitive manpower .market, the junior college:, have been
similarly limited.' °

The limited factual data that we have don't bear out the suggestions
of cutthroai competition for Ph.D. graduates. The simply of Ph.D.'s has

9 American Council on Education op. ci1.7-.p-.-9-1-34-.9136.
"0 National Education Association. Teacher Supply and Demand ILLIniversilies,

Colleges, and Junior Colleges. 1963-64 and 1961-65. p. 42.
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been such that claims of scarcity and >competitiveness may have
overshadowed a reluctance to seek Ph.D.'s for faculty positions in the
two-year institutions.

.

Community and technical colleges because .of their pheribmenal
gowth have emerged to the forefront of our attention as consumers of
master's graduates. I've reported that in 1966, 73 percent of the faculty
of two-year irtstitutions held the master's as tar* highest degree. Only 6
'percent held the doctorate, and 20 percent h,-id....tiTe-lbachelor's and
lower; and another-1 percent held a professional degree. The percentage
of nevi faculty members holding the doctorate iras varied very little
from the level of 6.2 in 1957-58. The percents of new teachers having
completed at least one year bdond the master's degree were: 221 in
1957-58; 1962-63; 19.0 in .1963-64; and 20.7 in 1964-65. The percents
of new. teachers holding the master's degree (without a year beyond)
were 43.6; 45.8; 47.8; 48.5 53.6; 51.5; 49.6; and 51.3. The percents of
new teachers with bachelor's degree or less deereased at about the same
rate as the ihcrease oT teachers with the master's 'degree (281 in
1957-58 to 21.8 in 1964-65))

. Certainly, the phenomenal growth of twn-year colleges deServes our
attention.. The Carnegie Commission reported that by 1960, mo than
600,000 students were enrolled in two-year institutions; and by 19 9,
their numbers had grown to almost 2 millionmarly 30 'percent of all
undergraduates and 25 percent of .all students in higher education. Tbe
number of such institutions" is nOw over 1,000. Enrollment projections
for 1980 are 31 to 4.4 million.' 2 gtaffiti'g these two-year colleges is a
tall order for graduate schools in the years ahead. Where do the teachers ,

<

come from for -these institutions? During the period J.957-58 through
, 1964-65, about 30 per,cent of the teachers came directly from high

school classrooms. Next in frequency as a source -of supply was the
graduate school (20.1.in 1957-58 and 23.7 in 1964-65). Approximately
11 percent haiie come from business,occupations) 3

My analyses of these and other data related to two-year community .
and technical colleges...lead me to some cautious generalizations for the
future. My, substantiation' of the generalizations is based lirgely on"
historical review. Beyond the realm of history, however, are what seem
to "me to be some valid substantiations in econorni, theory and

,organizational theory.
1. The preparation of two-year college teachers as measured by.

'Ibid.
. ,

"The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, The Open-Door Colleges,
McGraw-Hill, June, 1970.

3 NEA op. cit., pp. 43-44.
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degrees held is unlikely to change perceptibly during the next eight to
ten years. There islittle reason to think that Ph.D.'s will be employed
in proportion substantially' greater than the current level f 6 to 7
percent. A survey of Cifornia administrators of twb-year i stitutions
substantiated that the e administrators don't seek Ph.D.'s ot junior
college teaching)4 Fu ther, whatever impact the Doctor of Arts degree

, .. may have (and I think there will be sonic) is several yearsahead. ,
2. The sources of ne kiv. faculty for two-year colleges will probably

' not vary appreciably. Experienced teachers will be recruited from the
ranks of high school teachers, with those coming directly from, master's
'degree programs- in graduate schools at about the saline rate as in the
past; and technical programs will draw a signifiLant portion of faculty

J..members from business and industry. There may be some increase in
the number of university and four-year college.teachers who will move
to two-years institutions because mobility among universities and

. "fouryear colleges is becoming more difficult and because of a renewed
awareness of public gervice inherent in community and technical-college
Coaching.

.

. 3. Although poportions of two-year faculty members will not likelY
change in terms of degree levels and suppl, sources, quantitative needs
.will be severe. Also, the qualitative dimension is a matter for our
immediate atfention, Again, I quote from Dean Elder's earlier com...
ments oti this Matter: t......:

.
.

4 The.truth is that either institutions of liberal arts will supply th'e needed
teachets, ihe 'Masters of Arts (who in the past in our. Country wcre sueh
stalwart supports), or else professional schools' of education will hungrily
jump in, with the same celerity; that enabled them to found and staff normal
schools in 'order Co supply the late nineteenth centry's need for elementary
and secondary sohool teachers (When, be it remeMbered, the liberal art.s
eollggeS, inan Indifferent snobbism, abdicated this venerable privilege and.
duty)." 6

.

It appears-that some .30 percent, at least, of the faculty of two-year.
institutions .are coming from programs in professional education.
However, I fi'nd no'evidence of overpowering "hunger" or "celerity" on
their part. Professional schools of education more than have their hands .
full with problems f urban elementary. and secondary schools.

4. Finally, Dean Elder's ten-year-old recommendation-of a master's
:

.. 14 Part II, "The IjocEorate of Arts .Degree," from Approaches to Preparing
Prospctive ColleeTeacherp. A Staff Report Presented to the Coordinating Council.
for Higher Education. Sacrynento, California, December, 1968-, 68-20 (mime-
ctaphed)., f

1 5 Elde'r, op. eV..
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degree program for preparing.college teachers still makes a lot of sense
to me. The year and -one-half program, heavy in subject matter and
culminating with a 'supervised intership, is sound. Further, I think that
some formal ties with vrofessional schools of education within our
institutions can be profitable,. There are new and exciting developnients
in such areas as learning, micro-teaching, simulation, non-verbal
cOmmunication,. and ..teacher-pupil interaction. In my judgment, the
time is past for us to lay aside such recommendations as the one
ekpressed by the 1957 AGS Committee on Policies in Graduate
Education that a course directly concerned with teaching should be
taught only by members of a student's department) 6 Alternatives to.
ties with professional, schools of education are the employment of
teaching specialists by the basic departments (this has been done in
more than- a dozen departments in my university), or the establishment
of university-wide learning resource centers.

Let me reiterate. I think the D.A. degree will mn,ke a difference, but
. the impact is several yearg-away. The specially tailored master's degree

is something that can be ,done ndw. (I .acknowledge that some
fnstitutions have developed programs along these lines.)

Concluding Generalizations

I offer two very general concluding observations regarding the topic
of preparing college teachers. First, studies in career development
suggest that career, , decisions are made Much earlier than: we once
thought. Perhaps we should study the job that needs to be done in
college tea.ching and recruit from lower-division undergraduate ranks
students who possess appropriate aptitude, academic.ability, and moti-
vations for collegeteaching. We, then, have the latitude of reshaping
aspects of the undergraduate program as well as the first year or two of
graduate work. This proposal, suggested earlier by Catmichael, may be
an extiting alternative to tinkering with the master's degree program
and worrying about the marketability of our products. Sitnply stated:\
we should prepare college teachers on purpose, not accidentally."

My second, and I assure you my final, observation goes beyoud. my
charge for this program. The public spotlight is on the improvement of

1' Association of Graduate Schools, Committee on Policies in Graduate
Education, 1957.

l'Another area not covered in this paper is in-service education of college
teachers. Graduate Schools have been so preoccupied with the pre-service education
of college teachers, there has been little time devoted to updating, extending, and
widening the scope of teachen%n the job. Since graduate schools.are only
minimally equipped (if at all) to prepare college teachers in technical fields, they
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undergraduate teaching. I am, therfcdre, optimistic that we will be
properly stimulited and motivated to do the jobthough we may be a
bit awkward and engage in some trial-and-error processes. Let us define
the job that must be done and move ahead with it. I'm worried,
however,, about another fundamental mission of graduate education
that is not in the public eye currentlythe generation of new
knowledge. We vill fumble badly in all of our training and action
,programs in the years ahead unlelss we exert our- strength toward
extending and improving bases of knowledge while at the same time we
are improving our training and -tion programs.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
P. J. Alscar.p, Roosevelt University: The question is directed to

. Arliss Roaden, whom I know. Arliss, as'you know,,nobody appreciates
hard data more than I do, but some of your statistics reniind me of the
statistician who drowned the river whose average depth was only two
feet.

I particularly want to ask about* your predictions concerning/ the
future of master's degree candidates vis-a-vis Ph.D. holders.

I think that viiat you said concerning the percentage of master's and
Ph.D. teaCher faculty at-large universities is probably correct. That is to
say, I would predict, as you have done, '. a roughly constant /level,
speaking in terms of a ratio between M.A. and Ph.D. people at
universities tin excess of 20,000 enrollment or perhaps even 15,000. But
I think that in the case of private universities and colleges ranging in
enrollment between five and twelve of thirteen thousand who are not
first rank in national reputationI am leaving out the Harvards' and the
Yalesthat the case may be quite different.

now, for example, as Dean of ki'aculties at Roosevelt, 1 will be
exe, Ling every effort to take advantage of the present marke )situation
in those areas where Ph.D. holders are available, and I have ev ry reason
to expect that this will result, if we are successful, in a dee ine-in-the
percentage of master's candithicLes on our fa,:ulties and an incr ase in the
Ph .D .'s .

I think that this could be a very significant factor on the national
level with regard to the distribution of those relative degrees.1

may juin with business and industry in this extensive enterprise es ecially for
in-service teachers. The next decade may be typified by graduate school involving
themselves extensively in the improvement of college teachers who ay have
minima', preparation in their disciplint,s .s .d who may not be equipped to ope with
problems related to the urban setting ,st community and technical col eges.
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A. L. Roaden: Yes, Dr. Olscamp. I said earlier that data in higher
education is very shaky, to say the least. There are data available that
separate out the percentage of faculty members who hold the. doctorate
and who hold the maste 's, et cetera. There are data available that break
out by public institutions nd by private institutions of varying sizes as
well as by universities, co1ieges, and two-year institutions. But the
difference across the board b ween private and public institutions is
just a matter of a, few percentage,points.

I am sure if one applied, as you suggested, some qualitative scale to
that, you would find great variations. But putting the data toge.ther for
all private universities and data together for all put/tic universities, the
difference-really-varies by just a few percentage points along that way.

You predicted that there would indeed be an accelerated rate of
employment of Ph.D.'s. I certainly don't want to suggest that such
Ought not to be the case, nor do I want to suggest that I wish it weren't
the case. Quite the contrary is true. I just don't find any data, either
historically or from any other disciplines or theories, that would suggest
that we are going to do a great turnaround in ,higher education and
suddenly move from that 6 or 7 percent in th\ natural sciences up
to 40 percent. That is wishful thinking, I think.

J. F. Porter, the University of Alabama in Huptsville: I think in
reassessing the role of the master's degree, we might consider another
point of view . This is in an operational sense as we are progressing down
the path of the development of higher education:, To, what degree is the
master's degree assuming the role operation? We had the bachelor's de-
gree in days gone by, particularly in the sense that it was at that level that
the individual attained a marketable skill rather than becoming a
generalist?

The master's degree in many of the professions is now or will become
a professional degree which gives you marketable skills. Health care
professions is such an area.
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Third Plenary Session: Reassessment of the Ph.D.

Thursday, December 3, 9:00 a.m.*,

PRESIDING: Stephen H. Spurr, Chairman-Elect,
Council of Graduate Schools

Daniel Alpert, University of Illinois
W. Donald Cooke, Cornell University
Michael J. Brennan, Brown.University
David R. Deener, Tulane University

Daniel Alpert
THE RELEVANCE OF RESIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

In asking me to speak on this topic, Boyd Page called to my
---------attention the rapid change in residence and other requirements at the

uhaergraduate level and the growing pressures at the graduate level to
reduce residence requirments, particularly for the master's degree.
Although I am not aware of serious challenges to the concept of
residence requirements at the PhD. level, I agreed to review the
implications of residere requirements for doctoral candidates in a
changing world.

My first response to this issue is that at the doctoral level the
question facing students and faculty alike is not the minimum residence
for the Ph.D. but rather the' maximum residence that should be
permitted candidates in a given degree program. Since our minimum
requirements are typically so much less than the time actually required
to get the degree, the requirement itself often becomes of small concern
to the average student. Furthermore, such considerations as job
availability rather than educational advantage may decide the actual
duration of the student's stay on campus.

But before we decide whether the student's stay on campus should
be long, short, or dispensed with entirely, we would do well to explore
the interrelations between residence, graduate education, and our
changing environment.

What are the implications of current changes in residence and other
requirements at the undergraduate level? As educators know, the
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flexibility in course selection and grading which many undergraduate
institutions are introducing will soon make the grade-point average
meaningless as index of student performance. Some colleges give full
credit for a semester or a year creatively spent outside the formal
educational establishment. Other colleges, anticipating the recent
recommendation of the Carnegie Commission, are considering a
reduction of the-requirement for the baccalureate degree from four to
tire yearS.

The current revision of undergraduate education, led some of our
liberal arts colleges, is motivated in part by the growing financial
squeeze. This rethinking of objectives and priorities will soon change
the entire concept .of the baccalaureate program. At the same time, the
growth of community colleges suggests that fewer students will spend
all of their undergraduate careers at a single institution. It may be only
a question of time until the baccalaureate degree will no longer require
continuous residence at a given campus.

Concurrently with changes in undergraduate education, demands for
changes in residence requirements are increasing at the master's level.
Here the picture is confused by the wide variety of requirements and
expectations that characterize this degree. Furthermore, the student
population includes bcth young recent college giacluates and mature
practicing professionals interested in updating their skills or improving
their certification. It is in this context that pressure is growing to
permit students who hold down a full-time job off campus to take
courses and be certified.

At the same time that the structure of undergraduate and master's
programs are in a state of overhaul and rethinking, I am persuaded that
education is on the verge of a technological revolution that will have an
impact comparable to the introduction of the printing press. The
capacity of that technology, four centuries old, to store and transfer
knowledge is breaking down seriously under the vast increase of
available information. A new technology in the form of computer-based
education systems may be the answer to getting this nevi, knowledge off
paper and into minds. The PLATO program in computer-based
education at the University of Illinois has already demonstrated the
economic viability and the remarkable instructional productivity of
such systems. PLATO has been used to teach subjects from elementary
reading to advanced chemistry, from pharmacology to political science,
and from computer programming to population genetics. Even in the
prototype PLATO IV system, we envisage thousands of consoles in an
education network distributed throughout Illinois and even wider areas.
There is every reason to believe that by the mid 70's a statewide
PLATO network will begin to break down the lockstep of the formal
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educational process both in time and in space. With the PLATO systerri,
students at any community college in Illinois could take ,:ertain basic
courses identical tO those being given to our freshmen and sophomores
at the Universitybf Illinois. The possibility of such a program is already
being demonstrated at one such community college.

.How shall we deal with education and certification at a distance? In
my opinion, we shall have to consider this question in straightforward
pragmatic terms. If we grant a master's degree to student in residence
fdr successfully completing a string of courses, I do not see why we
should not grant the master's degree if those courses are successfully
completed eby other means, in or out of the classroom. There is'every
reason-to-believe that in many fields the new technologies will provide
better and more highly individualized instruction than will be available
in our classrooms and lecture halls.

If interaction between professor and student is what we believe to be
essential for a master's candidate, we must ask how to achieve a high
quality of Such interaction. Does it make sense to ask a forty-five-year-
old engineer to leave his job and home for a semester or a year to take
part in our current classroom exercises? If certification were required
for the position of graduate deanperish the, thoughthow would we
define residence requirements?

With the aid of the new technology, I believe that within a decade
the university as a center for teaching will be capable of reaching out
geogiaphically over hundreds of miles. Many-of our teaching assistants
will then become research assistants, reviewing the effectiveness of our
teaching efforts. Furthermore, I believe that the university as a center
for teaching will not place restrictions on the age or educational level of
its clients. We may have to design some new degrees then. I leave it to
your imagination to design some reasonable residence requirements.

How do these developments relate to residence requirements for the
Ph.D.? Obviously the changes in baccalaureate programs will present us
with admissions problems. Without the grade-point average, to charac-
teriie incoming graduates, how will we identify a good student? This
problem is far from insuperable. We already depend to a great degree on
the written or oral evaluation of students. But how about the reductiot:
of the baccalaureate program from four to three years? Does that
change imply a shorter or longer interval for achieving the Ph..D.9 We.
already know that students from liberal arts colleges oftm requi,... ?..k

extra year for the Ph.D. We can hope that the change in bache,.; 's
degree requirements will for our brightest students shorten the th
required for a doctoral degree from eight to six years.

But will we dispense with or significantly change the reside
requirements for the Ph.D.? It seems to me that we cannot and Lthry4.
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not be 'without our graduate students in residence and hence should
continue significant residence requirements. To answer this question
intelligently, however, we will have to re-examine the substantive
reasons for our residence requirements.

It has often appeared strange to me, and often destructive, that the
requirements as well as the rationale for graduate education are usually
stated in terms that imply that graduate study iS of value only or
primarily to the student.-If there is a single theme that I would like to
underline in the course of this paper, it is that the doctoral student
brings to the campus as much as he takes away: Indeed(without
doctoral candidates, an institution might be a center of teaching, but it
is far less likely to be a center of advanced learning. The role c,,f
professors is to set standards, post problems, and establish the culttani.!
style of gaduate activities:But although graduate students learn quite
bit from their professors, they typically learn much more from their
students as -they teach them. So quite apart from their functi...-ks
indispensible in many universities, to provide a cheap source of teac1':7..6.
.for undergraduates and research assistants for professors, graduate
students play a vital role at the center of the university's intellet
life. For this reason We had better have them in residence even if
have to establish requirements to keep them. At the same Urns., we
must continue to reappraise the role of graduate students, particulr:rly
doctoral candidates, in the life of our institutions.

To clarify this role, it is useful to consider how doctoral can&clates
fit into the majo l. social functions of the university. It is c.rn:rlonly
accepted that these functions are: (1) Creation of new knowledge,
integration into the existing body of knowledge, and the maintenanc.x:
of intellectual standards. (2) Transmission of knowledge and tcf
skill's to the new generation; the training of experts and protessiolAs.
(3) The socialization of late adolescents and young adults through the
opportunity to select life tyles. (4) Application of knowledge to the
solution- of problems posed by society.

It is inteNesting te: observe the changing role of the graduate student
in each of these major functions.

In recent years the role of the Ph.D. student in the search for rw
knowledge has changed from master's apprentice to critic -,::42.1.os and

priorities. This restless questioning may be least ap:.:4-tler.t In the
physital sciences and engineering, which have become le f..-ular than
those fields that deal more directly with social problen., It is in the
social sciences and the humanil ies that graduate student d;,:nands for a
resealing of priorities and for relevance to current issues are felt most
strongly.

In the transf a- of knowledge and kzl to a new generation, the
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graduate student as teaching assistant has in the past played a
subordinate role. Now, graduate students are demanding a level of
participation in decision-making that is consonant with the important
services they perform. To be of value to the student, however, the role
of teaching assistant must be a creative part of his learning experience.
If this role is formulated over the bargaining table rather than on the
basis of educational ConsideratIons, the real usefulness of the teaching
assistantship may soon be lost.

In the past,. the social life of the undergraduate has borne little
similarity to that of the graduate student. ToJay, however, the social
life style of undergraduates closely resembks the independent yet
interdependent life of graduate students; th,- fra:,-rti..ty-sorority life of
earlier generations no longer dominates VA: scene. In the life styles of
undergraduates, then, the graduate stu 6:1-,:l. par:.i.cularly the doctoral
candidate, is a far more influential model 0.vezn the faculty member.

It is in regard to the application of knowledge to the solution of
problems posed by-society that student demands for relevance are most
persistent. Fresh answers to these complex questions, however, cannot
arise in a cloistered environment. Leadership in applied areas must be
based on wide experience and must be able to operate outside
traditional departmental units. Neither students nor society will allow
the university to forget its obligation to prepare young people for new
roles.

From the observations above it goes without saying that reforms in
graduate education must go far beyond the re-evaluation of residence
requirements. Yet in one sense, each of the discontinuities in the r6le-of
graduzte students is related to the, question of residence. One of the
ideas which we as graduate faculty have tried to inculcate into our

__clients _and -sponsors-both is thatthe university, -particularly the
department, is the center of a cultural environment. To achieve
intellectual independence, the student must be part of that environ-
ment for a minimum period of time. Now I believe that this assertion is.
justifiable only to the extent that the department, college, or university
represents a true community. Especially at a time when there may not
'be a job at the other end of the pipeline, our students must have had
and must be aware of having had a wortiiwhile educational and human
experience. In all too many cases, however, the student has lived in a
parochial, fragmented community, whose life style violates the lofty
academic ideals it professes.

There is no point to demanding residence in an environment that has
embedded within it basic hostilities that generate a correspondingly
compartmentalized view of the world. If the fragmented community is
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to be reunited, all departments must face up not only to their own
problems but also to those of the university as a whole.

In each of the major areas of our university communitythe natural
sciences, social sciences, humanities, and professional schoolsthere is a
need 'for re-examining our objectives, our culture, and our relationship
to society and the student. At a time when civilization seems to be in
greater need of highly educated men than ever before, we are suddenly
faced with being the principal consumer of our own product. Even the
physical sciences and life sciences find it difficult to place their new
Ph.D.'s and to gain support from a suddenly unfriendly society.
Scientists are going to have to find out what went wrong; and they will
not discover the source of the trouble in the labonitory. In every field
there is a need to set aside the shell game of academia, the game which
rejects criticism from outside a given area of expertise and which
therefore limits the concept of academic community.

If the objective of our educational system is to provide courses or to
develop particular skills, I believe that keeping graduate students in
residence is neither the most economical nor the most effective way to
attain these goals. On the other hand, if the cultural environment is to
be a Major reason for having a residence campus, that environment
must be conducive to individual growth and learning. In other words, I
believe that the university can be a center of teaching and reach out to
many thousands of students at remote lo.'ations. I do not believe that
the university can be a center of advanced learning without having in
residence both faculty and graduate students who share a community
of intellectual interest. When we become a true community, we will
have residence with or without the requirements. The graduate student
will then have a chance to learn through actively participating in
experience that enlarges perceptions and will not be merely the passive
object of "teaching."

In this paper I have talked of doctoral candidates rather than
candidates for the Ph.D. As for the Doctor of Arts or other new
doctoral degrees, such degrees will become meaningful only when some
of us on the faculty have changed our values, our objectives, and our
way of life; not when we have changed a requirement or cf-ung together
a new curriculum. When we have made such changes, the D.A. will have
attained a- status similar to that of the Ph.D., and my remarks will

similarly apply.
The world of 1970 was virtually unpredictable in 1965 and is totally

at odds with our rather secure position at that time. It is my view that
the World of 1975 will be as different from today as is the comfortable
world of 1965. Suril change brings with it a sense of challenge and
opportunity as well as concern.
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W. Donald Cooke
RESEARCH COMPONENT NATURAL SCIENCES .

_

As some of you know, I have a tendency to be an iconoclast and
Boyd Page, when he asked me to speak, probably had the feeling,
"Well, Don Cooke will say something to make.everybody' mad," and I
am afraid I am going to disappoint Boyd, because when I look at the
research component of t'fie natural sciences, I think my own evaluation.
is that we have no need for any fundamental changes. I would like to
trif to defend that particular point of view.

Obviously, being a natural scientist myself, and a chemist in
particular, I may be accused of prejudice.

How is it that I can make such an odd evaluation in these days of
turmoil and change, when so many things are happening and when
re-evaluation is so prevalent? I think the latest piece of evidence comes
from a new book by Ann Heiss called The Challenge to the Graduate
Schools.

The book is based on a survey of some 3000 students in ten
'Universities and some hundreds of faculty members. There is no
question that the book in general, and the results of the study in
particular, are a long litany of graduate student discontent. "

-However, when you look at the fine structure of the 4'U. , it turns
out that the natural sciences- stand out as a relatively bright spot,
particularly when we are talking about the research component.

If my charge were broader than the research component of the
Ph.D., I could find much to be iconoclastic about. I think there is a
great deal that should be changed in graduate education 'and much that
is wrong with the operation.

But let's look at how the students and faculty answered questions in
the survey about the research component of the Ph.D. program, again
limited 'to natural sciences.

As for the students, 85 percent felt that the research component was
intellectually stimulating and 93 per cent felt that it contributed to
their scientific development. These are pretty significant percentages,
considering what graduate students are thinking these days.

Of course, there were some complaints of students in the natural
sciences, but they were generally ielated to other things than the
research component, such as conditions of their teaching assistantships,
stipends, and other such topics. But the research component seemed to
be accepted as satisfactory by almost all.

Eighty-eight percent of the facultyagain I am talking about those in
the natural sciencesfelt that the dissertation research should remain
unchanged. In these days of turmoil and studentfaculty polarization
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this is a renarkably unanimous consensus. One would have to be very
careful in considering a major change in such a well accepted system.

Parenthetically, I might add for my chemistry colleagues a quote.
from Ann Heiss's book. After reviewing all the student-questionnaires,
she concludes: "From responses of the students, the doctoral program
in chemistry is apparently the ideal approach."

One might ask why this is the case. And there are truly remarkable
differences between the various areas when it comes to student
evaluation of their dissertation research. As I mentioned, 93 percent of
the students in the sciences replied that they thought the research
contributed to their development. The equivalent percentage for
students in nglish was 43 percent. That is a striking difference, and I
would like tob speculate on the reasons for it.

Is there a lesson here for the other lareas? I think the fact that
graduate work in the natural sciences seems to be more workable is a
happy confluence of two basic conditaons that apply, I am afraid, only
to the natural sciences.

First, the beginning graduate student rarely has the scientific
maturity to pick a .significant research problem. 14e usually has an
option of the sort of things that he would like to do, but it is the
professor who chooses the problem. So the student needs the professor.

Secondly, in the natural sciences, the professor needs the student. He
needs him to maintain his research effort, and his reputation depends to
a large degree upon the student. So they both have substantial need for
each other, and this happy marriage of roles and ambitions probably
explains the relative lack of discontent of students in the natural
sciences concerning their research. I would again like to emphasize that
they have other complaints, not related to their research.

Of course, it could be argued that this is a poor way to train
students, that all you are doing is using them as a pair of hands, and to
a degree this is true. But there is another side to the coin. In any well-
run academic program, students in the natural sciences gradually
develop into independent investigators, and mo- ,cientists know that
the student in the last year of his research program Is almost completely
on his own, with the professor playing a minor role. That is, of course,
when we give him his degree.

We 'could, of course, change that system to allow students to pick
their own problems as they do in other areas. One :..qn give some
idealized arguments for si/...11 a change. Let the student develop his ow.n
imagination and let him think about choosing a problem. The argument
I have against such a proposal is that the problems would be trivial and
the advancement of American science in the universities would come to
a halt.
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f
In the social sciences and humanities the situation between the

professor and the student is very different. Students are expected to
chooSe their own thesis problems. It is his responsibility, usually with
some ',help from his professor. But what the student does in his own
researeh, if-Published, is his work alone-and-has- ne-ef-feet--on-the
profes..sor's reputation except indirectly. The professor's name is rarely
on the \ publication. I think most professors in social sciences and
humanities look at their role in directing thesis research as a duty.
Neither the student nor the professor is very dependent on the other.

Freq-fieritly, humanities students, after passing their admission to
candidacy.1 examination, leave campus and are totally independent ofthpir.prof,or.

The situation in mathematics and physical science theory is not
unlike the humanities. Most students in mathematics contlbute very
little to a .prbfessor's researcpgram. Students are just not capable of
making much - -a-c-on ribution to the professor's research and .
reputation. -\

I think that's why the natural sciences are different and I see no
pressing need \for radical change. There are, of course, problems. In

looking at the 'modes of graduate education in chemistry and physics,
for-example, one finds two very different types of philosophy. It is
evidenced by the fact that chemists will normally finish their degrees in
something like fOur years of full-time study, Where the physicist will get
his Ph.D. in more like six years of full-time, study.

Wile', is the difference between the two programs? I think it has to
do with tradition, and what the physics professor expects in level of
competence of his student compared to what the chemiStry-professor
expects. I believe that chemistry sets its sights lower than physics. It is
probably true that 'physics experimentation is more complex, equip-
ment takes longer tO build, and experiments are mO'l.e difficult than in
chemistry-. But I think it is more a question of what the physics
professors expect in the way of competence from iheir students and in
all areas this is a purely arbitrary decision.

But there is anothei difference betWeen graduate study in chemistry
and physics. A relative large percentage of chemistry graduates take a
year or two of .post-d*toral study. Physicists generally do not follow
this pattern for the obvious reason that they have spent a longer time in
graduate study. I think 1 the physicists might change to the cheinistry
system-arbitrarily decide on a lower level of competence and shorten
graduate study to four years. I am not proposing any rigid time
schedule since it is . not \applicable to science. Those who are truly
interested in a research Icureer would then," take a year or two of
post71octoral study. I think this plan would be a better package than
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six'years.at one institution under one professor, It would also save time
and mbney for those .who are not interested in a university career.

The Ann Heiss survey indicated one complaint by students in the
natural sciences that is worth discussing. They felt that their research
programs:were tob narrow and placed limits on interdisciplinary study.
Physics departments will allow their students to take mathematics;
chemisti will let-their students take biochemistry, math, or physics. But
rarely are the students encouragedand often they are not allowedto
broaden out into the more applied areas. . .

I think that stbdents should be trained as chemiSts; but they should
be .given the opportunity, through flexibility in programming:to t,ake
few courses in applied areas. The broadening of the curriculum would
allow the students to gain knowledge of the applied areas and after
obtaining their Ph.D.'s to go into such things as ecology and water
resources.

Lastly, let me mention two or three anachronisms from the Middle
Ages that still persist in our institutions. The first, while not directly
applicable to my charge, is the sanctity of the diploma.

I suppose that in all our institutions the Great Seal of the university
is locked up in a vault, and there is considerable security on igsuring of
diplomas. I think that's an anachrbnism. I don't want to discOntinue
passing out diplomas, but we should ree:ognize them for what they are,
walL- decorations, particularly for Mil's. Perhaps in the fifteenth
century they meant something. You couldn't write to Bologna for a
Copy of a student's transcript, and he carried his diploma with him.

I think that same thing applies to oilr theSes. The concept of the
thesis probably goes back to the days before books were so readily
available, I don't really see any need for a thesis as we know it. At
Cornell -a student wanted to put his fourteen pUblic.litions between the
usual black-covered thesis' binding, and the General Cominittee said No.
I think all he would have to do to satisfy me is to note that he had
fourteen publications and that his professor agreed with him.

One might argue that if the thesis material were not to be published,
the work would be lost. I would reply that, in these days, if something
is not publishable,' it is .not worth reading. In fact, much that is
published is not worth reading.

"Lastly, the other anachronism that I thirirAill Persists in universities
is the sanctity of the Ph.D.. itself. At one time in the history of
educational development it meant ::omt particularly the certifica-
tion of unusual ability. Nowadays d-,n't believe it. I think any
ambitious, hard working student wllo lo get a Ph.D. can do so if
he plans his choicc of fitld and institution cleverly. Bnt. I don'tsuppose
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We are going to do away with that certification anachronism because, as
i!..e Wizard of Oz said, "You don't need a brain, you need a diploma."

Michael Brennan

RESEARCH COMPONENT-- SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES
I note with a sense of familiarity that we are here today to reassess

outselves. My. 4ig is research in the humanities and social studies. In
pondering what I Might say, I found that .1 was repeating ;some
venerable. prophets. Knowing that few people enjoy stale news, I do
believe, nonetheless, that a restaten.ent of their prophesies is warranted.
MY own "original Contribution to knowledge in the fitAd" is an
extension of the arguments_to what 1 regard as the hinge of change in
today's graduate school:

My postulate is a simple one. Both the social studies and humanities
have imitated the- sdences in two respects: methodology and degree of
specialization. As the natural sciences developed over the past Century,
the contrast between so:called "scientific method" and other modes of
thought was drawn to extreme. Of course no respectable scientist
believes there is such a thing as the sciemific method, and we should
not allow my p1.3mise to be carried to the trashcan on 'that digression.
Rather, the advance of hypotheses, theoretical model building,
quantifit.:ation, prediction, and empirical verification have demonstrated
that such methods yield control over nature and the future,.

Aside from applications in technology, the glory of science has been
its reliance on objectivity and its insistence on empirical testing, which
together dismantle bigotry or intolerance. But the extreme is born
when philosophers and scientist propound the credo that scientific
methods lead to knowledge while everything that cannot be formulated
clearly in discursive fOrm is merely an expression of feeliiig, an exuding
of private value judgments. And the tragedy of the humanities began
when many swallowed 'that assertion. Whether through self-images of
inferiority or through pretensions to objectivity, representatives of the
humanities have come to deny the legitimacy Of vision, or values, or
speculation even while they ignore the fact that these.kre used in any
°scientific lab. Scholarship then embarks upon a passion for counting,-
documentation; exactitude, analysis, and critical exchanges that border
on the petulant.

A consequence too of the imitation of science is an addiction .to
specialization. Scientists have judge'd that specialization is imperative.
Yet I would guess that the humanities are today rnore specialized than
the sciences, perhaps because C... nature of challenging scientific
problems and the routes to th:!ir solution dictate that the trend toward
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4npre sW:ialization be reversed. As the humanities lag.
OverspeZlization is a major conbibutor )o a depressed condition in
modern languages, history, philmr...phy some of the social sciences.

I have said these postulates ale t new. In 1925 Alfred_ North
Whitehead was warning us ofLhe cultutai -danger -daiiing us if we
continued -on- our---Course of ino-llectual specialization. For years
Gustave Arlt has chided the humankies for an unseemly imitation uf
the sciences. I will now argue that corrective measures on overspeciali-
zation are already underway. However, I will also argue that we have
not yet faced up to. the issue of methodology, and that thif: issue lies
near the heart of reassessment.

Research interests, like' other phenomena, are subject to evolution.
Recognizing that we may 'have gone too far in specialization,
recognizing too that our present cultural needs demane greater breadth
of perspective, we spend much of our energy designing interdisciplinary
programs of study and research. For we have discovered that solutions
to the problems of the city, to environmental pollution, to poverty, to
racism, and to institutional reform cannot be reached by reference to
the traditional disciplines. Usurping the hat of an economist and
relinquishing for a moment that of a dean, I see a parallel between the
contributions" of physics_to the breakthroughs in biology and what

;might come from a joining of the relatively powerful analytical tools of
economics and the insights of "soft" sociology. The upshot can be not
only workable solutions to social pkoblems but, from a purely
intellectual view, the emergence of new, more comprehensive discipli-
nes.

Theology links up with soCiOlogy, psychology with linguistics,
philosopfly wiiReconomics. I can imagine that departments of modern
languages and classics and anthropology will evolve\into departments or
centers of modern ciVilizations, housing( literary critics, historians,
philosophers, and social scientists, all plying their trade to the products
of that civilization.

But caution says it is advisable to pause and consider how we. are
going. about this enterprise. Btasically, we manipulate administrative
structures to reach intellectual objectives. A year ago I sat through a
CGS panel discussion and listened to distinctions drawn among
interdisciplinary , crossdisciplinary," multidisciplinary, transdiscipliriary,
and pandisciplinary studies. Having created departments as convenient
administrative units, and having identified these units with segments of
knOwledge called disciplines, and finding that each such discipline has
deVeloped its awn methodology, we are now faced with the difficult
problem of integrating tfiverse methodologies. Thus we find ourselves
able to agree that knowledge is all of a piece, and yet we can remain
intractable to disciplinary merger on methodological grounds.
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It has been said that the disasters of mankind are moved by the
narrowness of men with a good method. The man with a method good
only for his dominant interest is potentially a pathological case with
respect to his \wider judement and the coordination of his method with
a more complete human experience. That the search for comprehen-
siveness is delayed by separatist methods goes only part of the way
toward explaining the now tiresome charge of irrelevance levied against
the humanities and social studies Examination of these methodS reveals
a common commitment to the culture of \science.

Since science is concerned only with i,vhat and how we know, the
culture , of science subjugates visionary experience. The culture of
science cannot lOcate its valdes in mystic symbol or ritual. But man, in
addition to knower, is dreamer and lover and mythmaker. Spread of a
scientific culture to the humanistic disciplines tends to relegate
visionary experience-to a phenomenon ixi be studied by experts, tends
to relegate visionary experience to the semi-eccentric world of the artist
or the mystic. We have C. P. Snow to thank for the unfortunate "nation
of two cultures." Rather, it would seem we are in desperate need of one
culture in which the humanities and humanistically oriented social .
sciences define the context of science.

Human existence does not consist solely of accumulating knowledge-.
Man must live from , day to day and seeks to love in a way that
integrates his whole being in knowledge, intuition, joy, and fellowship.
He has need to shape his knowledge, his passions, his insight, his hopes,
exuberance and moral concerns into a scale of living. By defining the
prlocess of scholarship as the acquisition of knowledge through
expertise, we diminish our own existence.-.

To expect a set of demonstrable propositions that specify how the
whole of life might be in the product\of research instead of something
fragmented on whieh research is done may perhaps reflect the extent to

c which we take for :granted the culture of science.I hesitate to proclaim
a new mode of consciousness, so I settle for a m re modp3t prnposal.
As in teaching, so In research: renewal does not prescribe new methods

1 so much as a new spirit. I also hesitate to preaCh, so I offer only a
forecast, I am.willing to wager that upcoming generations, even without
encouragement, wiill do just that: in a new spirit come to scholarship
with no hesitance of incorporating speculation, vision, insight, and
values into their publications; of challenging 'the mYths of this era in
terms of a more animalistic interpretation of man.

Davi ! 1,'. Deener

.

WHITHER THE PH.D.?
Whether viewed ks an imported _commodity or as a domestic product,

the Ph.D degrhe in the United States boasts a most respectable vintage.
\

I
I \
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In fact, either the imported or domestic variety qualifies under Bureau
of Customs standards as an antique, since it is now 153 years since
Edward Everett received his Ph.D. from Gottingen, and 109 years since
Yale awarded the first domestic Ph.D. in the United States.

That the Ph.D. found a hospitable climate in America is certainly
understating the case. Yet in retrospect, the growth in doctoral
education in the U.S. during the immediate four decades after Yale's
first award could scarcely be called phenomenal. Even soand this is a
bit comforting alarums were sounded and antidotes prescribed back in

what to moSt of us seems almost a pre-history in the development of
the PhD. To illustrate, in 1903 no less a personage than William James
complained in print of.the "Ph.D.9ctopus"!

Following the turn of the century, the growth rate in the doctoral
area did indeed become phenomenal. Graduate .enrollments doubled
with each decade from 1900 to 1940, and the growth rate became more
phenomenal after World War II. The doctorate award rate, not merely
graduate enrollment, will have tripled during the 1960's from about
nine to ten thousand in 1960 to almost thirty thousand in the current
year, and piojections indicate that 1980 the annual award rate will be
somewhere between sixty and.seventy thousand.

In the ixase it period of expansion, the alarums of yesteryear sound
like fond lo ers' complaints compared to the bombastic criticisms
currently le eled at the Ph.D. Probably every facet of the,Ph.D.the
dissertatio requirement, the language . requirement, the residence
re nt, the entrance requirement, ad infinitumhas come under

tack. In short, the 1960's have unleashed a complex of forces that
ould thoroughly reshape the Ph.D.

'What I propose to do here is to indicate briefly the direction of this
potential reshaping, as I see it, and then to place some emphasis on a
few of th c. human forces, as distinct from the academic forces, that are
pushing and resisting the reshaping of the Ph.D.

Let me first set forth the direction of reshaping. as I see it. In
theological terms, the direction of reshaping is away from the criterion
of works and in the direction of the criterion of faith, or in mundane
terms, away from the standards of achievement i3nd acuomplishment
and toward the standard of presumed potential. Further, these
reshaping pressures are affecting all the major components of the Ph.D.
program as it has been known in its classical form.

The Ph.D. has been nlost commonly defined as a research degree, the
hallmark of which, the dissertation, is a contribution to knowledge. The
dissertation, defined as an original contribution to knowledge, has
distinguished the'Ph.D. from al: other advanced degrees.

But what is happening in the area of the dissertation? Froin a
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demonstrated origiml contribution to knowledge, which was the
classical definition, there has been a tendency in many fields simply to
make it a demonstration of ability to use research tools, without the
necessity of showing any reArch accomplishment. And in some areas
it is not even a demonstration of ability to use research tools, but' rather
mere awareness of what research skills are necessary to perform
research if the student ever wanted to do it. This, has happened most
clearly in the master's area, where the master's with a thesis is rapidly
being replaced by the master's degree without a thesis and perhaps a
course in methodology along the line. I must also mention that in some
disciplinary areas the dissertation topic is becoming phrased in e very
hypothetical way, almost a hypothetical hypothesis rather than a
subject or problem susceptible to empirical demonstration.

The changes in the language requirements are part of this movement
away from demonstrated achievement to the ability to use skills and
finally to mere awareness of what the skills are. In some institutions the
two-language requirement has been substituted partly by statistics and

- in other institutions partly by a couple of courses in a cognate field.
In the area of course work, under the stress of the last couple of ,

years, the pressure has been to move from graded course ,work to
pass-fail. Again, the students are reacting against any kind of a
demonstration of achievement in pressing to go from graded :vork td
pass-fail. I have no doubt that in some institutions mere registration for
course work will become sufficient without evon a pass-fail.

In the entrance requirement area the "B" average level, which was
printed and probably still is printed in most catalogues, has just about
gone by the board. The Graduate Record Exams are uscd when a
department needs to exclude somebody; they are disregarded when a
department needs to take somebody in. And in many institutions open
admissions has become the policy for ertrance to greduate school. All
of which, as I see it, is away from the criterion of achievement to
something elsecall it presumed potential or simply call it equality.

Now then, what are these ,human forces, as distinct from the
academic forces, that appear to be shaping or attempting to reshape
and resisting the reshapingof tie Ph.D.? I would like to talk about
these forces in terms Of the psychological rewards or motivations
important to humaft-beings, particularly status and prestige, and of the
material rewards or motivations or the desire of human beings to get
more of the economic guodies of this particular political system.

There are three groups that are going to be very important in this
reshaping First of all, there are those who already have the Ph.D. They
man the university and college faculties. They man linany of the
positions in state boards, many of the positions in government agencies
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dealing with higher education. They compose the "Ph.D.dom". They
have acquired high staths; they have acquired a considerable portion of
the economic goods of this society; and they "ain't about to give it up
without a fight.".The second group are those who want to get the Ph.D..
or the doctorate:They want high status and they want more of the
economic goodies of this life. And then there is the third grouP, and
this is the one that has caused unexpected troubie in recent years. They
are those who have to provide the money so that those who'have the
Ph.D. will teach those who want to get the Ph.D.

First of all, let's start With those who want to get the ph.D. or some
other advanced degree. We have already seen great pressure over the last
twenty-five' years for this group to expand in numbers. Nor are the r, in
my estimation many signs that there is going to be a .decrease in
demand fOr degrees in higher education, and for the simple reasor that
the degree has become a means of access to economic position. The
Ph.D. is increasingly viewed as a means of access rather than regardea in
erms of the original notion of. the Ph.D., that is, as entailing a

ntribution to knowledge. It will be looked upon as a way to get along
etter in this life. For a further example, look at what has happened in

state after state in teachers' education, where we now have ..)aster's
equivalency in which a person takes a certain number oi r -ars, \
degree is required, and the automatic salary bump goes up.

Also in this society, for better or for worse, there are minori,- iid
disadvantaged groups who have caught on to the fact that a C...
degree, and More particularly an advanced degree, is one meth..1d or.
upward mobility. 'These minority and disadvantaged groups- are nct
going to cease their demands to be-adinitted to higher educalir!!..
speak of Blacks across the country, Puftto Ricans in New York, and
perhaps even the Indians in Arizona. The Ph.D. is one way to get
professional status and prestige for them, too. It will not cease. These
people will want higher education degrees. Now, if the criterion of
.achievement is going to slow down the access rate to higher education,
it is certainly going -) filter out large numbers of .the minority and
disadvantaged students. Consequently, the pressure from these groups
will be to do away with that criterion. I Clink this is what is happening;
the earlier standards which were fitOd for small goup, a small
group of the citizenry, just will.not do. I think this is the reason these
standards are going by the board.

There may be some justificatiOn for it: I am hot a:guing that there
isn't. But I do believe that, more and more, higher aducati3:1 is going to
be 'measured by the fact that the stur'?.it gets a niece of paper after he
puts in so much, time, because th, isic goal of the student is not
knowledge. His goal is increa.se.d :aomic and personal reward. And
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the .figure, every fi..,ore we see, ndicate there is not going to be a
decrease in pressure f4:: graduate degrees in the 1970's; it is going to
increase.

Now let me preface my remarks in this way about those whO hold
the Ph.D. I kno7t, if ro instance in recorded history where those who
have had a floing monopoly voluntarily dissolved that monopoly in

favor of free competAion. I think this is the situation with respect to
the university faculties.

Right now, as many of you well know, on certain college campuses
fear, if not hysteria, is almost rampant in the face of.10 percent salary
cuts, no additional positions, et cetera, et cetera. This could force
university faculties to tighten the monopoly. It colC -I become very

Critical. And in the broad circle of professional and academic
organizations like the AAUP, there are already Signs tl,.:!t economic
sectirity of the Professional group has become foremost:among the aims
of the organization. If that is the case, there is going to he a pretty big
claSh between those who want to enter higher education and those who

are already in there. The Ph,D. is gbing to be at the crith.laLpoint ,
From a graduate dean's point of view, the glut oh the market

for Ph.D.'s would present the greatest opportunity in the woild to
trade in poor departments. Here is a department of t.3n people,

four producers, four non-producers, and two in the middlk ;; and
here are these thousands of fresh, bright Ph.D.'s clamoring for
jobs. The smart guy Would trade in the non-Producers. We would
have an uplifting of 'departmental programs across the chuntry.
That isn't going to happen for the simple reason that the existing group
of faculty won't let it. They will feel that once this is permitted, then
when they become outmoded, they too will be put in the boneyard It
is a very human feeling. I don't blame them.

Now the question is, What will the faculty do in the face ,A this
increasing pressure of people to be admitted to their status? Reme:nber,
most Ph.D.'s did not jump up and down with joy when the lawyers
created the Doctor of Juris degree. And many a campus has had
incipient battle going on since the medical students complained, as ey

have, because the Ph.D. was calkid the highest degree. They resented it,
and in some schools. it has led to separate graduations for the medical
students apart from the Ph.D.'s.

The existing faculties do not have the freedom of choice in this that
they. would like to have for the reason that the third group, those who
are paying for higher education, have had something to say, and loudl,
in the last few years.

Let's take a look at those who are paying for the graduate education.
I do not mean those who make the decision to release funds. The
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National Ssience Foundation doesn't actually pay for science education
in the sense that they get the money, create it. NSF does exercise some
control ovor the release of the purse strings. But it is Congress that gets
the mon. yfrom the. taxpayers. Both Congress and the federal
executive have given s'gns already that insofar as Ph.D. education is
concerned, there has been quite enough expansion. Now one easy
solution for the faculty would be to continue the rate of expansion of
the early 1960's and all of these problems would go away. Universities
wculd absorb all the new Ph.D.'s, departments would get bigger,
faculties would teach the disadvantaged, and all of the problems (would

.simply go away. But policy, at least for the last couple of years, has
pret.11,1ded that solution: and I think .probably it will.be precluded for
the first five years o the 1970's. The federal solution, continued
inflation, so to speak, does not appear to be a viable one for the
faculties.

Much the same thing is ocburring at the state level. Wherever the
Ftate is supporting a system of higher education, the costs at the
doctorate level are high; although they may not be as high as some state
bcrards say they are. But still in the face of all of the other demands.for
fimds in urban areas and .for other purposes, the question has arisen
whether expansion ar graduate education at the state level also is
feasible. It varies from state to state; but by and large, I do not think
that the expansion that occurred between 1055 and 1965 is going to
continue, although in isolated states it might be a bit different.

What I am trying to say is that federal or state supported
inflationthat is continually building up graduate departnwnts in the
face of ever-increasing enrollmentsis not the solution. It just isn't at
hand now.

What about the private institutions? The state situation affects
mainly and principally the state schools; the federal situation affects
both. What about the situation of private donors who over the long
years have been the largest single support of the major piivate
institutions? From private sources, there has been an increasing
indication that funds are not forthcoming, for continual expansion of
private institutions. And the downturn of the stock market has even cut
into the endowment capital of most private institutions, some very
substantially. The recession that has occurred has affected private giving
all over the country. Many people think the recession is the cause of the
slowdown in private giving; it may be the occasion. I don't really kno,w,
but it has hjappened. Not many prite institutions can look forward to
faculty and program expansion as a solution if they have to rely upon
annual giving or increments to endowments for the necessary financial
support.
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Finally, in manY a private institution offering doctoral work, the
person who pays much of the cost of graduate education is the
undergraduate student. He pays a high tuition to be lectured at by
teaching assistants for two years, and occasionally he sees a professor in
his last two years. Much >f his tuition, so it is argued, really goes to the
support of graduate instruction and graduate research. Most private
institutions have beert continuously raising tuition. We may have come
to the end of the line on that. Again, the inflationary solution is not

, 4going to be available in my estimation, at least not at the rate necos ary
to continue the easy,method of 1955 and 1965.

Now, if inflation is out but there is a demand for more gi_tuuate
degrees, what then are the alternatives? Well, let me sum up a little bit
and then mention two.

It seems to me that the major Ph.D.-granting institutions, or
doctorate-granting institutions, are pretty much like a number of corks
bobbing around on the turbulent seas or tides of higher education
today. They can't do much about it except decide either to float slowly
or run rapidly with the tide. They can't stop the spring tide toward an
increase in the number of people who will seek higher education. They
can't stop thatit's on the way, it's coming, it's here. What they can do,
I suppose, is jettison themselves and take some other steps to save
themselves as individual institutions. This means, I think, that any
general conscious national policy as CO what to do about the Ph.D. is
not likely to be arrived at. We may arrive at one by looking back several
years from "now and seeing a number of individual steps that were taken
and then impute a policy to explain what happened. Let me illustrate
this. One way of meeting this situation would he to make the Ph.D. a
very inclusive degree, to make it very flexible so that it "ould
comprehend, for one example, the Doctor of Engineering degree, in
which the application of skill rather than the creation of new
knowledge would be the equivalent of the research requirement. It
could also ta:.c, over the methodological type degree, which is
epitomized by the Doctor of Arts or the Doctor of Education. As a
result, we would have only the Ph.D., no other doctorate, bid various
kinds of Ph.D.'s, in all institutions across the country.

This is not likely to happen for the reason that in certain institutions,
particularly those in the A.A.U. and especially the private ones, faculty
resistance to making the Ph.D. all-inclusive would be too great. To these
faculties the research PhD. is a status symbol, as it is to mi., and they
aren't going to give it uP. easily. They would rather fight than switch,
that is, make it flexible. They may go a little bit along the line3
suggested by Dean Cooke, that is, let students put fourteen research
papers between black cevers for a dissertation, but they still will ask for
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the fourteen research papers, and That's the big difference. Some
institutions, then, and probably the most prestigow, will resist down to
the hard core making the Ph.D. all-inclusive. Thi_; doesn't mean that
other institutions will not move to make the Ph.D. more flexible. So I
don't believe a universal trend to make the Ph.D. the sole doctorate
throughout all institutions is going to result.

What about the opposite tack, to move to harden the requirements
for the Ph.D., to crystallize them? Well, this means in essence that in
higher education other doctorate programs are simply going to emerge.
To restrict the Ph.D. in numbers is to create the Doctor of Arts. Let's
face it; that's the choice. To base the Ph.D. on the research requirement
as demonstrated achievement, a contribution to knowledge, is to create
Doctors of Engineering, Doctors of Social Work, Doctors of This, and
Doctors of That. To attempt to push one way against the pressure for
access to graduate study is to force that pressure to pop up some other
way.

Nonetheless, my feeling is that a certain select number of schools
and I say "select" in the sense of self-selectedwill probably try to
maintain an ahnost semi-classical view of the Ph.D. These will probably
be the best endowed--ittAitutions-and perhaps a few of the larger state
universities.. We then have what we have in essence now. A Plr.D.
granted by a select group of institutions which will be regarded as
superior to (and more marketable) than doctorates granted by other
institutions. But therci will be this one big difference. The Ph.D. itself
will not have the overall predominance in the doctoral area as before.

Developing institkions (and, incidentally, most of the increase
plati.ned in...doctorate production from, the 1970's to the 1980's is not in
the established institutions but in the developing institutions) will seem
to have a choice. If they have enough Ph.D.'s on their faculty, they will
go phead and create new Ph.D. programs despite what .anybody else
says. If they do not have enough Ph.D.'s on their faculties and if they
have strong-minded graduate deans; they will settle for 6reating a series
of other degrecs-Doctors of, Arts, Doctor of Mathematics, Master of
Philosophy, or whatever you want to call them. But these degrees will
be created; th, se developing institutions will not stop. These institu-
tions are outside of the traditional Ph.D.-granting circles. They are in
some of the larger cities that never had graduate institutions 'or in
rapidly growing urban areas. Just like post offices, they are going to be;
and they are going to mail letters in terms. of advanced degrees.

Now, what is all this going to add up to? Regardless of whether there
--ätteiript to generalize the Ph.D. and make it all-inclusive and

flexible or whether the other path is taken and self-selected institutions
move to harden the requirements and other degrees bob up, 1 think
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most Ph.D. degrees or most doctroate degrees will no longer be terminal
degrees. They will become entrance certificates into various profess-
ionsthe research profession, th e. teaching profession, or however you
wish to denominate them. Further than that we can look down the
road and see that in the several disciplinary areas the mark of academic
status and prestige which the Ph.D. once constituted will now have to
be awareded by diverse honorific devices within the various ditciplines
and the various professions.

I am not saying that the doctorandus will came back and be
transplanted to the U.S., but I do suggest that the Ph.D. is about going
out as the mark of highest achievement as a research degree.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

D. Alpert: I certainly agree with Dr. Brennan that the spirit of
scientism has pervaded some of the areas of the humanities and social
sciences and, interestingly enough, I think it was the humanists and the
social scientists who injected too darn.much scientism into their own
field, perhaps out of a sense of anxiety at what was the source of truth
portrayed by the physical sdientists.

It strikes me that the question I have to ask you, Mike, is, How are we
going to get this broadened view of the world that includes an
understanding of the place of science? By talking about the limitations
here, how do you perceive that we will get this broader view of the role
of a coniplex society, the understanding of the values and objectives of
science or technology within that world into the areas that you have
discussed?

M. J. Brennan: I suppose I could take the position of a grand
historical hypothesis and say that we have to allow history to work
itself out, that vie have to allow the humanities of this era to outgrow
their adolescent fascination with the sciences and allow for a new
generation of humanists to have the kind of perspective and the kinds
of insights that would permit th'm to develop the kind of perspective
that is needed.

So I really don't know. I don't know that one should put down a set
of guidelines for how pople today ought to re-think the whole
humanities. Having emerged from an era in which this phenomenon has
existed, I am inclined to belie- e that we just have to let history work it
out and rely on new generations that develop fundamentally different
mental sets. And it is only by that routeI mean really deep rooted
fundamentally different mental setsthat it is possible to even begin to
approach the question of how you incorporate science and technology
into a set of values for society which I think now lies at the heart of
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some Of the stress that is going on within our universities and, indeed,
in society at large.

I don't think we are capable of doing it. I think that someb&cly else is
going to have to do it for us.

W. D. Cooke: I would like to challenge,Mike on his ideas about
scientific method. I think there is such a thing, I think it does exist,
and I think we would be a hell of a lot better off if the social scientists
used it.

M. J. Brennan: I would be 11 oared to argue that among the group
normally categorized as social s mces, probably economics is closer
methodologically to the nature sciences than any 'other.

ut if I had to draw an Oversimplification about the development of
economics, I am afraid I would have to say that in the process of
becoming more and more scientific, economics or the economists began
to look &wn their noses at those fuzzy-wuzzy, soft-minded people in
sociology, and political science. As a consequence of this, there was a
tendency toward isolationism: "We have more powerful tools, we use
modern statistical inference, we can prophesy, and so on. The others
can't; they are inferior and, therefore, let us concentrate our energies
on aset of problems which are most amenable to this method."

I think what we are facing today is perhaps a situation in the society
that says the economists can go on this way, developing More and more
refined growth models and more and more efined and sophisticated
quantitative methOtis designed to cope with problems thatare useful to
a smaller and smaller -audience, while, in the meantime, the cities decay
and so on antbso forth.

D. Alpert: If I may, I would like to in;ect a comment into thi's
particular argument: I happen to be on neither side in this issue, and I
woUld like to characterize the situation somewhat as follows: it strikes
me that if there is too much scientisrn in the humanities; it is also true
that science piays a special role, but not a dominant role in engineering.

In .the solution of real problems, one needs to bring to bear both art
and science. The design of useful solutions calls for inventionboth
technological invention and social inventionwhich also involves the
consideration of human values. Hence we will need a new type of
person, the inventor, whose domain is the world of real problems. This
is an area in which universities have not played a major role heretofore.
And it is characteristic of the situation that one can predict in advance_
the performance of a future scientist; one cannot predict in advance the
performance of an inventor.

The application of knowledge to real problems is not part of our
tradition'. People from irslustry say, "pon't train an interdisciplinary
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man, train a good old-fashioned specialist and let .us fit him into the __
fabric of our Company"/ and they do. Industry has veg....good- -.41oiaite
arrangements for finding out which are the inventors, which are tlie
scientists, and which are the future managers and janitors of their
corporations. /

I am afraid, hoWever, that ihe industrial corporations of the country,
while playing an important role; are not playing a decisive role ir. the
future of our society. Solving industry's problems is .not necessarily
going-to gerus out of some of the societal problems we face.

And sy I -happen .to believe that resolutions will come from people
who are committed to providing society with some intellectual options.
Solutions Will call- for invention as well as research, and will require an
understanding of the aesthetics, the soCial complexities, and the
scientific issues that underlie the problem.

For such activities, the structure of our university community justis
not right. ii

The departmental structure and the filtering process which demands
that a Man do the same ihing in a field of Specializatipn for fifteen or
twenty 'years before he is really accredited as a seniOr, citizen is not the
ideal preparation for the man who is to provide the intellectual options
for some of the problems of sOciety. 1..

And, as you know, I have proposed a new position in the university,
that Of amall-university professor withOut tenure.

G. Humphreys, National SCience Foundation: I have a question_
'for(Dean Cooke.

One statistic bothers me. This, is the proportion of- Ph.D.'s who
publish after the dicgrtat:on. I 'am not fully aware -of- all'the statistics
here that would be relif,nt,.but are there substaritiaf diffeiences amOng
the disciplines in the number of Ph.D.'s who publish following their'
degree, and have there been any &ends in this statistic over time?-7--,

W. D. Cooke: eis a matter of fact, I tried to get those statistics. One
Study is available which shows that k very small percentage, I think
something like 15 Percent Of the Ph.D.'s., ever publish anything beyond
their thesis. That, unfortunately, was not broken down by disciplines. I
don't know if more detailed information exists. It would be very
Interesting if it digit. I- suspect that in all areas the -,...lpercentage is
disappointingly low.

R. E..Wolverton, Miami University: In my limite 0. work on this very
subject I found about a low of around 13 or 14 percent in biological
sciences, up to a high of about -23 to 24 percent reported b DOn
Cameron Allen of Johns HOpkins, who did the work in: English.. In
Allen's study, which was a comprehensive ten year study -of English
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doctorates, . that figure of ardund 23 to 24 included any type of
publication at all whether it was really scholarly or not. So it isn't really,
encouraging. On the other hand, there have been some who com-
mented, "Thank God...people don't.publish,':. because what would our
world look like if they did?

_

A. H. Proctor, Kansas State College of Pittsburg: This question is for
Dean Alpert. With reference to his presentation about the computer
program and network in Illinois, I would like to, ask h'imn to comment
briefly on the impact of -this technology upon the various disciplines.
Will it be equal-? Which ones will it have the greatest imput.-on?

!D. AlPert: As a matter of Tact, I find it difficult to answer that
question. The studies which are the most obvious are not necessarily in
the moSt impressiv.e areas where ,!Omputer-based education can make a
contribution. For- exam-ple;--- in the instruction for any new language,
whether-it be at -ag e. four-or at age forty, computer-based education-is a
particularly valuable

But what is exc*ng to me is that .some very interesting things are
happenTng in virtutily every area of education, including political

chemistiy,demography, genetics'; veterinary medieine, 'and
computer science. Of course, computer-based education is a natural for
teaChing any of the mathematical skills. But perhaps some of the most
exciting things" are happening in fields like economics and' political
science, where somyof. Our course's 'that were voted among the, ten
worst courses on carripus are-getting I real face lifting.

_. L. G. Crocker, Case Western-Reserve: I have a: question. for ;Dean -A

Deener. I consFr I aril- ea little, confused by the relationship betwken
three elements in your presentation.,; One js the decrease in support-76r

-higher degrees. The second is*the.ingeas6'in demand for higher degites.
And the third is She proliferafigh qr new degrees such as the Doctor of
Arts. Can you clarify the logical relationship between these three
dynamic elemerits?

,
D. R. Deener: I don't khow,Whether they 'will he logieM, but"I think

there'are empirical connections. The movement has not been t...p shut off
higher education, but-rather to open it up,kwith, however, the amoUrit
of resources not expanding. This r4ns titat you have to 'get a more
economical. unit of product. The Ph.D. is Very costly simplY because the
research componc; of the PhD. tikes so much of the professor's time
aild salary. Hence other degrees tiq being proposed in whtell.more of
.the professor's time can be put on;instruction; particularly something
other fhan' one-on-one research inStruction, and. in this way you get
more product at a lower unit cost:
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don't know whether that is logical, but I think that is, what is
happening.

D. Alpert: Dean Deener; I wonder if it is your perception that we
will align ourselves On the two ISSues concerning the Ph.D. by
institutions, or will it be by disciplines? So far 1 don't see any clear
indication that our institution, for ekample, will take sides on this, but
I have strong reason to believe that some of our departments are
perfectly Willing to add Doctor of Arts degrees and others are opting to
broaden the nature of thd Ph.D.

D. it. Deener: I noticed that, too, Dean Alpert. In Tulane there are
departmental differences. The bulk of the reaction has been not to
favor the institution of the Doctor of Arts

And while it has been, disciplinary,lt has been disCiplinary in a very
peculiar sense. Those departmental programs-,which, in our context, .

ave stattts-and prestige have been most reluctant to off-Fr the Doctor of
Arts. ThoSe programs that want to get in At the degtorallevelhave--

,gxabbed at the Doctor of Arts as the way to get a doctoi jal program.
I. think that the disciplinary tie here will, in the etid, give to the

institution situation. I-think our graduate faculty, if it voted, as it may
two weeks from pow, woqd turn down the Doctor of Arts. I feel quite
certain that 'some other ;institutions, particulary new satellite -stAte
universities just trying to ot, into graduate work, if they had an option
tO vote for the Doctor ot4its, would embrace it.

In reply to the quest+ that you mentioned, cooperation or dirision
of IN,bor, there is certair4 a' possibility, hut there is a Middle Ea.iterii
proverb, "If cooperation were feasible, Alhd: would have had a
brother:"

This i& what you find happening in your state L;ystems. With respect
to. the central, the established, the old state university, the pattern has
been ,that they wanti to become the supreme advanced degyee

institution. With respeCt to the emerging colleges, or whatever they are
,called, that are developing, the central state university will let them
slide along so long as they don't compete either at the Ph.D. level or in
football. This is really a curious thing. If the home campus can have,
you know, t e Bowl team and the Ph.D. progarics, the rest Of the
schools can ve an3rthing they want, except they now have Ph.D.'s on
their facult. s tod.

Your,jates, as' you well know,_ are trying to devise plans for a
'1ivisionjf labor, It would ;nake-sense, really. But I think it is goin

harcito get.
G., K. Fraenkel, Columbia:University: I would like to return to the

question -that fir. Humphreys raised. I don't intend to put words in Dr.
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Humphreys' mouth, but many persons have raised the questiun he
raised about the fraction of the Ph.D.'s produced who actually ever
publish. And as Dean Cooke indicated, there is not very good data on
this.

Of course, in the sciences those persons who go into industry or
government often do not publish in the scientific literature, but they
can do a great deal of publishing internallY, within their own
organization, and also in the patent.literature. These publications would
not be included within the type of tabulation that has been referred to.

I think, however, the data on this question is really irrelevant. I think
that what is important in higher education at all levels, and particularly
at the highest leveland I will maintain that the Ph.D. is still that and
must remain that, despite what the M.D.'s saythat teachers have to be
aware of when they know something to be true in their discipline and
when it may be suspect. They have to know, as someone said yesterday,
how to evaluate information which appears in the literature and
whether it has been properly researched or not. The only way, to my
knowledge, that this skill can be acquired by most persons is by
actually perfoiming some research themselves, and this is one of the
important reasops that a research dissertation is so important.

Now a substantial objection to many dissertations is that they do not
provide adequate experience in making this kind Of discrimination, that
they do not provide the kinds- of skills thatthe student must develop.
The questions to ask are: Is what is required in a dissertation good in
terms of the kinds of skills that the student is exposed to and must ,

acquire, must work at and demonstrate? and Is the quality of the
thought that pies into the work of high quality, as well as being a
contribution to new knowledge? It is with respect to these questions
that the attack should be made, not on the fact of whether there is or is
not post-doctoral publication.

C. E. Falk, National Science Foundation: Most of the emphasis this
morning With respect to Ph.D. training has been on the development of
knowledge and on adding to the knowledge base.

How about the situation from the point of view of applying that
knowledge to solve some of the problems of our society? Are we doing
enough in training our Ph.D.'s to make them capable of using the
knowledge they have attained; and if not, what do you suggest?

.D. R. COoke: That question is related to a point that Dan made
which I think is a very good point. What do you do about inventors, the
people who do things with their knowledge? I guess I am at a loss to
know what to 00.

How would .you change, say, an engineer into an inventor? I would
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love to find some mechanism How can we identify an inventor? WhEsort of person has this creative understanding that ties his knowledge iwith particular problems is a very difficult thing to ascertain while hetraining, and I do not know just how we would ever find a mechanistfor doing so. I hope it is not impossible. But I am pessimistic, at leaffor the short-time scale, that we are going to be able to identify thospeople in any way.

D. Alpert: This is a-n area to which I have devoted all of my academiprofessional years, and I think that the critical issue here is to havsome people around the faculty that have a feeling for going abousolving a real problem.
Now one of the possibilities in attacking real problems is that yotcan fail at it. In academia we in the sciences, especially chemistry, haveruled failure out of existence. .We, can train a man in four years. (Irphysics, we give him a chance to fail once or twice or to have thEapparatus fall apart, and it takes six years.) The most educationa.1experiences I have ever had have occurred hen I have failed tcaccomplish something I really tried hard to do.
The scientific researcher's capacity for writing publications onschedule, once a year or in time for the next annual conference, is oneof the things that was so appealing to the social sciences andhumanities. Here are regular Brownie points. Once you get into theacademic establishment, you count the papers and you have a:quantitaiive measure of success.
In the !_pplied area, if we in academia propose seriously to tell oursponsors that we are working on a real problenv they really will besableto tell whether we have succeeded, whether wAvve failed, or whetherwe have just published another paper. And that represents a. tremen-dous, challenge to our institutions.
We had better be caref0 about this one. If we take on the challengetossed to us by the National Science Foundationreally by theCongrer: of the United States through ,the very clear voice of theCommittee on Science and Astronautics, headed by CongressmanDaddario, sayihg that applied research was also importantwe hadbetter be careful because there are measures which society can apply toanswer the question, "Well, O.K., you worked on the problem. Has it_been solved"?
One of the other. interesting things about applied problems is thefollowing: If you don't succeed in solving it, the, problem sticks arounda long time; if you do succeed, you have eliminated the darned problemand all of a sudden you are going to find yourself out of work. Andthat is no trivial issue, because almost all of tha national laboratories,
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such as the A.E.C. laboratories, really lost their intellectual exCitement

after they solved their first major problems.

So if not solving them can represent a problem, solving them can be

catastrophic.
What the institution requires is a realistic sense of what the game is

about and an understanding of the nature of the relationship between

the people engaged in the applied activity. We all agree thdt there

should be people from different disciplines; that is a rather trivial aspect

of the personnel requirements.
What is the nature of the relationships between those people? The

instinctive reaction of the academic staff member is that the proper

relationship tetWeen peopie from different disciplines is membership

on a cOMMittee. And that concept is one of the most catastrophic of all

academia. The assumptiOn 'that if people are going to come from

different areas and work together, their efforts must be in the format

and even bear the title of a comMittee is what destroys most of the

activities in this area.
All too often, the truly interdisciplinary activity of a committee ends

as -soon as the ink is dry on the proposal. As soon as the money comes

in, the participants go back into their little departmental boxes and

distribute the money in a more or less equal way.

We are operating in a different environment; and if We have

something to teach a young man about solving a problem, it is

necessary to integrate him into an environment in which he sees how

people can really cooperate. That implies thal a real problem-oriented

activity s going on. When he actually takes on a piece of the problem, I

think . he is going to look very much Aike a mechanical engineer, a

chemist, an economist; but his relationship to the problem and to the

team of other people working on it is going to be different. And that is

the dimension that I would add to the intellectual exercise.

We cannot provide such an environment,
however, until we have

built one; and that is the central challenge. It is not a matter of creating

the right number of courses and stringing them together, or selecting

the right groups of disciplines. One must begin by seriously attacking

problems big enough to take more than one human being to encompass

them.
I hope that people in the National Science Foundation, people -in

academia, and people in other Walks of life will sit around a table and

toss around the iSsues of how you get a real problem-oriented effort

started. And I would propose that you do not start it with a committee

but that you start it with an individual with an idea, just as with most

other innovative activities. Ancf if he also has the qualitieE, of

peronality and leadership that will permit others to work with him on
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a problem, you have the beginnings of an adequate enVironment. In the

absence of that kind of an environment, the student's experience is not

going to be as good as it would be if he had stayed in the disciplthary

box that he came from.
With regard to this applied activity, by the way, the Brownie points

"Iii7the-reward system are different. If the problem is tough, it may take

five years before you know whether you have made progress; and you

may mit be able to publish significant papers in the process. So we have

some real problems with regard to our reward system and with regard

to our system for identifying leadership.
Hence it was not a facetious comment that I. made about establishing

the rank of all-uni .arsity professor without tenure. P think we really

have to limit tenure. Give such a person a long enough time to take a

crack at the problern. That means five, six, or seven years. But let's not

provide the ones who do not have the talent or motivation to solve

problems with a license to practice that game forever:
Don, I wonder if you could respond to my comment that we have

leslated failure out of our own gains and in chemistry we have

legislated failure out of the educational process?

W. D. Cooke: Of course we haven% legislated failure out of the

research process in chemistry. When you saY that in physics you giye

students a chance to fail by adding two more years of research program,

I just don't believe it. I think many students are given problems and

frequently get off to falSe starts. There'is an excruciating period in the

beginning -of their research when they are having difficulty feeling their

way. A second year research student is a pretty miserable man because

problems normally don't work out as quickly or as obviously as he

supposed. That is the dine' in which he needs all the personal comfort

he can get. He is facing failure continuously. 1.L, is only in the last six.

months when things break through for him that he collects all the data

for his thesis.
So I don't think we are legislating failure out of the system at all.

J. L. McCarthy, University of Washington: I am a long-tinie advocate

of practitioner's degrees, and I think that Dr. Falk has raised absolutely

the core question for this session: Can the Ph.D. degree be broad

enough to encompass both research-oriented and practice-oriented

programs? I think definitely it cannot.
Now, we already . have available some clear .models for practice-

oriented docioral program. The Doctor of Medicine, of course, is a

clear ca-S-e-of a practitioner's degree, and the M.D. program emphasizes

how to apply existing information rather than how to discover new

information. The tiuris Doctor is another illustration.
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In engineering, I think our society urgently needs a practice-oriented
doctorate that would prepare a few outstanding people to apply
egisting knowledge to the solution of major engineering problems at the
higheit

Perhaps we now can begin to recognize a new field that might be
called social engineering. How can the things we already know in both
the natural and social sciences best be fed to some bright people who
have the capability and the motivation to propose solutions?

I think We have good models for practitioners' programs. I think that
the development of a number of such programs ought to be in the

, highest priority category for all of us, both at the master's and the
doctor's levels.

F. N. Andrews, Purdue University: I am compelled to speak on this
issue. We in the universities do work on real problems which are of
great importance to society and to individual people.

ConSider the cell, whether of human, animal, or plant origin. I can
think of no problem involving the basic mechanisms of cellular activity
which does not have the potential of application to real and practical
probleins. We have only a meager understanding of immunity-resistance
to disease. Since this is a cellular phenomenon, it is entirely possible
that one of the hundreds of studies now underway on the permeability
of cellular membranes may provide the answer.

Most non-biologists assume that -a diagram for mitosis explains cell
division and that it is perfeCtly understood: This is not the case. When
we finally understand the nature of cell replication, we will understand
the nature of Cancer, the.nature of certain diseases; and will be able to
control genetic errors or to more effectively limit population.

We are all currently concerned.about the quatlity of the environment.
Soft coal contains large amounts of sulphur, whitivhen burned releases
a toxic gas-sulphur dioxide. If sulphur dioxide were harmless to cells,
we would not becoTicerned. Many of our environmental problems that
deal with health are in reality cellular problems. In summary, there is
nothing so trivial that deals with living matter that cannot contribute to
knowledge in a practical way.
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Tenth Anniversary Luncheon

Thursday, DeceMber 3, 12:30 p.m.
Presiding: Mina Rees, Chairinan, Council of Graduate Schools
Speaker: Gustave 0. Arlt, President-Emeritus,

Council of Graduate Schools

Gustave 0. Ar lt

For the United States the years from 1957 to 1967 were the
Education Decade, a time of unprecedented burgeoning, growth,
expansion, and affluence, the like of which had never been before and
the like of which may never come again. It began with the intellectual
and emotional shock of the launching of a space vehicle in the Soviet
Union: This event suddenly awakened the- nation to the alarming, even
terrifying, realization that American science and technology were no
longer supreme, that our leadership was threatened, was, indeed, already
slipping away. The year 1957 is not so long past but that many of us
remember the torrent of hysterical writing, not so much in learned
journals as in the popular periodicals, the daily press, and in that most

o hallowed wounding board of public opinion, the Congressional Record.
,4inti1 October 4, 1957, the universities, the graduate schools, and

their scientific researc had been far below the visibility level in
national priorities. On e morning of October 6, 1957, they stood, in
the glaring limelight f public attention and criticism. "Why had
American eduction," the pundits asked, "fallen behind in the race for
scientific leadership in the crucial phase of the Cold War?' The answer
came promptly, loud and clear, from the universities, the learned
societies, and the agencies of the federal government: "Give us the
means, and we will do. the job." The reaction in the Congress was swift
and decisive. In the closing weeks of its first session the 85th Congress
drafted and enacted the most comprehensive piece of education
legislation since the Morrill Act of 1863, the National Defense
Education Act. Moreover, considering the climate of hysteria in which
it was conceived, it was a remaKkably sound law. But it was never
intended as a measure to improve higher education for its own sake. On
the contrary, it ?was a clear charge to education to win the Cold Wair.
The salient word in .the title of the Act was not "Education" but
"Defense."
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That was the beginning of the Golden Decade, in the course of which

the 86th, 87th, 88th, and 89th Congresses enacted more than sixty
education laws, over haif of them providing primarily for the graduate

level:The Decade ended in the first session of the 90th, Congress. If one

wants to set an exact terminal date, it .might be June 20; 1967, when

the new Military Selective Service Act put an end to the deferment of

graduate students. Not that this Act in and of itself hadany particular

significance, but it was symbolic of the changed attitude of the

Congress and of the public toward graduate education, toward the

universities, and toward scientific research. Many factors contributed to

this reversal: dissatisfaction with the results of research, disillusionment

regarding the values of advanced education, uncertainty and confusion

within the Universities, intransigence of faculties, dissidence of students.

But basically the reason for this alienation is the failure on the part of

.,legi.slators, the Aiblic, and even of academics themselves to understand

that education is the long-term answer to the problems of mankind and

not.an instant panacea for immediate ills.
Near the midpoint Of the Golden Decade, before it had even reached

its zenith, this organization, the Council ot Graduate SChools in the

United States, came into existence. On March 22, 1961,.the representa-

tives of ninety-one universities., from a list of ninety-nine invited, met in

Chicago, adopted -a constitution and criteria for membership, an4;1

elected .officers and an executive Committee. The committee was

instruCted to send invitations to membership to some' hundred

institutions who met the criteria, to establish an office in Washington,

and to ,prepare a. program for a First Annual Meeting. They petformed

their functions Promptly and well and deserve mention at this

commemorative occasion. Of the eight, four. ar:p still doing business at

their...old standmore power to them! They are Dean John 'Petersen

Elder, at Harvard;'/Dean George Holmes <RiOter, at Rice; Dean Herbert

Rhodes, at Arizona; and Dean W. Gordon- Whaley, at Texas. Dean

.HenrY Bent of Missouri, chairman and &ding sp'.rit of that committee,.

has retired and whiles away his leisure hotirs as'profeisor of chernistrY;

John Weaver, .then dean at Iowa, now occupies the hot chair of the

presidency at Wisconsin; Father Robert J. Henle. 'then dean at Saint

Louis University, is president of Georgetown University; and Robert M.

Lumiansky, then dean and provost at .Tulane, is now professor of

English at Pennsylvania. The Council owes a permanent de:A of

gratitude to these eight men who laid down the first building' blocks of

the structure that:stands here now.
Three-fourths of the people in this room were not present t the First

Annual Meeting of this Council, .at the Mayflower Hotel in Washington

on .Decelnber 14 to 16, 1961. So it may be more than act of piety. to
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review briefly what happened on those memorable days. Dean Bent, in
his opening remarks as chairman, said that he had never seen so many
graduate deans assembled in one place. He should look in here today!
There were actually one hundred and thirty-two plus a few associate
and assistant deans, plus eight Oi ten representatives of federal agencies
and private foundations. There were also a few presidents who
presumably came to see what their deans were up to.

Among the prominent speakers at that initial meeting were Sterling
McMurrin, then United State Commissioner of Education, noiv happily
returned to decanal ranks as graduate dean of the. University of Utah;
Homer Babbidge, then vice president of the American Council ,;of
Education, now president of the University of Connecticut; Alexander
Heard, then graduate dean at North Carolina, now president at
Vanderbilt and recently chairman of President Nixon's Committee on
Student Unrest; and finally Senator Wayne Morse, then the powerful
chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Education. All in all, it was a
good beginning, a small beginning to be sure4aut even then the Council
attracted speakers of prominence and distincti

Skipping lightly over the intervening brief but eventful years, we
assemble hesie today to celebrate the tenth anniversary of the Council
of Graduate Schools. It's.a curious thing about anniversaries, no matter
what they commemoratebirths, weddings, foundings, or what-notwe
always celebrate them with faces turned to the past, happily rernem-
bering accomplishments, gloating over achievements, or, perhaps, just
thinking, thank God we've managed to pass another milestone. By
rights all anniversaries should take place in January, the month
dedicated to the Roman deity Janus, whose two bearded faces, back to
back, look one into the past, the other into the future. To me the look
into the future is infinitely more important than the look into the past.
And before we leave Janus, I remind you that, in addition to his other
responsibilities, he is also the tutelaty de;+y of doors and doorways,
symbolizing, perhaps, the thought that every anniversary closes the
door, on the past and opens a door on the future. But then, every day in
every year closes and opens those two 'doors. Time is an unbroken
continuum and "What is past is prologue."

So I will not spend much effort reviewing past accomplishments and
tavoring past successes, even though they should not be forgotten.
Perhaps our greatest achievement is that the Council of Graduate
Schools exists ana continues to exist. Its establishment was by no
means universally welcomed in 1961 for it shook the hegemony over
graduate education which the Association of American Universities had
exercised since the beginning of the century. It was not an altogether
easy relationship, but the cautious policies of the Council,toward vested
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interests soon allayed their apprehensions. It Makes me very happy that

many of those who viewed our establishment with concern are now our
4.

good friends and supporters.
A 'second important but unheralded and almost forgotten achieve-

menE took place long before the First Annual Meeting, specifically on

March 22., 1961. I am referring to the establishment of the broad and

liberal base for membership criteria which made, possible the accept-

ance. of "alt institutions that conduct bona Side graduate work in a
reasonable/number of liberal' arts disciplines. The discussion at that
organizati nal meeting in Chicago was protracted, animated, and at

times he ted. After the defeat of a motion to limit 'vie -ntKrship to

0Ph.D.-grànting institutions, a second motion proposed tw.N classes of

mentbership, regular for doctorate institutions, and associate for those

t award only the master's degree. For a while it was touch and go,

ut the tide was turned when the dean of one of our nyzySt distinguished

universities arose and quietly said, "If this Council is to conSist of first

and second class citizens, you -tan just count us out." I have said it
before:but I sayit again, that ofir broadly 4nclusive base is the greatest

source of our strength. If it were less inclusive, our hifluence in
Washington 'would be vastly attenuated. And besides we would make

mockery of our stated objective, "the improvement and advancement

of graduate education;" if we meant only making the strong stronger.
Although I am greatly tempted to linger fondly over the accomplish-

ments of the past ten years, I shall resist the temptation. They have

been adequately reviewed year by year in my annual report to the

Council, and for anyone who did not hear them, they are printed in

clear detail in the Proceedings of our meetings. I shall,therefore confine

myself to brief mention ,of the four or five actions that I regard as

landmarks in the ten years.
The first of these is the creation in 1963 of the Commission on the

Humanities by joint action of this Council with the American Council

of Learned Societies and the United Chapters of Phi l3eta Kappa;This,

anti the ensuing intensive campaign, resulted in the following year in

the passage by the Congress of the Act establishing the National

Foundation on the Arts and Humanities. Aside from the almost
immediate. impetus it gave for the revival' of humanistic studies., the

significance of this action is best documented by the fact thgt. the

Foundation is the only federakeducation proom that survived the

1969 economy- drive unscathed and, in fact, frarged with a substanti-

ally larger authorization and a somewhat more liberal appropriation.

The second landmark is the establishment of the African Graduate
Fellowship. PrOgram. It began on a very modest scale in 1963 and grew

slowly until, by 1970, more than six hundred young Africans from
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twenty-seven countries had received 'graduate .xaining and degrees in
the United Statrs. Over ninety percent of them nave returned home to
occupx.important. posts in the econoiny or the educational systems of
their clluntries. it is no e.iaggeration to say that the Council of
Graduate Schoois has played and is playing a major role in the
development of A fl-iCa.

In the area of "the improvement and advancement of graduate
education," which the Council's Constitution singles out as the primary,
function, the Consultation Service and the concomitant Summer:,
Workshop have become increasingly valuable. Not. only 'have sevbral
hunclred departments in some eighty or ninety universities and colleges
profited by this service, but also about one hundred and thirty new or
almost new deans have attended the Workshops.

Finally, the -establishment, jointly with' the Association of Graduate,
Schools, of the Graduate Record Examinations- Board _Was a most timely
and salutary action. It placed the Recoid Examinations under the direct
and 'sole control of the graduate schools and provided the means for
their continuing review ancl improvement. But even mdre importantly,
the liberal financial arrangements with the-Educational Testing Service
make it possible to copduct reseaTch in many-area of higher education
that are only remotely related to ,testing. Useful and spmetimes
essential as such research may be, it could neither be .carried on nor
published without the income derived from the testing operations.

So m Ich for the retrospective face of Janus as he quietly closes the
door behind him and.opens the one through which his prophetic fSce
may look into the future. I wish I could tell you that the vision he sees
there is bright and shining.'You know as well as I that it is not. We face
a future that is clouded not so 'much by uncertainty, as we
optimistically believed only three or four years ago, but rather by the
growing probability that we are rapidly moving toward major-disaster. I
am not speaking at the moment of the microcosm of our universities, to
which I will presently 'return, but of the national and international
macrocosm of which we are a part. That macrocosm is sick, very sick.
Whether we look at that segment that is 'called The Establishment or
that which calls itself The Radical Opposition, we see nothing but the
same dishonesty and corruption. What confidence, eyen what hope, can
there be in a society in which Truth has been replaced by something
called Credibility? In which an untruth is not a lie but 4, Credibility
Gap? In dwhich Ethics is a synonym for Expediency? In which Morality
is not what is right but what you can get away with? Enough of this! I.
didn't come here to talk about the ills of society. There's lit* we can
do about it anyhow except to carry out our educational mission.with
increased zeal and devOtiOn and to hope that the frayed, fabric of.
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'Society will hold together until we can produce a new generation that
will .honor the values and virtues ttiat are now...in danger of being lcist.
So let us return to th-lp realm of our own responsibil;ties, 1,,o our

graduate sghoolii
Much' that I tnight.say to you today lhaiie said o you before, and I

;can only' repeat it and perhaps draw .sQme new inferences from it. I told
you in 3.967, in ,tne cvords of the 41st..Chapter of the Book of Exodus,
that ,"there came.seven?ears of great plenty througliout all the land of

---,Egypt; and there pall arise after them seven years of famine."The lean"
years vamp Sooner and are leaner than I had anticipated, and whether
there will'be srven of them or more or less, I do not know,, But this I

; know,. that we had better be prepared for them. It is too late tc,
.' temporize. Deficit financing,is noI.the answer, nor will increased tuition

fees Serve much longen SgMe of 3Er Private colleges and universitieS 'are
alfeady prieing tilemselves out of the market. I do not believe that the
pew veterans' benefits will bring a flood of students into the graduate
schools,:Tior will..,the abate hesitate to say the endof the war
re1ease7vast sums of federa :oney for graduate edtication. Whatever
cwill become available will be'spok.en for by more imminent priorities.

The public universities will, of rourse,* weather the storm under the
Watchful fiscal eYes of state legislatures and boards of higher education.
Thp great, well-endowed private. institut ions, will' tighten their belts even
more strictly than Vley hal;e already done, but their' endowment
income will Sustain them. The eiles that are really in great trouble are
the many private colleges and univers;ties that have no substantial
endowments or other reserves. For 'them the best Prospect iS 'regional
cooperation, .zfrenchment in over-extended. °leas, consolidation of
weaker departmenc in consortium arrangements with other institu-
tions. Consortia of a sort have existed for more than a decade, but so
far none of them have 4aken advantage pf the MI benefits They could
offer. A liberal policy under which students may register in one
institution and take work in one.or more othens is good, but no longer
sufficient. Consortia own bc!. made to setve two purposesthe first, to
enrich the educational oppoAunities for students; the second to effect
economies in operation. So far only the first purpose has been seved.
Now the time has come to study the secOnd purpose seriously. If
properly implemented, suCh consortia will,. vastl3I sirengthen the
educational potential of geopaphic regions and in some cases may
mean the difference between survival and ruin of institutions.

I am well aware of tfe obstacles in the Way of the establishment of
consortia. First of all, justifialAe institutional \pride that . resents the
surrender of part of its autonomy; second, faculty resistance' to the
phasing out .of programs that are no Jonger viable; third, the
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longrestablished attitude of regional ;.pmpetition rather than coopera-
tion; fourth, the differing systems of fiscal control, and so forth.
Because of these and other obstacles that make it diffic ilt for
individual institutions to initiate such arrangements. I am sugg sting
that this is a matter with which the Council of Graduate Schools should
seriously concein itself as you enter this troublesome period. I suggest
the establishment of a Committee on Consortia that should first
examine carefully the character and potentials of such arrangements;
that sAbtild then apply its findings to the possibilities of selected
regions; andvat should, finally, develoc a small corps of experts that ..-
-would help Thstitutions/ to initiate and t3I'develop-appropriate forms of
cooperation. You wi l/recall that your ConstitutiOn specifically .charges
the Council "toexriine needs, ascertain best practices and procedures,
and rem:4er assistance as indicated." Well, this a 'need, a great need. In
my thinkingl the consortium is one of the first priorities for the Council
as you enter 1971, and I suggest yoii give some thoUght to it.

Another area that should be a matter of the 'greatest concern not
only to the. Council as a whole but to- every individual graduate dean is
'the form which advanced education will take in the future. In the
-summer 6f 1968 I presented a paper at, the Workshop at Lake
Arrowhead on the future of graduate education. It *as subsequently
published in several journals and elsewhere, and I suppose that Many of
you are familidr with it. Very briefly.; I foiecast the graduai\evolutior,f
an integrated system of advanced educatiOn, beginning at the post-
junior college level_ and continuing through life. The first 'four 'years
after junior college would consist of f011-time study, and the attainment
of thi s. level would be marked either .by an intermediae degree or a
certificate of limited professional competence. Thii; point would be
apprOximately thdt of the present roaster's degree, and the student
Would be about twenty-four years old. At this stage he would be
encoutaged to seek employment in his profession and to continue his
ethication with a, doctoral degree or continue it throughout his life.

ijae.e- I made this forecast, a numb& of 'developments have taken
pla,e that seem to suppoit it. The number of part-tipie graduate
students has risen to an all-time high of 73 percent of the total. The
departments of higher education in several states cre asking the coPeges
under their control to develop a broad range Df different levels of
part-time education, and the several federalgranting agencies are for\he
first time,in history talking about subsidies for part-time students. N

Most significant', however, is. the' F/fth rnterim .Report oP the.,
Carnegie .CommisSion on Higher Edtig,tron; which was issued just tWo
weeks ago. It recommends an integrated system of higher education

. very similar to_ jhe on6 I Foresaw and, if anything, dvertmore'drastic. It
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'advocates the telescoping of the-senior high school and junior college
into three years and the integration of. the .senior college. and -the
master'S lever into another three years. It recommends two years of

. full-time study for the doctorate, buffavors a period of three to four
years of part-time study for the terminal degree. It strongly rec-
ommends the Master of Philosophy as an intermediate degree and the

N, Doctor of Arts as the degree for most teaChing scholars, reserving the
PhD. for those whose major careers Will be in research. Finally itz.
recommends post-degree, not only post-doctoral study, for all who wish
it.

This then, or something very much ,like it, is the form which
alli7inced 'education of the future will take,;-It won't happen overnight,
bf cOurse, but the trends .are apparent. and the recominetiaations of the,.
prestigionS Carnegie Commission will carrY much Weight: f am sure that
theY will not be enthusiastically accepted' by academe.,Certainly the

1.14grarchy of the undergraduate college will contemplate thec doWn;
[wading of the baccalailreate with nothing but dismay. Andgertainly no

-_iraduate -dean 'Can :view the predicted erosion . of full-tiine- graduate
.-iitudy with equanimity. Not all will readily accept' the Doctor of Arts,
'although it has already made considerable prOgre-Ss, and* many .have

.: mixed feelings about the Master of Philosophy.
Needless to say, such: a drastic realignment of all of higher eduCation

will have profouna effAts (in the graduate schools. They may perhaps
continue to exist and to function much as they do today. Or they may
become a suPeifluous apparatus and their functions decentralized to
academic .depaitments.. or *her structural units. In my thinking, the
most satisfaceOry arrangement might be a. merger Of the senior college,
thus creating Oogical unit of the highest level. But before a final
structure, is achieved, you may. .be sure there will be a great power
contest between the variotis aeadernic-and professional units fOr the
control of--graduate education. The acadeniic departments, which
some universities have already made inroads on the authority of the
.graduate sChool, wfll ppsh for complete deCentralization and depart7
mental autonomy. The prbiessional schools will do the-same. Arid the
well-organized adult education 'and extension divisions will make a
'concerted effort ...at ieast to share in the control of post-degree
edUcation.
f, These are 'some of the problems which you as individual deans, and\
the-Council as your action arm, will soon face. But no matter. what
organizationafform graduate education may take, there is one function
that the dean must never relinquish, and that is the supervision and

.maintenance of the highest standards Nothing could be more disastrous
for the quality of our highest levels of education than to share the
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responsibility and the degree-granting authority with academic and
professional units that were established for quite other purposes and
that over the years have developed philosophies directed toward much
more limited ends than those of the graduate school.

So the final brief and perhaps only admonition I want to leave with
you is this: Look_beyond the vexing problems of today and tomorrow
to those of 1972 and 1975; remain constantly alert to the development
of the impending changes; be prepared -to lead rather'than to follow.
And above all else, remember that the graduate dean is not a cog nor
even a big wheel in the academic machinery, but the custodian of the
quality:and the values of highest education. And I close with the words
of Polobius to Laertes: "Farewell, my blessing season this in thee!"
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Covcurreut Workshops

Thursday, Decemkr 3, 3:30 p.m. ,

WORKSHOP ON AUTOMATION OF RECORDS

The workshop program consisted almost entirely of a report on the

automated graduate recofd system at Texas A&M University by Dr.

George W. Kunze, Dean of the Graduate College. He described in some

detail the automated system developed at Texas A&M and responded to

questions.
The student uniform record system at Texas A&M University is a

)computerized file of data containing pertinent information on each

-1 student at the University. Information on a student enters the file when

" he receives admission to the University. The infOrmation is maintained

and added to through a continuing update system.
The data file on each student is developed as a set of sixteen data

cards. These data cards provide for filing a desired set of data on each

Student. Each "student record is uniquely identified by a six-digit

Permanent Number which is assigned to a student when he is admitted

to the University. This number is used instead of a student's social

segority number because of a" special error check system in use at Texas

A&M University that assures the uniqueness of the number once it

appears on the data file.
Once.the student's record is placed on the data file, it is maintained

there until he leaves the University. After he leaves the University, his

record is placed in an Inactive History File. While the student is active

in the University, his record is constantly being updated. These updates

pick up such information as current course schedule, course grades.

changes in program, address changes, grade point ratio, etc.

The Student Uniform Record File, maintained by the Registrar's

Office, provides the basic data for a number of general student related

reports such as class roster, grade reports, teaching load reports, etc.

The Student Uniform Record File is, therefore, a basic file to be

utilized in developing an automated graduate student record system,

since most of the desired student data already exists on this file.

The entire system includes automated registration, event sequence,
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periodic. summaries, current. enrollment statt's reports, exemption
reports, and gtaduate student sumniary reports.

Dean Kunze displayed sampies of the work being done and
acquainted the group with a booklet published under the title
Automated Graduate Student Records System for Texas A&M
Univereity. Copies of these are available through Dr. George Kunze at
Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas.

WORKSHOP ON NON-DEGREE AND CONTINUING EDUCATION

Robert H. Bruce

The classic pUblication on post-doctoral progrims is, of course, The
Invisible University, based on a study directed by Dr. Richard B. Curtis
under .the auspices of the National Research Council and published in
1969 by the National Academy of Sciences.

We normake think of post-doctoral fellows as having .completed the
Ph.D., but one should remember that a certain number of them have
completed the M.D., or D.D.S. and are candidates for the Mastees or
Ph.D. degrees.

In. terms of sources of support, it should be noted that the federal
government supports over two-thirds of the post-doctoral fellows and
that 40 percent of this number are supporte-a by the U.S. Public Health.
Service, which of course includes the National Ihstitutes of Health. The
question then arises, What, in a period of constricting fedeial support,
will happen to the post-aoctoral program? The last figures indicate that
the universities support only 7 percent of post-doctoral fellowships, and
this figure, if anything, may be high: One could express a, pious hope
that the universities might be able to pay more, but to be re'alistic, from
what I know of_university budgets, I am not too hopeful.

It should-be noted that the pattern of post,doctoral fellowships is
-indica; of-the-heavy support in.the basic-iciences, such as chemistry,
phyLit...:. and the biological sciences, including biochemistry, contrasted
to the s pcial. sciences, the humanities, and education. This is indicative
of the research 'support given to these areas ahd to the fact that
post-doctoral education is definitely linked to research beyond the
Ph.D. Happily I can see no push toward a post-Ph.D. degree.

There does seem gen.sral agreement,that post-doctoral fellowships.
have been helpful to research programs and to the individuals who
receive these appointments. Their status in the academic hierarchy
seems a good step above the pre-doctoral student but below that of the
assistant professor on a full-time appointment. It is suggested that these
individuals be considered regular, if temporary., membei:s of the
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departmental and college faculties and have the opportunity of
Participating in the decision-making process whenever pogsible.

It is further suggested that, to make post-doctoral fellows more

visible, their appointments, after approval by the appropriate depart-

mental head and cognate dean; be made in one office, perhaps the

office of the dean of the graduate school.

Rober0T. Lagemann

Governmental agencies, graduate deans, and others have been asking,

"Should we retread Ph.D.'s in view of the present conditions in the

academic market place?" I think all of us agree that .we ought to

improve our original tires, our graduates. We ought to modernize our
curriculum, although we may have different views on.how to do it. We

ought to encourage inter- and poly7L and pan-disciplinary programs of

study. We should attempt to. discover the neo-disciplines and foster

them. (Linguistics and biophysics and psychology were once neo-

disciplines.) All this would help to prevent the "boom and gloom"

cycles we are experiencing. .
:But it is less clear, at least to me, that we should-retread Ph.D.'s for

the neo-disciplines, whose birthdates are distant and uncertain, or that

We have the resources or the ability to quickly re-educate persons who

are in over-supPly in particular fields.
To be sure, we always have felt the need of retreading, in a way of

speaking. The sabbatical at our univrsities has been intended in part to

serve that purpose, though usually intended for the man who was
returninwto the same institution in the same position. I suppose each of.

us aspires to a sabbatical year,.though not all of our universities provide

them.
The purpose of the ,-abbatical, we commonly hear, is to'allow new

wine to be povred into old bottles. I like this way of speaking, by the

waST, much better than the retreading metaphor. The best place-to pour

the new wine into the old bottle is, I find, in the Vienna Woods, in the

heurigen restaurants, where the display of a green branch on the facade,

like- a new Ph.D. diploma on the wall at home, signals to all that the

new wine -has come in. Another popular place for this exercise is
France, particularly in Paris, as we are told by the cynical administra-

tors who pass on sabbatical requests.
But our need to put new wine in old bottles goes beyond sabbaticals.

One does not need to be a cook to know 'when the souffle is burned:

One does not need to be a demographer these days to know that some

of our students in some fields in some parts of our country are finding

it devilish hard to find a job. It's clear that we in graduate education are
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a little like the M.D. who was said to specilize in diseases of the rich,
but found himself in a recession.

We see smiles on the faces 'of departmental chairmen who now fill
faculty posts without the need for extended Levantian haggling.

We note that some of our past Ph.D.. graduates are reduced to
accredited mendicity, to quote from Jacques Barzun.

We hear from a NASA spokesman that there are 40,000 unemployed
engineers between San Diego and Seattle. The NASA computer facility
in the northeast reduced stafrby 250-300, of which 80-90 were Ph.D.'s.

We learn that the unemployed scientists in Washington, D. C., have
banded together in an organization fortheir common good.

We hear- that the National (AEC). laboratories are reducing their
scientific personnel. In the case of Argonne, some 125 have been "let
go" since last July and of these only some 30 have found jobs. Chemists
are in over-supply, I hear. But more chemists are graduate deans than
are any other breed; so seemingly they have successfully retreaded.

One could gb on. On the other hand, the Ph.D. graduates from six
northeastern land-grant universities have found Places paying salaries,
and yesterday the Dean from M.I.T. rePorted similarly from his
institution.

So; it is difficult to determine exactly how great is the need tor
re-edudation. But, from anecdotal evidence, we do''have a case of the
academic bends as we go into a period of deflated opportunities. --.

In approaching the Solution I'd like to' turn once more to the wine
analogy. Some wines improve with age. They should be left to ferment,

. their dregs. cto settle; and they shotild be sipped drop by drep and
allowed to Caress the tongue. A \lige Ought to be savored with the deep
understanding of its place of origin in the Old.World, where it gathered
'the sun and the, demi and the miraculous fungi. I leave it to you to
tMnSfey the.idea to our academic life.

Other wines are best imbibecI;soon after they 1recaptured and
bottled and should be consumed within two or three years. The bottles
then -are empty and ready for filling again, be it with a Mosel Doktor
Bernkastel or a Chateau Haut Brion.

Perhaps we are unduly concerned about how to help the few or the
many of our Ph.D.'s who are dislocated. But to them, this is a seriotis
matter.

Should their re-preparation be .a brief saunter through the cloister?
Should we take sailors and make them into oceanographers? Should we
expect Ph.D.'s to obtain another Ph.D.? To go again through Hades and
out again?

One suggestion has been that we try to bring together these graduates
and the colleges that do not have sufficient Ph.D.'s teaching there.



The magazine Physics Today suggests that at least some physicists
should turn their talents to present-day problems of society. This idea is
espoused by Henry Duckworth, a Canadian physicist, who has written a
little poem about his leaving pure physics and going into applied
research. It- appeared in Physics Today, the trade jburnal of physicists,
and is based on lines from Richard Lovdlace.

Tell me not, Sweet, I am unkind
That from the nunnery
of thy chaste breast, and quiet mind,
To vacuum pump and telescope I fly.
True, a new mistress now I 'chase,
An I. B. M. computer;
And with a stronger faith embrace
A solid-Slate transducer.
Yet this inconstancy is-such,
As you too shall adore;.
I could not love thee Dear so much
Lov'd I not salary more. %

I fear there -is not much that graduate deans can do on an emergency
basis to alleviate the employment situation. What would help.would be
ietter manpower studies of needs and more stable funding: So far as I
know, 'there is no federal money °available; and certainly there is no*
university money-for sharpening the tools of Ph.D.'s.

We'.:can, I suppose, inflUerice new admissions and perhaps keep our
new Ph.D.'s on as instructors for a. time. And also, we can facilitate
part-time study, whether for credit or. non-credit. In doing this, the
.off-campus centers may be N;ery helpful in that the refurbishing of our
past graduates can often be done while they are holding another
position and without causing them to move themselvei and their
families to a new location.

,

WORKSHOP ON'GRADUATE ASSIVANTS, FELLOWS,
AND TRAINEES=RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS

Elmer F. Bauthef, Ohio State University

Ohio State has an active graduate student organization and-:union,
the strength of which is unknown. The treatment of teaching assistants
is crucial. These peoPle are indispensable as a part of'the way we do
business. We do nottell the teaching assistant what he can expect from
us, or what- we expect of him. Appointment procedures are non-
existent. The teaching assistants realize their importance and the
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strength of their bargaining power. They are interested in knowing how
Stipends axe determined and by whom, their position in respect to
others on campus and on other campuses and with respect.to assistant
professors. They do not like risks; they want a period appointment.
They demand a minimum of an annual appointment.

There,Fe many unanswered questions: How-many appointments can
a student have? What rate of progress is he making as a teaching
assistant?. What effect dOes his being a teaching assistant have on his
rate of progress in his degree 'work? What is the influence of the
teaching assistant's work on his own future potential job market?

They want more exiplicit information on what is expected on them.
In some departments, they do nothing. But most feel the requirements
are unreasonable. We need to look at their assigned teaching, research,
counseling, and committee responsibilities. They also raise questioni
regarding fringe benefits. They da not have bookstore benefits,
insurance 'benefits, football-ticket benefits, or-parking benefits. They'

; are concerned about assistance with assignments. Sdme have been
teaching the same colu-se five years.

To meet these. concerns, Dean Bauiner recommends (1) establish--
ment of regular-rising appointment,procedures, having the student sign
the 'agreement. This gives a chance to spell out the regulations. (2)
setting up a graduate school coMmittee, collecting meaningful data on
stipends, setting up guidelines On 'teaching loads, (3) following AAUP
regulations in respect to appointments - and dismissals and fringe
benefits. ASSistants want a code of teaching responsibilities. The
students do not want a detailed labor contract, but will demand it. if we
do notgive them a more specific understanding of what is expected.

Ian Loram, The University of Wisconsin

Dean: Lararn gave 'a brief account of the formation of the 'union ,at
Wisconsin and some of its attendant. problems. The union began in '
1968. At that time there were about 1800 assistants in the university,
1400 of whom were in the liberal arts college. The troubles began in
1968 when the union of teaching assistants was recognized. The matter
wai touched off primarily by a proposal of a legislator requiring the
removal of the waiver of our of state fees, which amount to .about
$2,000. Stirred by this proposal, the students pressed far recognition of
the union. An election was allowed to be held to see if a union was
-,wanted. (Every effort was being made to avoid, a strike.) Bargaining
started in June 1969. In February 1970 no agreeM6nt has been reached;
and the 'aSsistanfs voted to strike and, in fact, did hold a three-week

. strike. The university obtained .an injunctirm and was allowed to take
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striking students,:off the payroll. Twenty-four students were taken to

court, found guilty, and fined $250. A signed contract became effective

this September.
Dean Loram illustrated some Of the demands of the bargainers. For

example, appointments were demanded fo i. ten years or during the

graduate career, whichever was longer. They actually got .f5ur years of

support. In multi-section courses, they asked that the average section be

19, with a maximtim of 24. They asked for a health package, but they

got no health plan. One is now being worked out. All assistants wanted

to be bn a half-time basis. A student assistant evaluation committee

-composed of assistants which would tell the faculty if the assistant was

competent was demanded. The faculty felt it should decide the_

competency of assistants, and this matter will have to be arbitrated.

Four items need to be bargained at the department level: the

worldoad, the size of the class, the form of the student evaluation, and

the content of the student evaluation. The contract is supposed to be

re-negotiated annually. If the group strikes again, the university may

ncit recogniie the union; and the legislature may do away with teaching--

assistants.

Robert IL Wessel, University of Cincinnati

The University of Cincinnati, is developing a charter of rights and
responsibilities 'for graduate students. They haire a graduate student

't association, but no union,. The university has worked,with the students

in iorming their organization. There have been cordial relations. 'The

graduates a,r4M%dergraduates together are developing a code Of rights

and responsibilities "-contain,ing several articles. Article 1 essentially

recognizes the student as a citizen whose tights and responsibilities as

Such are not to be abridged. Article 2 states that graduate students shall

be on committees and!that they shall have access to financial records.

Requests to see thege must be in writing, and ainple justification must

be given. Article 3 states grievance prd-dedtires.
In working out arrangements, graduate assistants are given an annuak

contiact at the rate of $2100 per assistant; $800 is the Minimum and

$4000 is the maximum.' The people at theyniversity of Cincinnati are

convinced that the old approach to dealing with graduate assistants is

inherently defective. It is based-On student enrollment. That is eo say,

the graduate assistant is brought to the university to perform services

and the. number -of graduate assistantS varies with the number of

undergraduates to be taught: The university has tried to cut this

relationship. The graduate assistant is provided added support for his

eduCational development. All graduate assistants are assigned duties as
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appropriate. There are no teaching assistants, researeh assistants, or
administrative aSsistants. There must be a surplus of assistants to
operate thiS type of procedure with flexibility. They believe this is
educationally right.

WORKSHOP ON GRADUATE STUDENT ORGANIZATION
_AND REPRESENTATIVES

Dean Harrison Shull began the workshop by proposing two areas for
discussion: (1) Exchange of information and ideas conderning the
graduate student's role in the governance system of the graduate school
and (2) The functions of the Committee on Graduate Students
Relations.

, There was lively and clearly focused discussions on how graduata
student interests are articidated and, channeled into the policy

\ formulation and decision-making processes of the graduate school and
of the university. At preseat, graduate student interests are often
articulated and coalesced through an organizational structure known as
the Graduate Student Association. Its creation has been due to many
impetuses coming from the administration, faculty', or students. The
models which were presented at the workshop seem to suggest that on
many campuses graduate student organizations are a new development
and that they have come ;nto being largely through administrative
urging; the experiences of several graduate schools indicate that a
constitutional convention is useful in hammering out a structural-and
functional design for a new Graduate Student Associaiion. ,

Graduate student interests may be represented through formal
meMbership on the Graduate Council or a similar body, with varying
degrees of participatior. Student representation ranges from token
membership to equal .oting strtrilitli: in a .tri-partite (administration,
faculty; and student), composition. Several gaduate deans, nevertheless,
expressed the doubt that the Graduate Council is the real"center of
power, particularly in cases where graduate 6udent representation is
but a mere token. ,

A different organizational model was therefore discussed, That 1*A-he
deeentralized and department-centered graddite student organizations.
Whether these departmental organizations are then federated eir-rlot
depends on the nature.of tht school arid its leadership; the key isstie is
how much voice the sttidents hive in departmental decision-making.

The Graduate Student Association functions in various ways in
affecting the policy formulation and decision-making , )cesses. At
one gradpate school the Association meets regularly before each
meeting of the Graduate Council to caucus on the Council's agenda in
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order to reach decisions to be foik:>wed by it's representatives. At
another, the student representative§ are authorized to act, according to
their own perception, in the interests of the graduate 'student body. In
this latter case, a major concern would be one of communication
between the leaders and the led.

Financially, the Graduate Student Association is supported in
di2ferent ways. The most sophisticated practice provides for an official
assessment of a fifty-cent fee per semester per student. The university-
collects the fees and turns the mdney over to the Graduate Student
Association to be exptmded at its discretion, but this practice is not
.without its drawbacks.

Out of the discussion emerged two proposals for the Committee
Graduate Student§ Relations to work on:

(1) There is a deeply and widely felt need for some kind of exchange
of information among the graduate schools as to what each is doing and
:hoW things are being done. A clearing house of some sort is evidently in

The Graduate Student Associations have their claring house
(one at ttre University. of Buffalo, for example), and, it was proposed
that the ERIC Clearing House on Higher Education might be one
channel of dissemination and that the inauguration of a journal by"the
Council of Graduate School§ might be another. There was considerable
support for-a .journal. A practicable exchange could be easily o;!ganizeci
by the CGS central office itself *by serving as a depository for printed
material proffered by individUal graduate sChools. A quarterly listing of
abstracts of:documents received could be sent to member institctions,
which could then order copies of deposited material fOr a nominal fee.

(2) There is, furthermore, unanimous §entiment that workshops of
this sort shoulhi continue to be an integral part of every program of the
annual meeting of the Council of Graduate Senoolg- in the United
States,

WORKSHOP_ ON THE COSTS OF GRADUATF EDUCATION

Dean David R. Deener, Chairman of the Gradcost Committee,
presided. Dean Joseph L. McCarthy, Director of the Gradcost Research
goup; discus`sed the background of the Gradcost study, its major
purposes, anesummarized progress to date. He pointed Out that the
tudy, financed by :a grant from the National Science Foundation,
consisted basically of an analysis of the literature on the,subject looking
toward identification and definition of the major elements of costs and
berefits, and alternative procedures for allocating these. .

Mr. Robert D.-Lamson, p7oject coordinator, then made a detailed
,presentetion of the findings and analyses of the research group. The
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results of .the literature search revealed that literature on the costs and
benefits of graduate. education divided approximately 70-30 between
theoretical and practical applications. There is general agreement in the
literature that higher ;....ucation is an econOmic process in the broadest
sense. A major problem-is that of resource allocation both within and
outside the institution. He discussed "benefits" in terms of private
versus social benefits. On the cost side, which is a main focus of the.
project, graduate education is a joint process. This makes it difficult to
identify cost inputs, particularly in terms of unit costs. Mere
sophiiticated information is needed with respect to incremental or
marginal costs in contrast to average unit costs. Three methods for
allocating indirect costs have been identifiedthe simplistic, the direct,
and the recursive. The research group favors the recursive. Mr. Lamson
presented a summary of some 26 unit-cost studies that have been
completed by various academic inatitutions.. These studies, utilized a
variety of units and techniques. with the result that comparing unit
costs both bettiitleAtinstitutions and between disciplines on the basis of

'these studies it.. extrer...tely difficult. The Gradcost research group had
concluded that thei major f8cus of its efforts should be on: (1)
Qualitative identification of the major elements of total costs and
benefits in graduate education. (2) Definitions of these elernents. (3)
Identification of the alternative procedures for allocating total costs
within a framework Which allows different methods to be coinpared
and contrasted.

The Workshop Was then opened td the floor for questions and
discussion. The followingpoints emerged as matters of concern:

1. The problems of incremental versus average cost including, for"
ekample, the ackiffional cost in raising a master's program to a doctoral
program in the same field.

2. The allocation of faculty time to graduate education versus

allocation to other activities:
3. The allocation of research costs to graduate education vis-21-uis

.other activities, and
4. The feasibility of attempting to secure usefe unit cost data frorn

present studies in view of the inconsistencies in the cost studies
perforined to date.,
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-Fourth Plenary Session: .volunteel PreS-entations

Thursday, December 3, 8:00 p.m.

Presiding: Stephen H. Spurr, Chairmar4lect.
Council of Graduate Schools

'Harold P. Hansen, Universitylof Florida
Edwin L. Lively, University oi! Akron
Trevor Colbourn, University of New Hampshire
Eric_BOdgers, Univers. ity of Alabama
Stephen E. Wiberley, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Francis M. Boddy, Univeisity!of Minnesota
Rocco E. Porreco, Georgetown Universityr
Henry V. Bohm, Wayne State University'
D. C. Spriesten,bach, University of Iowa

Harold P. Hansen.

THE PH.D..S PLUS REALITIES AND II;LUSIONS

At the risk of maki4 you completely Weary of the subject, I want to
say a few more words about the Ph.D. surplus. My compulsion to talk
isn't as great as it was before Dean Deenees talk this afternoon becauSe
Hind that he and I share the non-popular, non-partY line point of view.

I do not believerand apparently Dean Deener doesn't eitherthatlf
we do good deeds and wait patiently Tor a whqe, our Golden Age will,
return.

.A!.. I have, been aware of th toal surplus problem
earif a:1d utely. Further.as a physicist, I was and am inclined toward
beLieving what the numherf. say. The numbers have a message, ar,d it is
that for many traditu-,l disciplines the ball, game has changed
ii-cvocably, irreversibly, and irretrievably. We must play under a whole
new. set Of ground rules.

Most of what we heard yesterdaY about che difficulty of detailed
prediction because of the continued state of flux in academia is true,
but it is immaterial. The significant transitions have alreadY oCcurred,
and they have been ponderously cOntinuous..

'The data indicates that about 40 percent of the babies born eighteen
years ago stait college. Further, the data indicate that about 1, percent
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Of the babies born twentY-seven years 41,o are,getting doctorates. The P.-
present doubling time of doctothl prAluction is six years. Every six
years we double the number of'Phi.b.'s, we are producing. My estimate
is t.hat the,,dOctoral production rate will. level .off at not less then 6
percent of the adult population; we are ;low at 1 percent and rising.

People who_wo er how this could be happening usually overlook?I
the fact that wher as the student spends, say, four years on campus,.the
faculty member spends forty. This factor of ten produeesthe effect of
faculty pileup. ="

If we made the .completelk irrational assumption that we are at
equilibritA -rio;v, that is"the Ph.D. production rate levels off at 'the .

.present 1 Percent, and we keep roughly the present student to staff
ratio in higher education with all. teachers, administrators, support _,---

. ,.
personnerhaving Ph.D.'s, our academics cou,ld retire atter the standard'

, forty years of service if no more master'sdegree people were hired.
Since seven or eight times as many master's are produced as Ph.D.'s,

this Might be a little hard on then,. And remember, the junior colle,ges
that are part of the market that I am speaking of might not want our
ph.O.'s" unless they can have them at master's salariss. And they'may,
not even want them then. . ,

P

I judge that, in terms of keeping-spmething of the present situation; a
reasonable. retirement time would he 'after ten or fifteen years a. . .

.service. When the, doctoral prOductiorifises to the minimum figure of 6
percent that. I cited, we c..., retain our present retirement policies if.
Ph.D.'s, teach every class uf every grade down through kindergarten. Of
course, this lt?aves'slim pickings for the bachelor's recipients as well'as
the master's. ,

'Now picture with me a plot, the demand for doctorates in higher '
education and the suPply of these doctorates. The demand curve, is the

-differential of a signioid'al curve, so yoii produce a burst of need Which
rapidly- tapers off .because old faculty occasionhlly die but they never -

fade away. .. .

Sut the supply cuive, which reacted in. response to the demand
curve, built up momentum, and now, like the- salt mill that folklore
assures us fies at the bottom of the sea, the system continues to grintl

"out more and more i''':, p.'s with inexorable persistence.
,There i5 one other, perhaps melancholy, fact that wa's pointed 'out

yest&day: The absolute birth rate itself is now decreasing. As a result of, -
,.

this, there are empty grammar schooIF at various places .aropnd this
- nation. Elementary school' teachers are having a. harder time Ending

jobs than our Ph.D.'s: In about five years we in the colleges will start to
feel the effe ts,of this, and by 1985 we will be getting.20 percent less
freshmen enrollment than in 1975.. '

-
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I guess it i§ sort .of ironic that roughly the same date in history
producedthrough Sputnik, the stimulant to Ph.D. production and,
through a pill, the depressant to population production:

Well, what I have given you- are the salient demographic facts to live
with; What .can be aoi}e about them? Perhaps nothing. But we have got
to try.

Actually ours is at least a .partiallY self-correcting ,system, and I
presume some personal adjustments are being made at this time. This
doesn't diminish our responsibility to try to relieve the Situation and to
help to zelieve it in' such a fashion that will not deal a mortabblow.to
scholarship:and to graduate education as we know it.

There are ugly possibilities, a4ean beerier indicated, that are raised
by the, conflicting 'demands of the PhD.'s for new positions, by the
requirements of .the disciplines for new blood, by the need to retain the
services ,of those "who are truly creative and prodUctive, and by the
prerequisites df people like us, the older faculty. Wrequires no great
imagination 'to envisage economy-conscious regents and administratprs
dismissing resident faculty and replacing them by younger,. cheaper,.
ppssibly better new applicants. 4

A five-' or six-year academic 'career which fits Within the AAUP
tenure guidelines may become the standard. A man who is,dropped by :

his,schdol, through no real fault of his own; will find that no school ig
willing to pick him up. The requirement of -fractional transfer' of

; tenure-accruing years may: have to be relaxed. In fad, the whole
concept of tenure may have to be thought out and fought out again.,

I am going to try to offer..."few solutions, but Iefore I offer you any
of these, let me say a few words about non-solutipps; things that won't
work or won't rnake any differente, excep One: Eciding the

Vietnam k6.r won't make things any different._ Two: Ending the
administrative tight-money policy won't riu.ke things any different.
Three: Stepping-up Or stepping down the space activities willitaie little
overall effect. :Four: Getting a different adminisqation 'won't affect
` things. Five: Cutting the number of fellowships :Met work. It only
affected , the top people anyway. Six: Offering a different 'doctoral
degree will, if anything, produce more doctorates and really no more
jobs. Seven: Giving more relevant doctoral training makes gOod
aeademic sense; but it will not produce jobs or fewer doctorates-for-the
aeademic arena. EightcIt would seem that we Could bite the bullet and
limit our enrollment. Soine schools are doing so, but moSt of us won't.

. By: and large, you and I are programmed for growth, and we understand
`. no other concept. And if we or our successors do understand; we still

have the phenomenon of the flood tide. of Ph.D.-students. It will have its
,
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_minor ebbs and flows, but politics and economics make inevitable the
prOliferation-Of Ph.D. programs to accommodate the demand.

You and I will probably try to hold back this effect by taking in
more students ourselves, but it won't work. What will work? As I said,
probably nothing, because I see little that can prevent us from having,
let's say, 6 percent of our adults getting the doctorate.

I will try to offer some palliatives, and there will be little in what I
say that will carry any value judgments. We. are, in a moment of a crisis
of a sort. Some of the solutions offered will not maintain-our academic

- prereqUisites to the extent that one Would wish, but they may be quite
necessary.

First and most obvious, of course, we must be absolutely honest with
our students and ourselves about their prospects and their abilities. This
may rot do much good because the educational pattern that we have
established gives the student little choice but to go on and on. But he
must not be subjected to the cruel hoax of believing that his Ph.D.
entitles him to a scholarly job or that hi:.. Ph.D. 4om an emerging

-"university eptitles him to any job at all. He had.better be educated to
believe that he is.getting his doctor's degree because it is a very civilized
thing to do.

There is,a further problem. Suppose we are honest with the student
and tell him what his chances are. The single-minded, mediocre student

c. whom.we reject will find some school that will accept him as a student.
So the value in this first suggestion of honesty lies in the fact that we
will feel better.

Now the most direct way of decreasing the number of potential
teachers and increasing the number of jobs available to teachers is by
letting the students gci on to the labor markets less rapidly. This can be
accomplishc I thrdugh three Methods: (A) Extending the period of time
for a student to get a Ph.D. This is in direct contrast to what is the
usual policy, but it is a doubly "effective procedure because it keeps
more students in the classroom and there are fewer to go out looking
for jobs. This may be contrary to the Carnegie Commisiion recommen-
dation and many, many other recommendations, but I am talking about
the practicalities of this particular problem. (B) The second thing that
could be done is-increase the number of post-doctoral programs. This is
also doubly wise._First, it provides a part,of the market for Ph.D.'s that
is needed, and secondly, the professor-with a research program would
have someone to work with, which should assuage his need for graduate
students. He could be more selective about whom he takes on as a
student. (C) The third thing is creating a new and more advanced
degree. This may or may not be concomitant with the. previous
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proposal, but an S.D., the super doctorate; will let us qart all over

again.
, Now this is aliout the only innovative thing that we could do that is

within our powerbut we won't. Why? Because we lack the super
doctorates ourselves.

Now a third practical suggestion is the development of central

controls. It may be an anathema to most of us, but it is certainly

conceivable that to prevent 'chaos the government will Select prospec-

ive Ph.D.'s, wilt-Select their disciplines, and will select the geographic

area in which theY will function.
The other mechanism of central control might be provis:led by

faculty organizations. As much as many of us recoil at the thought, it
may be necessary to really dmielop labor unions for 'professors instead

of this game they are playing now.
Such an organization would bd necessary, not so much for collective

bargaining purposes but to introdr.ce a measure of discipline in the
profession.- Even if unions of some strength do develop, there Surely
will be scab Ph.D. labor. This will have to be controlled.

On thei7other hand, one prObably should not downgrade the
_

collective bargaining functiOn. The organization could play a central

role in forcing-a-fresh and trenchant look at retirement policies. I have

indicated that create a dynamic stability, earlier retirement is
iddicated for the vast majority of our professors:

-Reducing the figure by alew years will have little effect. I think that

a retirement at the age of fifty would he a first order approicimation to
the right retirement age for a while.

NoW the fourth suggestion I have is difficult. Over the years many
foreign graduate students have been brought to this country, but now

the scene has changed, and common sense dictates that we not import

foreign graduate.students tinless we are certain they will return to their

native land after they'get their degree. This-has not been the pattern.

Common sense also dictates that so far as post-doctoral positions are

concerned, it would be preferable, to use them for our indigenous,

indigent Ph.D.'s unless there is some overriding reason for doing

otherwise:
There is one realistic and obvious solution to the problem. It

involves, of course, some money, but not a vast amount. The form of

this obvious solution is this: We must have a W.P.A. for Ph.D.'s. The

mechanism that this W.P.A. -assistance would take would be through

federally supported centers and institutes. The already provides

us with prototypes to emulate. In this country we have our government
laboratoriesthey have been spotty in quality, but enough excellent
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work has been produced to show that under the right conditions and
.. philosophy, scholarship can flourish.

.

In Europe some of the most distinguished scientists are found in
institutes. The Max Planck Institute in Gerany provides the. home
base for an elitist corps of scholars.

Within American academia we already have models that can be
. replicated. In the area of research, where the capital equipment cost is
'-'-------cessive, the government has established institutes- at universities

where-this high cost tesearch is carried out. Examples, of course, are
SLAC at Stanford, the Forrestal Laboratory .at Princeton, the Jet
Propulsion Laboratiiry-at Cal Tech.

This large, governmentally-supported institute concept shouki be
extended to the humanities and the-social sciences. One can envisage a

Aayand pot too far from nowwhen be-side every million-volume
library 'there will be institutes for the stud of all manher:of litifttanistic
and sociological topics. These placed wou a be centers of sCholarship
and woul have all the research activities pre equisites and the programs --

rsities, except they should not be permitted to produce further
_.

Ph .D .'s. - .

Edwiii L. Lively

DOCTORAL PROGRAMS IN NEW AND EMERGING INSTITUTIONS

Serious attention is being directed towar,c1 the increase in the number
of universities offering or- planning tO affer doctoral degree programs.
There are concomitant bonceins about the number of degree programs-
that should exist in +he several academic disciplines at the/ graduate
level. .

Interest is currently becoming intensified by changes in bases of
financial support in supply-demand and placement factors, and in
student selection of major fields..

The potential impact Of these changes certainly justifies an increased
surveillance and perhaps the establishment" of guidelines and even
restrictions on the creation, a creditation, and support of new doctorar

yrograMs:
Justification for ne.doctorI programs includes such diverse factors

as: (1) The unique characteritis, of disciplines and/or schools; (2)
Local factors in student supply d demand; (3) Political considerations
at local,'state, and° national le (4) An extant master's program of
high duality; (5) A supportative role necessary for doctoral programs in
related disciplines; (6) Prbable1 trends in the evolution of society and
'its' institutions on the basis of oth short- and long-range projections;
rival FetA and present invo1veinent in the doctoral level.

s
_
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A modified version of the last point is the basis for several recent

proposals to limit Ph.D. production, to 50, 15, or p2rhaps 100 of the

older, more prestigous institutions of higher education.
The, thesis of this brief presentation is that historical justification

alone is untenable for degree control because it accepts persistence in

quantity and quality as fact, regardless of present and future events.

Within the range of factors, the historical, traditional one un-
doubtedly varies from school to school and discipline to discipline in its

validity. To concentrate doctoral support and degree-granting approval

within any specified number or list of universities has the potential of

stifling the intellectual and creative aspects of the degree.
The vigorous competition and search, for innovation among the

programs in the newer and emerging institutions may well function

more effectively than any other factor to prevent, complacency and to

encourage contemporary relevance in doctoral programs.
Certainly, the limitations on resourceshuman, physical, and eco-

nomicare supportive of proposals to consider cpiantitative arid

qualitive controls on graduate degree programs. However, the assump-

tion that quality can be achieved anci- maintained in all disciplines in

any selected number of schools-ignores the reality of -competition for

advantage among departments on an intra- as well as inter-university.

basis.
Comparing universities as a whole would unquestionably provide the

basis for a ranking, assuming reasonably objective criteria could be

agreed upon. But comparing universities discipline by discipline woUld

show some drastic discrepancies, especially below the top ten or fifteen.

It is no secret that many of the productive schools in total Ph.D.'s-have

some programs that are weak, if not dead.
Conversely, the emerging-universities do have Ph.D.-granting depart-

ments that have received the leadership and support necessary to

establish ,a high quality degree, although the pattern would be one of
considerable variation for the aggregate of their programs.

The strongest programs in the newer and emerging schools are likely

to be ones for which there is substantial local need and support. This is

commensurate with the suggestion of President Rees in her openink

remarks; namely, that institutions should specialize in that which they

. can do well.
-44 The emerging university, frequently an urban university, is forced to

face current trends long before the traditional school, partly because

the latter has already resolved its identity. crisis and partly because the

former lives in the midst of its severest critics.
Thexe are three possible consequences of degree restrictions on a

historic-traditional basis that should be notedliere.
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pne is the probability that the excluded schools would combine. to
establish their own associations and accrediting bodies, thus creating a
schism in one of the major comnion denominators for quality.

It is also unlikely that politicians in the excluded areas would remain
aloof from involvement, with political intrigue in the form of degree
porkbarreling at the state and federal level coming to the fore.

!Thirdly, the Ph.D. recipients from these institutions who could not
find employme.A in one of the chosen few schools would be effectively
denied participation in making their direct contributions to the nekt
generation of doctoral students.

In conclusion,, I would argue that the serious and broad scale
ramifications of . changes such as those proposed for degree prograin
restrictions require far more intensive arid ektensive study than has
taken place to the present.

When Dr. Arlt says that 73.percent of the doctoral studentS today
are part-time, the conclusion seems evident that the impact of the
emerging university that is Most likely to serve the part-time student is
already here. Thus within the 'next few years the list of degree-
producing institutions may show some drastic revisions.

If there is skepticism about qtfality in,- the new and emerging
institutions, I wbuld point out that while their adniission patterns may
show some variations, new and emerging universities cannot afford
failures in the end product. Their fipt few, graduates establish their
reputation and it is difficult to change thereafter. )

Trevor Colbourn

THE ACE REPORT ON RATINGS OF GRADUATE PROGRAMS

A few Weeks ago, in company with many in this audience, I received
from the American Council on Education a so-called Graduate Faculty
Evaluation Report..This iinmediately provoked some local reactions (a
copy 'was also sent to the university presidents involved) and personal
recollections of our first such "ratings" experience some six Years ago.
Many will recall the Cartter Report, also- based upon a curious
questionnaire, to which faculty found themselves making some curious
answers. As a faculty member at that time I was concerned that:such an
exercise was taken with a certain seriotisnessin some quarters, and.I am
sure many recollect with some clarity and possibly dismay the-ultiinate
results of the Cartter Report on graduate education.

In this context the document received recently from ACE occasioned
geater dismay. It seems, to this -innocent and possibly naive observer,
quite extraordinary that having made one major blunder ACE would
care to perpetrate the same blunder again. To be sure, Phave heard
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vague assurances of efforts to correct some of the more ,serious
deficiencies of the Cartter Report, but my efforts to identify- the

. character of such improvement have not yet met success.
In my view the ACE rating was tragically misconceived at the outset.

'It appears to bespeak an attempted experiment that few socialr-scientists

woUld find meaningful or scientific. At best, as one colleague from a

prestigious .midwestern institution has remarked, it can be regarded as

interesting and refined gossip. But unfortunately, the result of such an

exercise is a publication that is taken with disarming seriousness by

many persons of influence who just do not know better. The auspices

bf ACE carry weight. I do not mean to suggest that the National
Science Foundation is.about to regard the new publication as its Bible;

I like to think NSF has confidence in its own judgmentalong with the

National Institutes of Health and administrators of the National
Defense Education Act. But the same may not be said for the
politicians and others to whom they and we are often accountable, ákd

many will regard the new ratings with the same enthusiasm and trust

accorded the Carder (Report. It is just too temptingly easy, convenient,

and simple.
Certainly the basic character. of the new rating seems strikingly

similar tO the firit. That is to say, it is based upon a questionnaire

distributed to select faculty (the method of selection is open to serious

question) who were asked eighteen months ago to indicate their.,

evaluation of up to 130 departments in their discipline.. This approach

:does indeed seem to justify labeling the exercise' as refined gossip; we

all know the transient charader bf both reputations and faculty.

Indeed, I well recall one. colleague reporting earlier how he had thought

to identify a specific department as outstanding in his discipline, only

to discover prior to mailing the questionnaire that four crucial members

in that department had justresigned, thus rendering his rating obsolete:

But there is surely little need to dwell upon the extraordinarily

flawed character of this kind of evaluation. It is deplorable that this

new report, like its predecessor, rests so heavily upcin reputation rather

.- than quality. There is no apparent informed attention to quality and

character of Programi, to facilities, to the products Of suCh programs

and their destination. In short, the 'procedure employed for this new

rePort in no, way,,rneasures up to the careful approach this audience

wOuld expect to take in either eValuating new progam proposals or

reVieWing existing programs. 'We are instead confronted with a re-run of

an ACE-sponsored feature which we could very easily live without, a

re-run indeed to which legitimate exception could be taken on the first

showing.
That this rating should emerge with the official blessing of ACE
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makes it the more lamentable and, of course, the more influential. It is
surely ironic that the Council of Graduate Schools should, in this
context, be an affiliate Member of ACE, and that representatives 'of
CGS Should have been identified as consultants to the rating kithout
(to my knoviledge) having been consulted:

It would appear to many of us that graduate education hardly lacks
problems todaY. In fact, we have done little but identify and discuss
such. problems at This Annual Meeting, It is deeply to be regretted that
we seem to 'have lent Our support to manufadturing further problems
that can only exacerbate those with which we are already Wrestling.

But I think the new rating by ACE may have one merit. It may write .

to remind us that there is a demonstrable need tor a careful evaluation
of graduate education in the .United States today. In my view, this
represents, a fundamental reiPonsibility to be addressed by the Council
of Graduate Schools. CGS can and should stand for graduate education
in, the broadest sense; it has a resPonsibility to itself and its
constituency to examine its Own house and consider the quality of its
constriuction. Not that this will be easy=indeed it will nOt. But I do not
think CGS can stand aside while ACE indulges in its own parlor games
with graduate edUcation. It is time for 'the Council of Graduate Schools
to examine. ways in which it might reappraise graduate education in an
intelligent, reasoned, and careful fashion. Indeed I find it impossible to
believe that CGS cannot do a better job than that to which we have
managed to expose ourselves now, not once, but twice.

Eric Rodger

Most of the remarks that I had in mind were made quite well by the
last speaker. I shall, therefore, be very brief. .

-

I am a physicist by training and was formerly active in research. It
was satisfying to see something in print under my name if it could be
defended against possible critics and could not he taken apart. I
certainlY :would not be proud to haye my name attached to this
so,called rating report.

Most of yoifhave gone on CGS visits to schools for the PurpoSe' of
studying departments and expressidg opinions concerning new pro7
grams under consideration. I went on one a couple of years ago after
studying carefully extensive materials that the department furnished
prior to the .yisit. I left home thinking thaf I knew what my
recomtnendation would be. The two day visit. caused me to change my
mind completely concerning the department. When I. met with the'
other visitor at the end of the second day, his first remark was, "I have
changed my mind completely since my arrival."

I.-

-I'1_1
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I tell this to emphasize my contention that it is impossible to rate a
departrhent with any validity whatever unless the rater has made a
re,cent visit to the department. There are so many things, and the last
speaker mentioned a number of them, that one does .not get from
reading materials that may be available. I'm afraid that most of the
ratings in the ACE report were made without even the help of written
materials..

I am all for honest and meaningful criticism of our departments and
prograMs. We have been inviting outside consultants with increasing
frequency to study existing programs and suggest ways that we may
improve them. Except for the cost, we would have consultants look at
all of our graduate programs at least once every five years. We are,
therefore, all for ratings if they mean anything.

Now I want to close by mentioning a story from the Book of Job.
Job himself was- being rated by some religious leader of his day. He had,
had his troubles,. and .. the leaders were telling him about his short-
comings-, and telling-him how he brought on his troubles. Then the 38th
Chapter of Job begins with this response to Job's raters:

Then the Lord answered Job out of the
whirlwind, and said, Who is this that
darkeneth counsel by words without knowledge?

Stephen E. Wiberley

I think when I addreised this 'Council a few years ago I commented
on the Cartter report; and as I recall, the remarks were to the effect ."

that it didn't prove to meand I can say this knowing Dean Elder will
be in agreementthat Harvard wasn't number one.. All it proVed to me
was that dog bites dean is not news, but dean biteS dog is. And I think
we certainly all felt the report was at least tell years behind the times.

.And when I got this letter from the American Council on Education,
I was hopeful that the new study would be on a much broader base and
do a reasonable job. I suggested ii-i a letter to the .members of the
committee that they "should look at several emerging new fields. I wrote
.a long letter to this effect; I. carbon-copied' every .member of the
committee, and I never received a reply to my suggeitions.

We received the relative ratings of our own departments. In my
judgement:as graduate dean, they do not make Much sense. I discussed
with several other graddate deans here this evening' their relative ratings,
and they made the same assessment. I think we graduate deans have a
little bit of a feeling for the merit of our own programs: I have heard
from other reports that seVeral programs were actually given numerical
ratings for Whieh the schools don't even,give degrees.
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A few years ago the American Chemical 'Society decided to look at
graduate .education. As you know, they accredit the four-year baccalau-
reate 'programs. They made extensive visits to many schools with the
idea they would probably ,accredit Ph.D. programs. After making the
study, what did they, do? They left this hot potato alone: I am sorry
they did leave it alone. But all it. proves to me is that "fools rush in
where angels fear to tread." .

In my judgement I think it unwise to publish this report with the
blessing of the Council of Graduate Schools and would hope at its
meeting tomorrow this Council would support a resolution to withdraw
its support.

Francis M. Boddy

Since both of the people developing these reports were economists
and.friends of mine, I think I must stand to defend the basic principle
of the reports.

The Roose (and earlier Cartter) report neve'r pretended to be
anything except reputational evaluations. Every one of us in this..room
has been asked, "What do you think about the faculty or Ph.D.
program at X University"? This is the only time that such information
has been pulled together in such an organized fashion. Like all surveys
of opinion, there are all sorts of ways in which various people could
suggest it could have been done better.

Alan Cartter was really not very sold on the whole idea, but the more
he looked into it, the more intrigued he was by it. And if you will read
carefully through the '65 report you will find that the correlations run
very high betweon the overall reputation for quality and opinions or
objective measures of quality that might be used such as publication,
library facilities, and so on.

'The second point is that reputations of departments were being
circulated and are being circulated ih Washington and elsewhere an the
basis of what might be called a minimal amount of bard evidence.

So I would say, suppose you were faced with the problem? How
would you try and get a consensus of the most expert people in the
community with respect to reputational standing? That's all.it pretends
to be, reputational standing of Ph.D. departments and . programs in the
United States.

First, would you make it a general Gallup Poll? Tha answer,
obviously not. Mhat would you do? You ask the people who
presumably are best informed. Who aie they? They are, first.of all, the
senior scholars in the field; secondly, they are the department
chairmen;.and thirdly, they Ire people that have recently been through
the program, recent Ph.D.'s.
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You would survey these ' people y taking a list of the Ph.D..;

producing departments froth the best formation source, which is the

OfAce of EducatiOn. They make mista s. Errors are inevitable. If you

will look at the percentage of error, owever, I think you will be ,

surPrised how small they are.
1. One great difficulty with these studie

first program twenty-nine fieldi, and i
institution has seventy-some,fields for th
give Ph.D.'s in areas which don't quite
surifeyed fields. You have perfectly .le

original Cartter report pointed out. For'ins
it sometimes is hard to define the field an
rating.

Nevertheless, I don't think you can attalk either the honesty or the

intent of these surveys. All you cad attack is the difficulty of the

problem of rating quality, and the difficult of arriving,at any kind of

numerical measure which will be generally accepted. And I guess the

only answer to it -is the old Bruce Bai sfather cartoon, which I .

remember as a young child in Canada, corn ng out of World War I: `,`If ,

you know a better hole, go to it." -
, .

I think I can say that this study -was not a matter of life and death

for Kenneth ROose. This was a chore' that' w s passed on to him because

the original report said these things inevi . .ly have to be done again. -

You can't let. stand engraved in stone, o 1 on -.paper, or in peoples'

recollections, the reputation of a departme t as of the spring of 1964.

So they reproduced it 'in 1969. It was carefully done...13r. Roose

himself has grave reservations; and you may- -note that' he is not
pUblishing the scores, of the upper two le els, when you see the final

repOrt.-You individually, got rePorts on yo own departthent; you will.

not End those details iiSted in the final repo t, only the rankings.

He was also' a little unhappy about the setting of a deadline:which .

made a difference between 4.01 and 3.99 distinguished versus strong,

and sO he combined these top two groups to de-emphasize this cutting

edge.
But the most devastating feature of this pprt is that in field by field

inthat rate leis t an adequate terms Of their
there are a large number of establishedn t only newly established, but

old 'establishedinstitutions that, in the yes of their own brethren in

theorpfession, have fields
faculty 'and less than satisfactory in ternis of their graduate prograMs.

J Ole of the strongest statements tha. you will find in the report;

WhichA completelY agree With, is that el.iery institution, old as Well as

neW,MirAt seriously look at the reputational standing. -

.In response to the "fact" that the reputation of a department

is that they surveyed in the
this latest, thirty-six. My
Ph.D.'s, and many of you
match or are outside the
timate complaints, as the

nce, in the field of biology
therefore get a compar0le
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depends on old infOrmation, I rote that in my own field of economics,

a 'itrery distinguished institution just a year and a half or so before the
1964 survey, lost a substantial number of its 4istinguished group. Its

ratings reflected that practically immediately.
All tile studies of cross validation,.up-to-dateness, and so on indicate

that in spite of the difficulticsand it is the difficulties, not the errOrs

that I am -talking aboutthese tWo reports of the reputational standing

of both departments and programs in the United States, were expertly

done and the results reliable.
So I think you might to ask very seriously the question, if you ate

thinking of supporting a resOlution denouncing this kind of operation,

"What ale the implications of this"?
One is, such surveys shouldn't be done. Reputations should depend

upon incidental rumorS, anecdotal coMments, whom you talked to iast.
The second One is, the job is too difficult, so:it can't be done at all

well, no matter how carefully it is done. But I think if you read

carefully, particularly tile first report Where the validation studies were
made, the segments of the popula,is that were voting, and the
agreements among them, you may agree tha't it can be done well. In my

own field, for example, they, not onlY sampled the standard groups,' but

they asked the American Economic ASsociation to set up a panel of

eight or nine-experts, old hands, wise men in the tirofession. And; again,

41ie validation stood up.
2' So I think you are talking, when you criticize the report, of a very-

well-done job on a viry difficult problern: And I would like to sort out
:the kinds Of comments that are being Made about" the report in two
categories. One is it shouldn't be done, arid the other is, if it is going to

be, it ought to be done in the best possible way.
The' first one I can't respond to except to suggest that if you don't

do it this, *ay, it is being done in other ways, and on the basis of mach

worre, Much more localized, much more personal kinds of information;

not public information.
The second aspect of it is that it is publid information. And as public

information, of course, it ought to be criticized. ,

You may rernember, if Yovitrere m the Chicago area, the long articles

in the Chicago Tribune in /1,i1ch Chicago reacted- strongly, toward their,

repO,ted standing in that first survey, in spite of the fact that they
stood out in the United States in most of their departments among the

major institutiona.
So think carefully before you denounce this operation. Reputational

asiessments are being made by graduate students, by their professors,

by. dePartment chairmen advising students. It is being done in
Washington with 'respect to which are the strong institutions that ought
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'particular areas and fields: '
to.. be supported, or whic are the institutions to be supported in

My,own feeling about- thi is that I think it is unfortunate that only
thirty,six fields were, cover d, and that only Ph.D. prograrifis were
judged. But in the nature 'of t e case, I think it is understandable.

So I would argue, as an economist and as at least a part-time
statistician, that (a) you -sh uld not denounce the people for the
selection of the information that they were trying to assemble, the
problem they were looking t; and (b) that any 'denunciations or
criticisms should be in terms o specifics as to what went wrong or how
it ought to have been done diff rently and better.

How many of you at the e of the last Cartter report, when s4uch
suggestions were made, actual wrote to* the .ACE and said, "The
next time why don't you,do it't is way instead"?

I am always afraid of criticism that come out after the fact. The first
report outlined very clearly xactly what the proCedures were;
recommended very strongly that a duplication of this survey be. made
some five years Jater. A year a d a half or two years ago the ACE
announced they were going to di it; preliminary information was sent
around to all of you; graduate eans were involvedin selecting the
panels that made the judgments. 1 is your own people that made these

-judgments.
I thinjc it would ,be in sOmewha bad taste to act emotionally on the S

basis -dfth r,esults of youriparticul: institution's standing, or because -

the very v id criticisms you may h ve with respect to the reputational
,standings ff partitular 'programs as you see them, differ froM the
report.

I woülc suggest very strongly that s ch evaluation is long overdue in
the Unite' States, and I would hope o comments.- would be how to
make it wetter, how to put caveats on tise interpretatic-,s of it. Roose,
you will otice, did not carry the scores out to the third Jecimal point
this time; he oniy 'carried .thern --to two, rather than three. That is at
least a fa Aor of ten better!- . 0.

All I m suggesting is that it was arViTo est job, very carefnlly done,
and the reputation of the depeatments is he reputation of the, depart-

. merits a Measured by the best techniquei ve have available to us.
Like jall attempts, it is only: a partial success..cAnd l' think one

-criticisn is, Should it ever have been done" t all? And that, I think, is a
.qtiite di ferent question to debate..f.

Trevor Cblbourn

It seemed to me that Dean Boddy misi terpreted the flavor of my
remarl's and possibly that of some assOciates
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-I don't believe there was '''any slur intended with' regard to the.
' integrity of eithet Alan Cartter of Kenneth Roose. I think, rather, the

concern is. with the basic value of a narrowly focused study on
rItputation which is so unfqrtunately regarded as much, much More by
many, many people. .

% Certainly, as you say, it is an extraordinarily complicated and
difficult task and one which, regrettably, nobody seems t,(J have seen fit
to attempt a-major and adequate response.

My personal feeling, is that it is imperative that this organization
consider its responsibility in this area and attempt to Meet it.

r \-Y Rocco E. Porreco
s

- POS'ITION OF Tift GRADUATIA DEAN IN TIME OF,
AN AUSTERITY BUDGET `

Firit of aill, I apologize for bringing up a topic which has been
discusged ,at, countless meetings Of graduate deans and which is a
constantly recurring theme MI, the literature of graduate education. It
has also been' raised at this Conference by a number of speakers in
severahdifferent ways. And I apologize to several of my colleagues here
Who have listened patiently to my privately rendered passionate and
pessimistic perorations on this topic.

.I want to make it clear that I am .fully aware of the existence of
.happy graduate deal% those' who are fullysatisfied that they have all
the power or authority they need,to carry out the responsibilities of

their p9sition. I also. wish to say thatyou shbuld not infer that I arnasn
unhappy dean. My president was 'himself a graduate dean for many
years and has written most perceptively and with great insight about
the structure of the gradtite school within the university and the
necessity of having the kind of model that gives the graduate dean the
authority necessary to carry out his responsibilities. I wish also to make
it clear that I do not argue that there should be graduate deans ch every

university qr that those who'be should endure. Certainly graduate deans

,are. not indispensable to graduate education, and the Council of
Graduate Schools itself may' indeed pass out of existence before the end
of this detade.

I speak tentatively and inquiringly and about those institutions
which now have graduate schools and graduate deans who have been

given the primary responsibility of maintaining and improving the
'quality of graduate education. In these institutions, the dean has been
described as a lonely figure, faced on one side by a number of
vide-presidents and undergraduate deans and on the Othe; by the
departmental chairmen and their baronies. It has been pointed out that



ihere is usually only one graduate dean in an institution. Often heing a
floater in the table of organization and lacking statutes which clearly

° describe, his position, and without authority, faculty, or budget, he has

,' had to operate "either- through" the influence of his charismatic
personality and intellectual distinction or simply by patience and low
cunningor so says the literature of graduate education. Unfortunately
rusIty new graduate, deans believelhis.

At the other end of the spectrum, Some who have seen the growing
strength. of the departments and recognize the anomalous position of
the graduate dean have recommended that he become variously a
vice-president, a. vice-provost, vice-chancellor, or what have you.

'-Whatever the solutiori to this may be, I feel that it will be different for

o 'each university. I think that it is moSt necessary for uS, however, tO
reflect on the special prbblerns that the kind of dean.I have described
will.face in a period of austerity.

I think there is littledoubt that the immediate future which we hive

heard described somewhat pessimistically at this meeting will call for
strong leadership from 'the graduate deans. I suppose the principle is
that in good times we can get along wigi weak graduate deans, but that
to try to do so in bad times has special dangersas well as
opportunities, of course.

Some of the developments and tendencies that I see arising in
contfection with this austerity situation are: (1) An overreaction to the
Ph.D. pinch or glut or _whatever it is such that graduate programs are
being, indiscriminately -condemned for prOducing unemployables: (2)
The development of university budget committees without decanal and

with little faculty participation: (3) As more emphasis is placed on
undergraduate education, graduate schools being hard'pressed to hold
their own or, what may be more appiopriate, to stage an orderly
.reireat. (4) The departmental structUre which is, or has been, the basis

. of graduate education' as44i now' -wads being weakened by increasing

emphasis on undergraduate schools and their programs. (5) As officers
of institigional research develop and become more sophisticated and

more emphasis is plved on systems analysis and cost accounting, a
stronger pressure on graduate schools to justify programs; especially in
the natural sciences, where there are large research components.

As indications of ,things to come and-Which are already here, we have

all heard the complaints of undergraduate students that they are paying
, the: cost of graduate education and being cheated in the process. We

have heard the criticgms, sometimes Within our own institutions, that
our faculty does not do enough teaching and spends much of their time

in tmeless research.
6 predia.that we 'will hear these criticisms more and more. We are in
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.
a time- w n retrenchment is obviously neceSiarr:-And_being a kind of

retreat, it-p much more difficult than building and ittaCking. I hope, as

graduate eans, we will be Able to assist in this retrenchment and to

'heal some of,the wounds that it will Lise. In order to do this, however,

our position will have to be strengthened, and I think it inevitably will.

Let us hope that we will not,.however, be drawn to the bosom of. the

hither administration as hatchet men, but as experts who know about

graduate education in our institutions and can best give it the greater

flexibility and new directions that it will most surely need. If this hope

is not to be realized, then I predict that the dean without a charismatic

personality will not survive.
4

Henry V. Bohm

FACULTY UNIONIZATION

I yvt....; to draw your attention to the possibilities or, perhaps; theik

probabilities of some unionization in some faculties. I am not talking of",

'teaching assistants, who received some attention in one of the sessions

this afternoon, although I think that process may be simultaneous or

even precedent fo faculty unionization.
I am focusing on regular faculty members. It is necessary to mention

not only the American Federation of Teachers or the Teamsters or the

National Education Association, but also the American Association of

University Professors, which is, in fact, already the bargaining agent-at a

feW schools. s.

Dean Deener th:s afternoon spoke about faculty economic securitys; I

don't want to spend very much -time on that aspect of the topic,
particularly since Dr. Hansen pre-empted dOme of my thunder earlier

this evening. But let me just say in terms of economic security that the

state legislatures of many states these days' are not terribly generous.

Further, many private institutions are operating at a deficit. Thus

faculty salaries, which are a primary consideration, .are not going up as

rapidly as they have in the recent past, as rapidly as faculties have easily

become accustomed to, as they would like to become accustomed to,

or, perhaps, as they ought to be accustomed to.
Now, Michigan is certainly a state where unions are politically strong.'

We may be ahead of many other states in facing the possibility of

faculty unionization, and it may well be that I am drawing this
upcoming problem to your attention too early in that sense. But at

practically all of the state universities in Michigan, already the

non-academic employees are unionized, mostly in locals of various

national unions. These unions in some cases are getting "better
settlements," that is, higher percentage compensation adjustments than
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the faculty. The argument that these non-academic employees -start
from a lower salary base than do professors is not well received since in
terms of percerktage salary increases these employees are, in certain
cases; doing better than the faculty.

At Wayne State University this was certainly true this past year, and
the point was driyen home rather strongly to our faculty. Their average
salary increases this Past summer were approximately 6 to 61/2 percent.
Certain groups of non-academic unionized employees received more,
and this fall the General Motors UAW settlement is about double that,
i.e., 12 to 14 percent.

Another possible incentive for non-tenured facultY members to
consider unionization follows. Non-tenured faculty member whose
contracts are not being renewed are in some cases at some universities
tkmanding hearings,- demanding specific reasons, demanding specific
justification for non-renewal of contracts. At least in the State of
Wisconsin, I think, non-tenured faculty are receiving some support for
such demands from the state courts. A demand of this type is a kind of
"working condition" which is of interest to a unionized faculty and
which is negotiable at the bargaining table.

I certainly don't have answers. At this time I just wane to draw this
probkm briefly to your attention. I think it impinges on some of the
problems that have been discussed here during this meeting.

Let me post a couple of questions to you. They are by no means
exhaustive of the topic. (1) What is the effect on graduate education of
a. unionized faculty working with at least a partially unionized graduate
student body? I am thinking here, for example, about assistants. How
do you work out these relationships? (2) How do you build into union
contracts safeguards for creativity, originality, scholarship, excellence,
all of which, I believe, are at least in part the basis for graduate
education?

Stephen H. Spurr

I would like to add, if I may very quickly, a related topic, because it
.is one which you _will find cited; I think, in last week's Science
magazine. As you may know, the University of Michigan, which I
represent, is engaged in discussions in the Civil Righti DivisiOn of the
Department of Health, Education; and Welfare on discriminatory
practices, uis-ii-vis women. There is one element there that I think is of
very great ielevance to graduate education. There is no great disagree-
ment on the non-discrimination policy, but one of the bones of
contentiom is the claim of the Civil Rights Division that since they have
the right to regulate employment policy and since many of our
graduate students are employed, they have the right to regulate
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graduate admissions. I have personally taken a very strong stand that

this is none of their damn business and, as a matter of fact, would be an

extremely serious matter if any 'agencies concerned with employment

practices asserted jurisdiction over graduate admissions policies.
I think this is one that you may want to watch as we, I think, are a

test case.
D. C. Spriestersbach

.THE PLACE OF THE DISSERTATION IN

THE TRAINING OF GRADUATE STUDENTS

Since we, are spending time in self-analysis and since no one has

spoken directly to the issue of the place of the disseilation in the

training of graduate students, I suggested to Dean Spurr that it might be

proVocative for me to comment on that subject by abstracting a paper

that I gave a year ago to the Council on Research and Researth

.Administration of the National Association of State Universities and

Lan4 Grant Colleges entitled "Servant or Master." In doing so, I will

omit many of the citations of the critics of the dissertation, but I am

sure that all of you know that these critics exist.

I would like to make one further comment before presenting

portions of the paper. I want tc.) emphasize that I am not challenging

the definition of the Ph.D. as a research degree. ITor the purpose of this

discussion, I chose not to debate the need and propriety of making the

degree something more than solely .a research degree. Instead, I wish to

focus attention on one of the most costly aspects of the training of the .

candidate for the degee, namely the dissertation requirement. In dding

so, it is not my intention to offer any suggestion that we lower our

standards for the degree one whit; rathci, it is my purpose to suggest

some changes in the degree program which may make it more effective

than at present in achieving the stated objectives for the degree. .

With this explanatory prologue, let me read a few excerpts from the

paper.
First, let's review briefly what the "Establishment" has said about

the place of research in the Ph.D. program. The Council. of Graduate

Schools desci-ibeohe Ph.D. degree as "the mark of highest achievement

in preparatitinfor.creative scholarship and reseaich, often in association

with a carreer in teaching at a university or a college. The Doctor of

Philosophy shall he open' as a research degree in all fields of learning,

pure and applied."
The Council goes on to say: "An aspirant or candidate for the .

Doctor_of Philosophy degree conducts research under the guidance and

lifizervision of a member of the graduate faculty or a committee. As this
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collaboration proceeds, he gains in experience and ability to, conduct
independent creative research. When the student completes research
that is a significant contribution to knowledge, it is presented in clear
and precise English as his dissertation."

The assumption is made that the second statement properly follows
the first, namely that "preparation for creative scholarship and
researdh" ia achieved, at least in part, by having the student complete
"iesearch that is a significant contribuLion to knowledge.'"--

In the comMents that follow, I shall examine the premises on which
these statements are based, our success in achieving our objective, and
make some suggestions for future deliberation and, I hope, future
action.

The uct of research in graduate programs seems to be based on
reasona6le principle that the student learns by doing. First, he must

familiariie himseLf with a body of knowledge. He reacts to the material
by evaluating the processes by which it was developed. He makes
judgments about the significance of the knowledge in terms of its
relevance to current issues. As a result of this review he determines that
a particular issue deserves further, study.

L He proceeds .to develop a design for studying the issue, makes the
appropriate observations; evaluates the data resulting from these
observations, and draws conclusions from the observations that, it is to
be hoped, result in the significant revision or refinement of current
Understanding of the issue.

As a result of this experience he presumably learns how to evaluate
data, how to design studies to create new data, how to state the issue
preeisely, and how to limit his observations to the issue.

We say that he has learned to become a disciplined scholar, capable
of working independently to generate new data and capable or
discriminating fact from fiction and significant facts from insignificant
facts.

, It is a bit humbling to..be reminded that such puz-oses were not
always those advanced for doing the thesis. Engel i..erninds us that the
thesis served in the 13th and 14th centuries as a means of evaluating
prospective teachers. She goes on to say: "Innone' of these meanings of
'thesis' is there k.trace of. the assumption that the 'thesis experience
ought to contribute to the education of the student or that it oughi to
result in an original contribution to a body of knowledge.

"For centuries 'thesis' meant some kind of public performance,
either a ceremony or an examination or both."

It wasn't until after the scientific revolution that German universities
began to implement the Flelmholz version that "every student should
add at least one brick to the-ever-growing temple of knowledge."_Some
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hundred years later we are still Using the Helmholzian justification for
the thesis, though tbere are indications that not all of us believe what
we are saying.

.

Eerelson's survey documents the steady erosion of the thesis
requirement for the master's degree and, the dissatisfaction with the
dissertation for the -Ph.D. among faculties, particularly in the humani-
ties, social sciences; and education. The redefinition Of the dissertation,
from a significant contribution to knowledge to an experience in
writing a major research paper, is to be seen in the requirements for the
Doctor of Education and the Doctor of Arts. Further, the press for
relevance and for cost analysis, input versus output, has put the
dissertation under increasing scrutiny.

A professor of' 'Romance languages observed: "With the emphasis
upon the mapium opus- directly, the whole course of the student is

subordinated and sometimes sacrificed as a result. Graduate work
leading to the doctorate notoriously stimulates but a small proportion
of stUdents to live an active, eageri fertile, intellectual life afterwards.

"If this is true, we stand Condemned as sterile in our influence and
training.tTo stimulate capacity for original creative work, departments
demand first-truly terrifying amounts of exact knowledge:It has never
been shown why the second of these considerations leads to the first.
Intellectual work should be a delight,noi a torture or a terror."

Flexner provides some common sense perspective to the discussion
by observing that the end of education is "to be able to do what you've

never done before." He notes that "From the standpoint of practical
need, society -requires of its leaders not so much specifically trained
.competency at the moment as the mastery of experience, an Interest in
problems, dexterity in finding one's way, disciplined capacity to put
fOrth effort." And finally he observes that the thesis is a "a good

-servant, but a bad master."
It is -an understatement to observe that there is much rodin fOr

improvement in our rationalization of the places of research in the
education of our graduate students. That it is so is more than surprising;
it is a serious indictment of those of' us in leadership-positions in
graduate education. As scholars in our own fields, we are familiar with
miterion measures anethe processes of validation. However, we fail to
apply them to the educational processes for which we have responsi-
bility.. In the recent past we have been preoccupied with designing new'
packaging and new names for the same old products, and the clanior of
our critics is mounting.

Faculties to the contrary, our publics are probing our input-output
ratios, our admission policies and.attrition rates, the nature and needs
of the public we purport to s'erve, and our effectiveness in serving them.
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When we are asked about the latter, we are apt to Cict incredulously.
Surely our job is to teach and do research. We don't have time to follow
up on our graduates to see how they are doing. And anyway, nobody is
gqing to tell us how we should teach our students. We zre the teachers;
hat do they know al?out teaching? Academic freedom will be
breached if we let these carpetbaggers tell us what to do. And with
haughty disdain we slough off our critics and proceed to reproduce
ourselvesin our own image, of course. .

Since, pedple who live in glass houses shouldn't cast stones, it is only
fair that I offer a couple of suggestions.

First, let's once and for all bury the notion that the dissertation must
represent a significant contribution to knowledge. We know that it has
'often not been so in the past. Let's have the honesty to admit it.
Instead, let's view the .dissertatidn as one of the assignments by which
the student comes face-to-face With the messy and very human business
we call "research." Let's view .the experience as Preparation of the
student for a life of critical review, aimed at regeneration, adaptation,
and gyowth.

.I should like to make clear at this point that I am not saying that
there have been no dissertations that have made significant contribu-
tions to kncwiedge, nor am I predicting that none will be made in the
future. If we accept my reformulation of our objective, we will applaud
when someone hits the jackpot, giving us an unexpected bonus.

Second, let's mount a concerted, joint effort to validate the place of
the researCh experience in our various degree programs. Let's stop the
condescending smiles and shrugs when it is proposed that we identify
our criterion measures. Let's identify, them and follow through with
appropriately designed studies aimed at providing us the feedback
necessary to review cur present models of educational programs and to,
revise them when indicated, even.to the extent of agreeing in advance
to eliminate the- dissertation, as presently defined, in those instances
where performance Jails to justify effort.

It seems ,inescapable that we will decide either to allow several
educational tracks under the same degree umbrella or distinct degree
programs for different levels of research and creative activity.

Third: To the extent that we retain ele formal dissertation
requirement, let's do more than give lip service to the importance of the
adviser. lf, under the new definition of the purpose of the dissertation,
the student is no longer expected to develop a proposal for an orginial
contribution to knowledge, frequently on his own, we will need to
apprcach the identification of the student's research project with the
same involvement that we have when we intioduce him into any new
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body of knowledge. Accordingly, we will have to recognize that this

advising is time-consuming, and we will have to develop accounting

Systems that will take the hours spent in this activity duly it-,to account

when we develop data on acaderric loads.
'Ft) Urth: Consistent with these policies, let's pay particular attention. .

to the difference between diiciplines when we plan to train students in

thecritical review of existing materials in their fields: The significant

creativity of the physicist is revealed when he formulates the questions

to be investigated by appropriately designed experiments. This is an act.

that involves judgment. Certainly it is not a quantitative act or one

- dependent on machines. Why then shoald we press so hard to make our

students in. the humanities, sodial sciences, and the arts slaves to
objective documentation? In A__yery real sense,,the 'Critical essay or the

defense of a new insight or_ a-new perspective of existing facts is a far

-greater test of the scholastic Mettle of the student than the highly
structured, roechanistic accumulation of data which follows the

statenient 'of the problem and which-is assunied to be the hallmark and

essence of creative Scientific work.
And -finally, let's be consistent and thorough in our follow-through

of our feedback data _by designing models that are.consistent with our

criteria, even if this means that many of the established and venerable
practices of graduate education are altered or abandoned.

As Ness has suggested, "If we discard the polite fiction that the
dissertation is an original.contribution tc; the sum of human knowledge

in favor of its being an indicator of scholarly; competence and promise,

-then there is iome reason for its being undertaken at the inception of

graduate study rather than its culmination."
In summary, I am urging that the dissertation be the servant, rather

than the master.
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Fifth Plenary Seision

Friday, December 4, 8:30 a.m.

Presiding: .Alvin H. Proctor, Past Chairman, Council of
Graduate Schools

Lloyd Humphreys, National Science FoUndation
Robert E. Wolverton, Miami University

Lloyd Humphries

THE ROLE OF THE .NATIONAL SCIENCE
FOUNDATION IN GRADUATE EDUCATION

I have relatively little firm information about either the '71 or the
'72 budget figures for the National Science Foundation. We do not as
yet have an appropriation for fiscal '71, which, of course, started last
July. The bill that. was vetoed by the President contained 511 million
dollars for the National Science Foundation, plus 2 million dollars in
foreign currencies.

It is my understanding that this same amount is very likely to be
passed by the. Congress again when they get around to considering a
new bill for the President's signature.

The President's budget for 1971, which went forward almost a year
ago, did not contain -any money for new starts in generalized
traineeships, the type of traineeships that you have been used to over
the past several ypars.

The Congress did put in 9.5 million dollars for traineeships. But the
one firm thing that I can tell you this morniag is that even if this.is
passed again in the form that went forward from the Congress the first
time, the Office of Management and Budget will not allow us to spend
9.5 million, or anything like it, for generalized traineeships. Generalized
traineeships are, as far as I can see, completely dead for the foreseeable
future.

The 511 million. dollars for the Foundation as a whole will include
some modest degree of increase for research support, which I am sure
you are very much interested in, for which, however,' I have no
responsibility.
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It does include also some money for, fellowships; it includes some

money for other graduate education projects, curriculum projects, and

special projects in graduate education, though in very limited aMounts.

We are proposing to spend some of the money: allocated for
traineeships by the Congress for categorical traineeships that will
support training in areas of urgent social need. We have had no word as

yet- from the Office of Management and Budget concerning their

disposition of this proposal. But I shall say more later about what the

categories might be and our definition of "urgent social need."
We are also proposing some administhtive changes in fellowships arid

traineeships, if we have them. We are proposing 'an increase in stipends,

and we are proposing' an increase, a modest increase, in the cost of
educational allowance. Since you are particularly interested in this, it
Will be from $2500 to $3000.

We are abolishing dependency allowances. (Contrary to the state-
ment made Wednesday afternoon byta member of this group, I am for.

sin and against motherhood.) -

Actually we are putting the dependency matter on your backs.
Universities will still_he allowed to supplement traineeshiPs if we hive

them, or fellowship stipends, and the determination of need can be

made locally. There were other reasons, by the way, for abolishing the
dependency allowances; they were difficult to administer.

We' are also proposing a change in the tenure of fellowships and in

the number of years of support of traineeships. ;The- Fellow will be

required to start his fellowship the succeeding year after it is awarded.
He can then take the remaining two years of his fellowship at any time

in the succeeding four yearsa total of five years in which to have three'

yeari of fellowship support.
Trainees will be supported 100 percent, whatever that figure may be,

the first year; two-thirds of that amount will be allocated for
second-year traineeships; and one-third for third-year traineeships.

We are also proposing a single initial screening of, Fellows, with a
subsequent sereening to be done at the university level. This has come
under some degree of attack, I understand. None of these are a$nolutely

certain at this present period of time.. If you have any ideas along these

lines, please let us know.
We have f6und that there were relatively few changes in the

evaluations of fellowship candidates as a result of a second screening,
and it seemed to be an expensive operation in terms of what little gairr

was being attained.
Now,- to talk about more general matters and how we approach the

matter Of social need. I remind you in tht first place that education is

an exceedingly costly enterprise..I 'lave seen a recent figure indicating
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that about ,10 percent of our Gross National Product suPports
education at all level's aria in all locations. I don't think that any
proposal to increase the number of years in graduate training, as was

.,,suggested last evening, is going to be a viable proposal. Somehow we
'are going to have to cut the cost of education rather than increase it.

Our- educational costs are high because we are educating a larger
proportion of our population at all levels than any other country in the
world. One reason why the Soviet' Union can 'spend more money on
research:relatively speaking, is that they -are not spending nearly as
much money on education.

Almost 100 percent of onr population enters.high school; very close
to 100 percent, something like 80 percent; is now finishing. More than
half of this group will enter college, and so on down the line. I do not
believe- that the picture painted last night by the first speaker is,
overdrawn. We are overproducing Ph.D.'s.; bt` I would like to point out
that we 'are also overproducing B.A.'s. from h.Jeral arts colleges,_ and we

\are .overproducing, in my opinion, high school graduates who come up
throUgh the college preparatory program.

e are doing this, it seems to me, because we have a single hierarchy
of occtipatio.lal values and occupational prestige. And both of these are
relatel to onc segment of human ability, the verbal-intellectual ability.

I suggest that We ought to take a look at this hierarchy arid try to set
up additional hierarchies Of prestige that are, in my opinion, badly
needed in society. Let's take a look at social need.

We h ve `a highly complex technological abciety. Bachelor-degree
people in the \liberal arts who are unable to find jobs in high school
teaching are mit going to keep a technological society rimning, nor are
they going to be`able to solve SOIT2 of the environmental problems that

-we face today. As amatter of fact, the mechanical abilities are, in many
Ways, more important than the yerbal abilities for a society such as
ours.

In a sub-society, a h4ghly complex one such as the Air Force, where I
worked for a numhyr of years and where .1 have a good deal of NI.
information about jobs and the human abilities that are related to
them, high verbal ability people were a dime a dozen. You had to look
hard in order to find good spots to classify them in. You put some of ,
them out as chaplains :. assistants arid other jobs of that sort, but they
Weren't really critical for the operation of the society.

The dirty-hands and the clean-hanas mechanics were much the
scarcer and much the more critical. In addition to mechanical, I think
there are other dimensions that are'absolute"y required by a complex
society for which the educational patterns are different from the
Araditional higher educatiOn-patterns and the traditional college prep
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patte s and that we bad better. spend some tirn loOking for these and
trying to train for them, fo, educate fOr them, d to try to build up
their prestige to make them more attractive. .

I'm saying this, incidentally, not-in a class-oriented se,Ise. The kinds
of po ple who will make good mechanics are also found among our
childr n as well as "among* the children of working-class parents. As a
mattef of fact, a good many middle-class children ought to be going

-into rréchanical and other kinds of useful trairiing right now rather than
into taditional high& education.

I base this statement in part upon the needs of the students
them elves, as I see them, needs in terms of patterns of abilities and
need in terms of patterns of interests and values.

I i4m not suggesting that these other kinds of education or training be
devo d .of the liberal arts, but I do suggeit that occupational training as
the oeus,' with the traditional liberal arts subjects in, the periphery, is
likelfr to lead to betterappreciation and more learning of thg traditional
libe al arts subjects than trying to put everyone through ari educational
curriculum that has as its core the traditional liberal arts.

Well, what does this mean with respedt to graduate education? I
think graduate education is only a small -part of the picture..But this
kind of reasoning does lead me to recommend, and to recommend to
the Foundation whereve7 we can, th :! opening uP of new
avenues of edtication at the graduate level, just as I would like to open
up new avenues of education at the undergraitrate level and at the high
school level.

The Foundation is very limited, of course, in what it can do. We.are
limited in termi of our charge; we support education in science and
mathematics and technology. We are also. limited in terms of the
amount of funds we have :.ivailable for this sort of thing. But I do
believe we can make a good case for multiple avenues of education at
ail levels, ;ncluding the graduate level.

I suggest in this regard that people like yourselves generally place
more weight on the Ph.D. dissertatiOn at the graduate level than it can
support empirically; that there are other ways to produce a critical
evaluative attitude toward research than doing a traditional- Ph.D.
dissertation. And we do not have to give up these attitudes if we move
to other avenues Of graduate education. The other avenues that we
hope to be able to support with categorical traineeships includfe most of
those that have been dismissed here-in-the last couple of days; new
propams for teachers of science and matheihatics; programs for science
practitioners. Willard Libby, I believe, is talking about such people as
science doctors..Not that these persons will do the research required to
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solve environmental iiroblems, but they vil1 be practitioneks of scibnce,--t-
advisers to gpvernmental units, perhaps, d industrial 'concerns.

I suggest that we need more engineers w 13,.think like engineers rather.
than like ithysicists or chemists. ; further_believe -that wt need more.
biologists who think Iike engineers and act like engineers. We clb have -a
model in the agricultural school; we also haVe a i-del in the public
hbalth business; but we need more biologists, Who think and act like
engineers for other kinds cif biological problems in our society. 4

We need more behavioral icientists whO think and act like engineert
rather than like ptire scientists; seAin, to help to sor some of Abe
pressing soCial problems in our society:

I am not .suggeiting, incidentally, , that 'research funds and training
support. is going to be reduced to zero in the pure sciencesz-far from it. -t

This is the least of my worries. What I worried about is that we
won't make enongh of an effort in the *applied direction. We don't
have guidelines written as yet for a categorical traineeship program;:wes
don't know that we are going.to have one. If we do have one, the f.Illow-
ing general criteria will be used. by the Foundation:

We will lOok at the program arid not at the c3.egree. The degree that
yoti give or award is your business. But we will look at the program,
and the program we will expect to be something other than training ift
the traditional disciplines, the-traditional scienaic disciplines.

We will also look at the setting of the program arid .the 'university
suppOrt for the program. A program offered by a committee Whose
salaries and time of the members are taken.. up by their parent r
departments will not look as good to us as a program that has better,
more effective support. a

I don't think we will use *the ACE report in our evaluations. Not..
becau.ie we don't think it is a gooa report for what it attempts to.:cloi'
but we will apply our usuil criteria; we will look at the people:involved, 1
the university ietting, and the quality of the program. *:".

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS .

W. D. Cooke, Cornell University: Dr. Humphreys, you made a
stateMent that wokries me very much. The statement is that are,
oVerproducing. B. A.'s. That ;tatement concerns, me because it im'plies
that the onl reason for having B.A. programs is an occupational
reason.

_

6
I should,* ope that we are really about the business of eartcation-ang -

we are putting people through liberal arts piograms primarily to
'-educate them rather than to train them for specific jobs,, Certainly in

sub?cts lik e?. literature we have, never been training those people for
specific jobs.

. . .
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I have no objectiOns if our B.A.'s beCoMe your auto mechanics; I
think that would be marvelous. But to speak Of an overproduction of
baccalaureates almost looks as though you are taking a very strange
attitude about What a liberal' arts education is, and I wonder if you
would comMent bn that? .

is.flumphreys: I don't think, it's a strange attitude. I think\ It's a
realistic attitude. *Young people -have to be prepared\ for jobs. The
traditional liberal arts Prograrn will also prepare them for life; I readily
accept this.'

I do suggest, however, that a B.A. who is out looking for a
white-collar jbb and doesn't find one is in a sithation that is precariciun'
for him and, if therellare 'large numbers of him, precarious for society.

I suggest thatvwe try to combine occupational training and liberal *

arts training and not necessarily. relegate 'occupational tiaining to
on-the:job learning. Perhaps we can string out sonie of the liberal arts
training for a lifetime, such as is suggested by the Carnegie Commission.
Getting a person in a job and keeping him in an educational \settink
might be the goal rather than simply educating him and then turning
him loose on society without any occupational skills:

W. D. Cooke: I guess we just fundamentally disagree with what I
think is the Tole of a liberal arts e4acation. I think it would be great if
we educated -esseritially everybody to a level and then have.them
take whatever jobs they can.find or want:I.see nothing wronvvith it, I
guess maybe yoh do. _

L. Humphreys: The Main thing Nx-rong with it is that it won't work.
/ -

G. K. Fraenkel, Columbia University: If what Dr. Hiimphreys is
saying is the new policy of NSF, then I think the coinpariion to the
Soviet Union is a very good one. The Soviet Union perhapsI don't
know the datais training people at,the.lower leyel to be technicians,
and it still is a dictatorship. That's what"iworries me about everything
Mr. Humphreys has, said.

L. Humphreys: I think there are different ways of achieving goals.
There will be no ,coercion, of course, on uhiversities; there will be no
coercion on stijaeritlf1 do suggest that it is very shortsighted for any
society not to plan ahead, not to look ahead and determine needs. I
think it if very undesirable to set up a single standard of achievenient, a
single standard of excellence.

Fifty percent of otir population: by definition, is below the median
in any one trait or any 'one hierarchy of abilitY. If we broaden our
sights and look for other kinds, of excellence tive find empirically that
something like 80 percent or more of our population falls above the
median in some area.



I would like to see higher et1Uxion, including graduate education,
make provision for such people. .

Whenwe talk about sending 100 percent of our population, or nearly
so, through traditional liberal arts educadonal programs, I think that we
are simply closing our eyes to the reality of individual differences in
abilities and interest patterns, that we ought to caPitalize upon rather
than try to force everybody in a single mold.

We can he just as dictatorial by setting up a. single standard of
excellence, perhaps more so than by establishing multiple avenues for
achievemen t .

I. C. Loram, University of Wisconsin: I don't know really that the
NSF. which has been a bOon to graduate education, has any business
telling tt .iberal arts people on the undergraduate, level what to do.

L. Humphreys: I regret that my remarks were interpreted as telling
you .what, to do. I was announcing that with limited funds we are going
to support experimental new programs that seem to fit the needs of
society.

Now, no one is goingto be forced to apply for traineeships; no one is
going to be -forced ,to apply for curriculum support if they want to
develop a new: gradunte program. But in terms of 'the way in which we
see the priorities, this is a better way to spend limited funds than by
support.of the traditional disciplines.

J. L. 'McCarthy, University of Washington: I guess I disagree in

. principle yith my decanal colleagues because I think what Lloyd,
Humphreys has said is a good response, and a tough one, to the message
that we all ought to be getting.

There isn't any question in my mind that over the last three to five
years we have had a shift in the attitudes toward higher education,
which all of you are feeling, I am suremoneywise, too.

And what we are being told by our constituentsI am -talking about
the donors and the taxpayers and the students themselvesis that there
ought to be at least° a separate track which would provide the
opportunity foi students to develop themselves hi a much more direct
way,in service to society..

It seems to me the time is ripe for practitioner's programs in the
gaduate school. This, is a 'pronouncement of my prejudice. But I do
have a question, sir.,"

_It seems to me that the shiit in policy away from a balance, more or
less, I suppose, between. 'NSF fellowships and generalized traineeships

-gib) what you are speakingabout now raisedthe question of how much
effort and money does the Foundation infend to put into this new,
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shall I say socially oriented or practitioner-oriented type activity
vis-a-vis the fellowship programs? Just what is the balance in money?

L. Humphreys: I don't know, I can't answer that. We would like to

. keep the two in balance; but we propose and others dispose.

Alvin H. Proctor

REPORT OF THE WINGSPREAD CONFERENCE ON THE.
DOCTOR OF ARTS DEGREE

You w;ll perhaps recall that a year ago the Council of Graduate
Schouls at its- annual business session approved in principle the
aitablishmert of graduate 'programs leading to the Doctor of Arts; as
our booklet said "ta prepare graduate students for a lifetime of

effective teachin;, at the college level."
This project and this endorsement, I am sure, was not undertaken

lightly. There had been many significant developments pointing toward
the emergence of a new type of degree for the preparatior(of college

teachers. It was, you will recall, at last year's meeting a highly

controversial topic, and perhaps it will be at this session.
I should only like to say in that respect what iI think Dean Soddy

said last night about another highly controversial topic, the new ACE
report. I talked to Dean Soddy after th.A: session and asked him if what

he was saying was that a graduate organization like this one and of this
importance does not approve and condemn out of hand and emotion-
ally ahdabruptly something like the ACE report but rather considers

it calmly and -on--the_basis of, the scholarship which we deans are
supposed to represent, awn gives a considered opinion.

1 I would say that our approach to the Doctor of Arts degree should
be the same.

I would also like.to add that, therefore, neither I nor Dean Wolverton
this morning appear as either protagonists or antagonists toward the
)13octor of Arts degree, but simply wish to report.to the membership
What is happening at this stage of the guile.

,
Last August through the efforts.of President Pageand others we were

able to obtain a small grant from the Carnegie Corporation in order to
hold a conference on the Doctor of Arts degree. As a result of receiving
that grant, a planning .committee was established for the conference,
and I should like to tell You, becatie those.men worked hard at it, who

the members of that planning committee *ere.
They ..consisted of Arthur Eastman of Carnegie-Mellon University,

who will be the editor of the proceedings; John Gillis, re?resenting the

Alsociation of American Colleges; \Charles T. Lester 'from Emory
University, whom you all know; myse f,1who served as Chairman of the



planning committee; a distinguished colleague, Stephen Spurr, who
served as Chairman of the Conference when it was held in Wingspread;
Dean Allen Strehler of Carnegie-Mellon; Dr. Roger Yarrington, repre-
senting the American Association of JuniGr Colleges; of course, our
president, Dr. Page; and finally, Dr. Frank Farner, representing the
American Association of State Colleges and Universities.

As a \result of their work, a conference program was put together and
was held at Wingspread on October 25-27. Because of limited facilities
ind limited ft.nding, it was not possible invite everyone who is a
member of the Council of Graduate Schools, although we were besieged
with requests for invitations. Insterad, we had to be somewhat selective,
not on an elitist basis, I assure you, but on a practical basis. We decided

'rtEat the conference should be attended by a large number of graduate
deans, and this did happen.

Those, graduate deans represented not only the Council of Graduate
Schools but the Association of Graduate Schools and the like.

We made certain that representatives from certain organizations
attended the conference. For example, the National Science Founda-
tion, the American AssotiatItib. of Junior Colleges, the American
AssoOation of State Colleges and Universities, representatives from the
U.S. Office of Education, and frwn the American Association of
Colleges.

We heard a number of distinguished speakers, and the -first day's
program in particular was a heated one.

Then on Monday evening Dean McCarthy, in his usual skillful
fashion, made an excellent statement, and I think really got us back on
the road tO constructive 'considerations. The conference finished its
Work by the following Tuesday noon. .

Now, the Executive Committee asked that we report on that
conference. I should tell you that 'it's proceedings will be published;
every member of the Council of Graduate Schools will receive a.copy of
those proceedings. In addition, I believelhat the Executive Committee
of CGS ,has authorized a revision of our 'awn booklet on the Doctor
of Arts. The developmenth have been so rapid and so significant that, in
our judgement, this should be done.

And, of course, most of you are aware of the fact that the Carnegie
Corporation has granted planning money to ten institutions to consider
the establishment of the Doctor of Arts programs. These institutions
are M.I.T, Brown, Dartmouth, SUNY at Albany, Ball State, Idaho
Sta , the University of Michigan, Washington State University at
Pullman, the University of Washington, and Claremont. ,

'At any \ rate, in considering the 'program, I thought about Bob
Wolverton,' Dean of L'ne Graduate School at, Miami University at
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Oxford, Ohio. He is a very sane, sensible, and clear-thinking person, and
he attended the conference. Therefore, I shifted the burden to Bob and
asked him to summarize in a ten- to fifteen-minute statenient what he
thought he heard at Wingspread last October. That .noW is his

.assignement.

Robert E. Wolverton

Perhaps I also qualify as that well-known, mild-maerkl:fiumanist.
,Some of this will be a bit repetitious because I didn't know exactly

what was going to be said by way of introduction.
Supported by the Carnegie Corporation and by the Johnson-

Foundation, the goal of the conference was stated in the following
terms:

Our purpose is to provide an opportunity to explore together this signifirant
development in graduate education. We anticipate publication of proceedings
which we hope will stand as definitive guidelines and standards against which
developing programs may be measured. Overall, our purpose is to provide
encouragement and guidance to the end that the new degree will have stature,
that high and appropriate status will be established, and that those earning
the degree will have the kinds of educational experiences and training so
dearly needed in preparation for effective teaching.

Given the purposes just stated, the conference was, to this observer
at least, a great success. Sherry before elegant lunches and cocktails
before even more elegant dinners, accompanied by friendly fires in the
fireplaces, made the whole conference even more successful and
allowed time for less formal exchanges of views, ideas, and prejudices.

This brief report cannot possibly touch upon all the points made

throughout the days of deliberation, but I do wish to pass along some
facts and some personal observations. I shall try to distinguish the facts

from the observations so you may give the proper credence to the one
and the proper skepticism to the other.

First, the facts. Fact one: The Doctor of Arts Degree is now a reality.

The question Will there be such a degree? is no longer\ valid since such

diverse institutions as Claremont Graduate School, the University of

Washington, Drake University, and Ohio State University 'have begun or

are planning progams and since, as you just heard, the Carnegie
Corporation has made a sizable investment to ten institutions in
implementing prograins.

Fact two: Doctor of Arts programs are quite diverse in their nature,

but all include elements designed to assist potential colic:ge instructors.

Thus, some progyams, such as those at Carnegie-Mellon, are primarily.

concerned with curricular reforms and innovations while others are
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broadening departmental areas .at the doctoral level, such as Germanics
at the University of Washington or Slavic languages at Ohio State.

Regardless of the subject matter area, however, nearly all programs
include a year-long teaching experience, not pratgce teaching nor a
teaching assistantship but rather a year of service as a full faculty
member under 'the supervision of a master teacher, a mentor, or even in
some _cases, a committee.

ManY ---ptograms also include such courses as the history and
philosophy Of higher aducation, cognitive processes, research seminars,
and the teaching of that particular field.

Fact three: There is a market for those who have received and will
receive a Doctor of Arts degree as evidenced by the placement of those
who have already received the degree from Carnegie-Mellon University.

The community colleges, which are growing, we are toldi'at the rate
of about one a week, and four-year undergraduate institutions seem
particularly eager to hire doctors in the original sense of teachers,
persons who can teach more than just a fragment of a given field and
who can educate students of varying backgrounds and varying abilities.

Fact four, and a fact that caused some concern: The Doctor of Arts
degree is being utilized variously by different institutions. When one
inf:titutional representative reported that his institution was awarding
the Doctor of Arts degree as a recognition of candidacy to the Ph.D.,
some eyebroWs were noticeably raised. Others were raised when
another insAitutional reprcsentative noted that his University was giving
the D.A. instead of the Ed.D., bUt at the end of the same program.

Fact five, and a very happy fact: Felloviship support for Doctor of
Arts programs may be forthcoming under Title IV of NDEA,providéd
research competence, teaching experience, anc quality and rigor
comparable to Ph.D. programs are build into the D.A. programs. Thus,
the D.A. may. well be declared the equivalent to the Ph.D. and may be
supported, assuming that NDEA itself survives and is funded.

Fact six: There are still problems associated with the emerging
Doctor of Arts degree. At least two of these are national in scope and
are not peculiar to the Doctor of Arts. One is the drying up of federal
funds in support, of research and students; the other is the growing
surplus of Ph.D.'s in some fields.

But more directly involved with the Doctor of Arts is the problem of
quality7how to build it in\at the beginning and how to maintain it.

If the degree is to be comparable to the Ph.D., it must have quality
controls in admission, in faculty, programs, standards of performance,
and degree requirements. Yet can quality be guaranteed if breadth
rather than depth is a desideratum, and if teach;ig the field is
considered equally as important as knowing the field? Or, again, can
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proper quality be guaranteed if institutions which could never aspire to
the Ph.D. fancy themselves capable of operating quality Doctor of .rts
programs? Should Some restraints, or at least guidelines, be establiShed
to limit effectively' the departments or institutions hoping to inauguyate
Doctor of Arts programs?

Another problem, which time and numbers May resolve, is that of
the reward system of higher education. Will it be honestly willing to
retain and promote those who excel in teaching as well as those who
excel in research and publication?

Still another question is, Who will teach these prospective teachers?
Can the typical Ph.D. holder overcome his honestly, but often wrongly,
held belief that the only way to learn how to tea.,.th iS to sit in one, of his
Classes? Can he, as a typical Ph.D., really supervise the sWdent 'Who is
not necessarily interested in learning More and more anout less and
less? Or, in the larger frame, will departments now awarding the Ph.D.
be interested in cutting back Ph.D. admittants and replacing them with
Doctor 61 Arts admittants? Can a department be persuaded tO do this?

Parenthetically, the obverse question might be asked: Will students
who have a real choice automatically opt for the Ph.D.?

These were .not the only problems raised, but they serve to illustrate
some of the legitimate concerns voiced by many of the Wingipread
participants.

Let me now .turn to a few personal observations, again based upon
formal and informal conversations. First among these is what I shall call
the "expectation gap'" which exists between undergraduates and
community colleges oh the one hand and the major Ph.D.-granting
institutions on the other. While the former expect to hire instructors'
able tO teach a variety of courses in a given field tostudents of all levels
and abilities, the latter expect, and sometimes tacitly assume, that all
their Ph.D.'s will serve sufficiently well as teachers while they become
research scholars.

Caught in the middle of this "expectation gap" is the student'who
has his own career goals and expectations and yet may be pulled

between the Doctor of Arts, which may offer exactly what he wants,
and the Ph.D. which; according to his Ph.D.-holding adviser, may offer

gieater security and rewards, not to mention its value as a union card.
A second observation is associated with one of the problems

mentioned in Fact six above. I am not convinced that all eMerging
Doctor of Arts programs are of the quality they should be, Some
institutionS do, seem to be offering the Doctor of Arts as the easiest and
surest way to get into doctoral level work without having spent enough

time and enough effort investigating their own resources and objectives.
Perhaps regional accrediting agencies can assist the Council of
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.Graduate Schools in such investigations and evaivatiOn, thereby
assisting the institutions themselves in setting valid goals 'and ob; ectives.

Athid obiervation iS that there can in fact be quality Doctor of Arts
program. \ az rigorous and as qualitative as most Ph.D. programs. Just as,
historicaly, the Doctor .of Education is and should be functionally
diffArer.i; from the Ph.D:, so the Doctor of Arts shpuld b functionally
eifferent from both the Ph.D. and the Ed.D. All three can have their
-:)wn integrity; all three can be sold to the,publie and to legislators; and
all three can have recipients rewatded for excellence. The Doctor of
Arts, furthermore, can provide a vehicle for experimentation that
neither the Ph.D. nor the Ed.D. can on most campuses.

A fourth and last observation is that much of the success of the
Doctor of Arts degree depends upon. the attitudes of the major
Ph.D.-ganting institutions and the Countil of Graduate Schools.
Positive, helpful attitudes reflected by institutionsWillingness to
establish Doctor of Arts programs side by side with Ph.D. programs, or
perhaps even in place of some Ph.D. programs, coupled with this
Council's guidance and honest concern for .quality can insure success
for good, needed Doctor of Arts programs. -

This Council, really all of, us here assembled, must make a
commitment of some magnitude and magnanimity if the Doctor of Arts
is to mature and become a viable alternative ,to the Ph.D..

To quote again from the Purpose of the Conference:
TO provide encouragement and' guidance to the end that the new degree

will have statare, that high and appropriate standards will be established, and
that those earning the degree will have the kinds of educational experiences
and training so clearly needed in preparation for effective teaching.

s Or, to put it another way, we must not allow ourselves to echo mie
of Charlie Brown's famous plaints, "I suddenly feel a great wave of
wishy-washiness sweeping Over me."

QUESTIONS AND A1,SWERS

e.A. N. Collini, SUNY at Albany: I was at Wingspread and I was a little
disturbed the other day when Professor Adams reported on ti neeting
of the ADE which took placeat Amherst, I think,,on the day i.,efore we
began at Racine. We had a report on the ADE Conference given by
Mike Shugrue, who.is English Secretary of the MLA.

I wonder if Mr. Wolverton's.notes would tell us what the point of Mr.
Sb.ugrue's report was, because I think it differed in substance from What

s Mi. Adams said was the attitude of- the department chairimr in the
Departments of -English.
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R. E. Wolveiton: There are two ways of answering that. One was that
Mike Shugrue did point out that there was apparently existing in the

field' of English a great deal of what I referred to as the expectation gap;
institutions looking for people particularly capable of teaching various

parts of the field Of EnOish to which there has been little, or no
response on the part of the major Ph.D.-granting institutions.

He also pointed out that there was need for murh more experi-.
mentatiOn at the doctoral level. He did say that no new Ph.D. programs

like the present ones shodld be established, and he argued that either

changes ought to be made in the Ph.D. itself and/or the Doctor of Arts

should be established and prove itt own worth as meeting whap he

called the needs of the teaching of English. That Would be my answer::

W. R. Ferrante, University of Rhode Island: I would like-:an
explanation of the official position o CGS relative to the Docicir of .

Arts defgee. In January, 1970, the Newsletter carried the following

'Teinutes of ihe Bus:nes3 Meeting of CGS, including the full text of

tbei Visional statement lf the Doetor of Arts degree bave been circulated
to the membership. Me Committee on the Preparation of College Teachers is

now preparing a furthw revised draft of the statement for submission to mail

vote of the membership.

I don't recall that my university was asked to vote on a revised draft
RecentlyI believe it .was in MarchCGS issued a new pamphlet,
and the opening .words .are:

The Executive Committee of the Council of Graduate Schools and the
Council have in principle recommended the establishment of graduate
programs leading tO the degree of Doctor of Arts.

And just a few months ,ago, Dean Proctor mentioned a revision of
this draft. Has the Counail membership been asked to vote or vote in'
principle to endorse the D.A.; as the Newsletter suggested we would be ,

asked to do? And will the new draft include any statement giving the

,Executiw: Committee's recommendation or the CGS meMbership
recommendation?

A H. Proctor: Thank you. Those are fair questions, and I shall try to

give you a factual statement about them.
At the business sessionand I do not have the minutes of that session

a year ago in front of meI believe the resolution simply did state that
the Council endorses in principle. It did not endorse in any detail.

It is true that the statement was made that we hoped to circulate by,

mail a revision arid give the members of the Council an opportunity to

comment about it.
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However, you will recall that events Were moving very rapidly at that
time. The American Association of State Colleges and UniversitieS had
already prepared and, in fact, issued before we could a statement about
the Doctor of Arts degree. We knew 'that other developments were
occurringc.such as consideration by the Carnegie Corporation. We knew
in factand it is a fact that institutions were, entirely apart from otir
organization or any other, actually establishing and annottncing the
degree, and had such programs under Way. And therefore, some haste in
.having tentative guidelines with the CGS iniprlmatur on them were
rather important.. Therefore, the Committee on the Preparation of
C011ege Teachers prepared this booklet, which is a very tentative
statement, 'and it was printedand I want to emphasizewith the
consent of the Executive Committee. The Executive Committee must
authorize any publications that carry the CGS seal.

Now as to what will be done concerning a !nailing referendum,. I
cannpt project. I will not ,be a member -of 'lie Executive Committee
after this session, and it will helor the Executive Committee to decide.

I ;Ian only assure you and say with some confidence that anything
chat is done will be cleared by the Executive Committee. Neither the
Committc...-- on he Preparation of College Teachers, nor any other
committee, can take-any action in the narrie of the Council without.the
consent of ',the Executive Committee.

S. C. Brown, Massachusetts Institute of Technology: I would like to
point 'out that the Carnegie grant to M.I.T. was not to implement the
D.A. but, rather, to study alternate routes to the Ph.D. And although
-there is a possibility, we are very far from implementing such a degree,
and,we really are taking the' terms of our grant very seriously, to study

...Alternate routes to the Ph.D., not necessarily the D.A.
A. H. Proctor: Thank you. One of the rather interestirv develop- ,

,

ments in the United States, perhaps precipitated by attention to the
:"-": Doctor 'of Arts, is that there is considerable revision of the Ph.D. under

way across the land now. I believe the University of California at
Berkeley has announced a new track program for the Ph.D. for
undergraduate teachers in physics and mathematics. Of course, Charles
Lester, at Emory, has had a double track program for the Ph.D., I think
in history and English, and there are others in the country.

So perhaps one of the by-products has been that type of format.
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Business Meeting

Friday,December 4, 10:00 a.m.

Pyesiding: Mina Rees, Chairman, Countil of Graduate Schools

. Rees: We proceed now to the,CGS Business Meeting. The first' item

on the agenda is the Report of the President.
I would like to take this opportunity to express on behalf of-4.1l

our appreciation of the smooth way in which our new president, Boyd
.Page, has taker) over the affairs of the Council. This is a non-trivial

---oPeration. And I think all of us who have been clasely associated with
him have greatly admired the way he has taken on this job.

So I want on behalf of all of us to welcome Boyd in the new job and
express our thanks for his able assumption of the responsibility.
(Applause)

PRESIDENT'S REPORT

Page: Thank you so much. Madam Chairman, Ladies, and Gentle-
men: I want you to know that I consider it a high honor and a personal
privilege to serve the Council as president. I pledge to you my best
efforts to further our common cause.

I join enthusiastically in our expressions of affection and high, regard

for Gus and his distinguished leadership; and I hope most fervently that
nothihg I might do or fail to do will in any way diminish the stature
which the Council has achieved while Dr. Arlt served as its first, and
only, president.

The Council is an organization of which we can all be proud; it
strong, and it is in good order. It has become in its relatively short
lifetime an effective spokeSman for- graduate education and a potent
force in setting standards and patterns and in maintaining qualify.

One does' not have to be much of a prophet to see that we. will soon
be called upon to exert our best efforts in defense and promotion of
quality in graduate work in what are already tuxbulent times.

We hal/6 in_the Council a finely honed instrument, and it will be our
job collectively to discoverhow to use it most effectively.

This is billed as the "President-i Report." To a large extent, much of
what i3 pertinent has already been reported most eloquently and
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appropriately at the Tenth Anniversary Luncheon by President-
/ Emeritus Arlt, who continued to serve, I remind you, as President for

the larger fraction of the year that has passed since we last met in

'Washington. .

The many and varied activities of the Council have, continued, and I
hope that the transition has been accomplished srhuothly. I appreciate
Your kind words, Madam Chairman.

The. Council continues to grow, with several applications for
membership now under consideration. We are, or soon will be,
three-hundred strong. On the basis of the latest reliable statistics,
Council members awarded 96+, percent of the Ph.D.'s av.4rded in the
United States and 84 percent of the master's degrees. So even though

we may not be able to say that the Council speaks for all graduate
education on every issue, because unanimity is very hard to' come by,
still the Council clearly represents the major components of the t,tal
graduate enterprise.

Because needed current statistics on graduate enrollments were not
available, we did initiate a rather simple little study. Only preliminary
summations have been made, but I thought you might be interested in
the results. When we left the office, 150 reports had been returned.
This is already a 50 percent return. On the basis of published
institutional listings of graduate nfferings, I estimate that the i:eturns
now in represent at least 76 percent of the total graduate enrollmentin
the United States.

On the basis of our survey, graduate .enrollment in October, 1969,
was 254,256; in 1970, 267,760. That i.; an increase of 5.4 percent.
Total new students were also up 5.5 percent. A comparison of the

number of teaéhing assistants on appOintment shows an increase of 2.2

percent; research assistants, down 3.5 percent; and fellows, down 5.4

percent.
As you can see, these figures run contrary to what is frequently

assumed. It is "common knowledge" that graduate enrollments are
sharply down, that there .are very few mistantships available, and so
on. You know the story., The changes in the current year seem, on the

basis of this preliminary" information, not to be as dramatic and as

far-reaching as some people have.assumed.
:

Examination of Ahe returns' reveals that sonie of the larger institu-
tions do show some reductions since last year. The overall increase,

then, seems to come about by virtue of the fact that there are many
smaller institutions that are growing-rather rapidly.

Our consultation service continues to grow. This is under the very
excellent management of Jim Eshelman, and I would like to give him a ,

'special award if we had one for conducting all of thy affairs of the
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Conference. I think he has done a superb job, and we thank you for if;
Jim. (Applause)

Let me also thank Miss Saul and Mrs. Corbin for the superb job they
do. These -people do most of the work of the Council, and I am happy
to recognize their fine service. (Applause)

The consultation service continues to grolm In 1969 there were 45
schools visited, 82 programs -reviewed, and 127 consultants sent out. In'
the .first ten months of 1970, the service has already sent out 141
consultants to review 92 programs in 49 schools. Requests, for
additional consultations continue to come in. We are now receiving
requests for consultations on D.A. programs, and se,p signs of increasing
activities by coordinating boards and by new consortia. So we can
expect \this to increase. But even at our present level, the cash. flow for
the consultants and their expenses alone in the ten months of this year

-has amounted to approximately $50,000.
Many 9f you heard the report on the Wingspread Conference on the

Doctor of Arts degree. I believe those who were privileged to
participate judged the conference a,success. It was a very interesting
and stimulating workshop. We feel that the report, which will be
available in a few months, will be a significant contribution toward
assuring quality in the newly developing programs.

Many" of you heard the report of the Gradcost Study. This was
initiated early in the summer, supported by NatiOnal Science Founda-,...
tion. The study is fully underway and apparently going very, well. It is
under the guidance of an. Advisory Committee chaired by Dean Deener,
and the Project Leader is our good friend, Joe McCarthy. Seemingly
everyone is anxiously waiting for the results, and I am happy to report
that what has 'been accemplished already holds promise of highly
significant results.

A number of you attended the third Summer Workshop, on the
shores of Gulr Lake at Brainerd, Minnesota. It was very effectively
managed by Bryce Crawford and his colleagues at the University of
Minnesota. This wai by any measure a very successful workshop, and

we have received many favorable reactions from the participants.
Many people have asked About the continuation of the workshops. I

arn.happy to report that the Exebutive Committee has decided that the
workshop program should be continued. Because outside funding is
now limited, there will of necess' ty be some changes. The next

-workshop will be held on the campus of Dartmouth College,. in
Hanover,Isle'w Hampshire, probably the week of August 8th. Facilities
appear to be excellent. Dean Hornig will be chairman; there will be a
committee appointed; you will hear more about this. It may-well -be

that we will have to limit the nulribe-fdf those who can Attend. So I
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suggest that new deans, associates or assistants, or deans who wish to.be
retreaded, should move early to apply. .

We hope ybu will consider the Annual Meeting a success. You are
aware that there were some innovative changes made in the attempt to

get more participation,, to provide the opportunity for all to participate
a little more actively._We have had some very active participation, and
hope you have liked the arrangements. W.e solicit your comments and
any suggestions that would -be directed toward improving our future
conference. The impression I haAT from selieral comments is that you
rather enjoyed having your dinner hour free. Several have suggested
tbat we consider elimination of evening meetings. Other ideas are under
consideration. The chairman of the program committee for 1971 is
Chairman-Elect Deener. Please let him or any of us know what your
wishes are.

These are housekeeping details that I felt constrained to report. At
the risk of belaboring the obvious, I would like now to make just'a few.
very brief comments. There clearly will be changes in graduate
education, and there will be increasing stresses and strains tugging at the
fabric of graduate education. Some of them we see already. Groups
which have ignored. or which have tolerated graduate education are 'now
out to restructure, or even in some cases it appears, to emasculate or to
dismantle what has been so painstakingly designed. The whole cloth has
not been without its flaws, and it certairk is not uniform; but we must
not allow it to be destroyed. There will be changes, there may be much
fraying, and there may be some tears, but a fabricnotice that I did not
say,-tthe" fabricmust be held together. I hope that this can be done
without resorting to expediencies and without patchwork.

Our enterprise surely will be attackedor neglectedin the short run,
but society will continue to need highly qualified scholars and experts;
and We must work to maintain a high capability.

The graduate dgan is the guardian of quality; and if he is worthy of
the trust, no one, and hence no group, is as Well qualified to initiate
reform or to redesign or to reweave where necessary as is the individual
graduate dean and his collective instrument, the Council.

There are those who say that graduate education as we know it today
may:not exist a few short years from now. This causes concern, but not
apprehension. Possibly graduate education should not exist as we knbw
it now: But that it should not exist in some form is unthinkable. Our
job Will be to lead and not follow in the coming changes, to.act and not
just to react.

I don't wish to appear to be waving the flag or soun' itig a charge. All
I mean to say is that weshould think through very thoroughly what we
are about. We may .he called upon to defend elements of graduate
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edu6ation that should need no defense; and, as needs of society change,
parts of our operation may be,challenged which in good conscience we
may not" be able to defend. If we do our jobs well, we will know the

>difference and know whep.to stand firm or lead out in effecting needed
changes.

11.

If the graduate el:terprise is to-b. redesigned, then we, the experts,
'should have a hand in the designing..But we will be granted this role
only if we submit the best delign, and it is clear that the self-appointed
architects of the new grand p) lin are already.very busily at work.

I don't know all "of the ways in which the Council can be mere ef fee-

tive or Ilot its influence can-be best exerted. I have some ideas, as I am

sure, you hate, but I am convinced ihat the need for the instrumentality

that is the Council of:Graduate Schools is,more pressi4 now than it has

ever been. If we are to be effeotiveand we must be effectivejoint ac-
tion through.the Council offers the best-hope.

As pres4dent of The COuncil, I solicit your best efforts a'nd continued
participation in the affairs of the Council and solicit your,suggestions
and your help. I think that we will have an interesting and maybe an
exciting year ahead of us.-Thank-you.

.(Applause). ..
Rees: The Executive Committee is charged, first, with the Selection

of the Ctairman-Elect, and. it .is my great pleasure to report that the
comrnittee has chosen Dean David Deener, of Tulane, to-be Chairman-
Elect foithe next year. Dean Deener, would you join us?

(Ap/j/du's'e) ,

The second charge to the' EigcUtive Committee is to propose
nominations for new .members of the committee. Because Dean Deener
has a year to run; we are proposing for a one-year term, Dean Carroll
Miller of HoWard; and for the two tytee-year terms, Dean Elizabeth
Foster:. of Bryn Mawr; and Dean Robert Wolverton, of Miami_
University of Ohio. s

The nominaticrns are before you. Are there any further nominations?
If mit, may I hear a motion td .close tHe no,minations'? I think it has
been _moved and secc ided. Those in favor pease say Aye: Opposed No.

We will ask Mr. Eshelman to'cast the unanimous vote of this body.
The third.action. of the Executive CorinnitWe that I should report is a

decision that is cidsely 'related to things that have been happening: As
President Page ju4 said, we spent a ecNcljrable time at this meeting
girding ourselves to act rather thaVio Peact, and part\ of the cbarge in
this connection will 'be initiated .by %tie Committee on Policies, Plans,
and Resolutions. Mike'Pelezar will be revrting on that. -

However, one of the situations which-rthe -Exe-cutiw Committee
concerned aboutand ljudge a great ni)ny eernbers of this body were,
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cOnceined about"was discussed last night. I refer to the report that is
to be Published shortly by the American Council on Education On the
rating ,lof gaduate programs. The Executive Committee has decided to
ask ani ad hoc committee, immediately upon publication of this rePort,
to undertake a study and present promptly to the Council a considered
review of the report. I conclude fronithe discussion last night that this

;decision: is one that will be welcOmed by at least very many members of
the Council. I hope that we can get a very careful study of this, with
recomthendations.

Thellimportant position that the Executive Committee took here, 'as
elsewhere, is that in matters dealing primarily with graduate education,
or heayily With graduate education, this Council must be, heard and
must influence what happens and not merely react to what happens.

There are five tommittee chairmen who have asked to make very
brief reports, running to about five minutes each. I wish to point out
that th written reports that have been submitted by committees will
be inclu'ded in the ProcRedings of this meeting. Moreover, part of the
Planningl for this meeting Was to have the workshops devoted to
materiaW produced by the committees, andl know that probably .all of
you attended one workshop.

The reports I have had seem to indicate that the workshops were
very helpful. SO the committee reports We will hear noW represent only
a segnient of the activity that our tweniy-two Committees have been
carrying on:

I will mill now on the chairMen of the five committees who have
asked to report: The first of these is Mike Pelczar,'Chairman of the
Committee On Policies, Plans, and Resolutions.

REP6RT OF THE COMMITTEE ON POLICIES, PLANS,
AND RESOLUTIONS .

. Pelczar: Some of what I have to say will be repetitious. But I hope it \
will be more effective that way since the Committee on Pohcy, Plans,
and ResolutiOns will be calling upon the membership for their
cooperation in\ contributing suggestions to facilitate what has.already
been referred to by Boyd Page and by Mina- Rees; namely, that the
Council, of Graduate Schools emerge to a position of action rather than
reaction or, as Gus Arlt said yesterday during his luncheon speech, we
shotild emerge more into a position of leadership rather than be
followers.

Since the membership of CGS does have a relatively significant
turnover, I thought it might be appropriate to mention sothething
about the Committee on Policies, Plans, and Resolutions since it is a
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relatively new committee. When this committee was Rstaonsnea, in
/1968, Dean Herbert Rhodes was nameld Chairman.

. You may recall that Dean Rhodes sent a questionnaire to all member
deans of the Council asking theni, in his words, what was bugging them.
He received 'a tremendous array of items which bore out a statement
that Meredith Wilson recently madei at the 'Association of Graduate
Schools, namely, that there is ir _group that has more unfinished
business than graduate ckms.

This long list of topics was carefully reviewed and collated by Dein
Rhodes. The Committee then stuidied the list and proceeded to assign
each question or problem to an existing committee, or, where there was
no bonaLuittee appropriate to give attention to the matter, the
Committee suggested that the Executive Committee establish a new
committee. This was done. There are sóme twenty-two committees now
in being. We feel thF.t there iq a more effective committee organization
now available, and I think that you Saw some, evidence of the work of
the committees in terms of the workshops that were held yesterday
afternoon. Each meeting was arranged by one of the committees.

. Of major concern to the CPPR at the present time is wh t has
already been alluded to by both BoYd Page and Mina Rees, namely:
How can the CGS ernerge more significantly and effectively/as the
spokesman or coordinator or leader, if yoti please, in matters reliting to
graduate education? What are the priority items that we should have on
the agenda, and how might we best deal with them?

The Executive Committee has j requested that the CPPR give
immediate attention to this matter imd develop recommendations for
submission to the Executive Committee prior to their meetin in April.

We accept this charge and responsibility, and we will be soliciting the
membership of the Council.for their suggestions and guidance; as to how
we might best do this. So in the near future you will be h aring from
us. We trust that you will convey tol us your best judgment as to how
we can formulate the pkins that we need to transmit to th Execiftive
Committee.

Rees: The second committee that lias asked to make a b ief report is

the Comthittee on Non-Degree and Other Post-Baccalaureatie Programs,
of which Dean Albrecht of the University of Kansas is Chairnan.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON NON-DEGREE AN OTHER
POST-BACCALAUREATE PROGRAMS

Albrecht: Madam Chairman: The' Committee on NOn-D give and
Other Post-Baccalaureate Programs is supposed to deal w th post-

!
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haccalaureate Work outside of conventional, resident, full-time, pre-

doctoral programs. /

The committee met in Washington in May and again on Wednesday
in the Hotel -Fontai bleau. Yesterday we conduCted a workshop
attended by about fifty eople, a large number of whom it seemed to
me participated in the discbssiori.

We have also prepared seven-page report covering (1) special
problems of professional education in non-degree courses; (2) guidelines
for extramural centers for resident graduate work, often on a part-time
basis; and (3) post-doctoral appointments.

We discussed these three points yest#day, in addition to programs
Ar Le eading-Ph.D.'s whom technology and a changing society have
left behind.

The discussion from the floor indicated a good deal of interest in
extramural centers and particularlyto a greater extent than the
committee' had anticipated, I thinkin non-degree programs, not only
for professional purposes but also as continuing education both for
leisure and for greater social responsibility. Several people expressed the
feeling that graduate schools should expand their operations to include
high-quality continuing education of this sort in both degree and
non-degree programs. ,

There was also a motion, an. unsolicited motion, from the floor that
our report should be made available to the total membership of CGS,
but I assume that this will be taken care of.

Rees: Thank you, Dean Albrecht:
As I said, all these reports will be published in the Proceedings, so it

will automatically be made available to the entire,membership.
Now we shall hear from Wayne Hall, the Chairman of the Graduate

Record Examinations Board, in which the Council of Graduate Schools
participates.

REPORT ON THE GRADUATE RECORD
EXAMINATIONS BOARD

Hall: Madam Chairman: It is my plersure, on behalf of the Graduate
Record Examinations Board, to give you a brief report of the rr, ior
activities occurring during the past year.

The past year has been a very active and important one in the history
of the GREB. A number of major decisions have been reached and
important projects undertaken which may have implications well into
the future.

To refresh your memories, the Graduate Record Examinations Board
was established in 1966 as a trustee for the graduate 'ommunity to
provide policy direction and supervision of the Gra ate Record
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Examinations and in other ways, to be beneficial to the general
interests of the graduate schools.

Subsequently, as you know, the Graduate Schbol Foreign Language
Testing Program.was brought undq the purview of the Board.

During the past year the Board has met twice, the Executive
Committee has met four times, and other standing committem; of 1,/,e
.Board have met on several occasions. For the sake of brevity, I
outline the major activities and programs that have occurred di:x.4.4 fie.:
past year. They can be summarized largely under five major N:-.0t:Tsgs,
although there are other activities, which will be omitted.

First, a plan that has been under development and discussion for the
last two years was approved by the Board at the March, 1970, meeting,
'to completely restructure the Graduate Record Examinations. Re-design
of the examinations is to take place over the next two to five years and
thir exercise involves potti the Aptitude and the Advanced Tests.

The Aptitude Test will be retained much in its present format, but
considerablY shortened so that the additional time gained can be
devoted to the measurement of other indicators that will be useful.

The Advanced Tests 'probably in most cases will be re-designed much
along a modular basis, although the Committees of Examiners actually
have three bptions available to them concerning recommendations.
They can recommend re-design of the Advanced Tests much along the
guidelines that have been approved; they can recommend continuation
of the Advanced Tests in their disciplines, much as presently constit-
uted; or they can recommend abolishment or discontinuation of the
examination.

The Research Committee has been extremely active during the past
Year. The Board first approved and adopted a plan of research for the
1970's, which has been distributed widely to the membership of CGS. I
will not dwell upon this aspect other than to state that some thirty
projects either have been completed during the last year, are still in
progress, or are being planned. These research projects relate not only
to the examinations, but they may also have possible significance to
other interests of the graduate schools.

The Board has also undertaken and is actively considering a number
of research and action programs aimed at defining and mitigating,the
problems related to the admission and testing of students from
minority, disadvantaged, or poverty backgrounds.

During the past year an extensive effort was made to collect, analyze,
,and distribute information about the policies and practices related to
graduate admissions and fellowship selection. This program has iiiieen a
three-phased effort. First, a survey questionnaire was prepared and
distributed to the CGS membership. The data collected was analyzed
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and published .with the hope that the results can be used by graduate
schools to improve their own admission and fellowship selection
procedures. Secondly, visitations were made by selected teams to six
representative institutions to study in detail their practices: The result
of these case studies have 'also been published and distributed. The third
phase has been the sponsorship of regional conferences. Four have been
held to date and the final one will be held next week on the West Coast.
The response received from ,the participants inflicate that they have
been quite well received, and .that the results of these conferences have
been deemed worthwhile.

Lastly, the Board has, been concerned about matters that deal with
the Graduate School Foreign Language Testing Program. This program
has been under intensive review for several years. There has been a
considerable reduction in the volume of candidates taking the tests,
probably attributable to several factors. Perhaps the most important is a
continuing change from a graduate school-wide requirement to a
departmental option. Also, the mode of administration of the examina-
tion from an institutional method to a national program has also
probably contributed to this decline. The Board, through its GSFLT
Committee, is concerned about this particular issue and is continuing to
study the matte: carefully. A survey now underway should provide
results to either improve the Foreign Language Testing Program or to
guide the Board's decision to eventually drop the- tests, if this is

indicated and desired.
Briefly, Madam Chairman, this is my report.
Rees: Thank you, Dr. Hall. The fourth report is on the Committee

on Financial Aid for Graduate Students, Dean Shirley Spragg, of
Rochester.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCIAL AID
FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS

Spragg: Madame Chairman, Colleagues: Our Committee .on Financial
Aid metin Washington in October. It was obviOus that we were meeting
at a time of great flux and uncertainty in the prospect of support for
graduate students, and that much of what we would concern ourselves
with would have to be presented in an interim fashion rather than in a
definitive report. Nevertheless, we did concern ourselves with a number
of problems. We have submitted a fairly extensive ,-eport, and I shall try
here simply to indicate a few of its highlights.

We have reviewed briefly the statistics of the past decade, which I
think are familiar to you and which have been referred to by several
speakers in the past, two days at these meetings.
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We are.concerned cthat if cutbacks in federal support prove to be as
severe as seems likely at this time, doctorate production in the next
three or four years might be reduced to the rate of abt,ut 1962 or 1963;
that is, about one-half of the 1969 levels.

This statement needs to be hedged. a bit because the reduction Will

depend upon the type of institution and upon the kind of programs.
Support levels vary, obviously, from field to field and by type of

institution.
But if this statement has any first order approximation validity, such

a cutback would produce a severe dicontinuity in doctoral production
and later in the coming decade even a frantic acceleration in output
might-fail tO meet society's,needs in the latter years of the decade.

We feel that we must be concerned not so much with the possible
oversupply of doctorates at the moment but rather with maintaining
support levels so that we not only Meet present needs but can achieve
the outPut which will be.,needed by 1980.

Our committee feels strongly that the Council of Graduate Schools
and .every one of its member institutions must continue vigorously to
make the case 'that graduate education is an important national
resource; that the beneficiary is not simply the individual, but also the
natiou; that our society depends upon a flow of highly trained and
educated Young people to man its schools, its universities, its
laboratories, its businesses, and so forth; and that support should not be
turned on and off like water from a spigot.

We viewed with a good deal of concern the proposals that were
available to us at that time from the proposed Higher Education Act of
1970, especially those having to do with an apparent shift in emphasis
from support programs to programs predominantly concerned with
loans, subsidized or .otherwise. We feel. strongly that' if some of these

proposals prevail, this will be a serious retrograde step in the support of
graduate education. It could place an extremely heavy burden on a
.young person for many years and would probably be an unacceptable

burden to many.
We feel further that an emphasis on loan programs may .M1

undesirable self-selection feature and produce a result quite cOntx

the outcome hoped for by those who have put forward these
We believe that in general young people from lower soz:io-er,...m:c
groups will be suspicious of loan programs and will particip.Y h(!tn

less than would be hoped, and hence will be under-repn ::.frited in

graduate programs, which would be the opposite of the inter0 of
proposals.

We feel that there may also be a s.elf-selection with respec
There may be less of a willingness for the graduate. stuitTLi.
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example, in French literature to assume a heavy loan burden than for a
graduate Student in mathematics or computer science or certain other
fields.

We grant that we may be facing a period in which, in Some instances,
loans may perform a useful function as a supplement to direct suppozt,
but we urge strongly that loans not replace fellowships, traineeships,
and other kinds of direct support, and we believe that in any' event ,1
loan burden should not be more than the equivalent of one year of
cost of graduate education.

We felt in our-deliberations the need for firmer projection figures,
and we urge the Council of Graduate Schools to become even more
actively engaged in encouraging and participating in projection
.which can serve as a solid basiS for recommendations for .;-,,port
programs.

We looked at levels of support and noted that the yardsticks it' these
fields, the federal support levels for fellowships and trainees, were
.set almost ten years ago and are now very sadly out of date. W: .,rudied
the 1968 report of the FICE group, the Federal Interagency Committee
On Education; and we urge that the stipend level recommendv,l 1)y that
group for 1972, namely $3,000, be the yardstick immediately. I was
pleaSed to note that in his presentation to us, Lloyd Humphreys of NSF
indicated that NSF's plans for fellowships and traineeships have
involved a considerable increase in the stipend level .aloov :-. present
amdunts. .

We believe also that for those students who are on it is
important to maintain full and adequate gupport, even if thts ina2:- mean
some lessening in the total numbers supported. It was our feeN,ty that
better support 'of perhaps a smaller number, well and higt-1.i

might result in a greater contribution to society than'
inadequate support across a larger number.

We gave some att.-ition to the question of part-time students. L-r-t,i1
though this may not be a palatable alternative, We recognize that ;n the-
years immediately ahead we may need to pay more attentimi to the
support of part-time Students.. Many institutions, of coursc;. have
limited their direo, aid in stipends or in tuition scholmhips
students: may be that in an effort to maint:in supply of
doctorates, we may need to study seriously the :-.pe-f,ing of support
programs to part-time students, or at least to the v-ery best of them,
who -will have tbeir full-trne jobs elseWhere. Thuzi,, through tuition
support we rna'Y be able co provide them with ss.me incentive and
possibility of completing advarced graduate educatibn programs.

This sort of support opportunity Obviously would be of more
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concern to those institutions having a high tuition schedule than for
thOse with more modest tuition rates.

Rees: Thank you, Dean Spragg.
On the matter of part:time study, the Executive Committee

particularly asked the Committee on Policies and Plans to include
concern for that in its planning for the long-range development of

.

graduate education.
Our next report is from- the Committee on Disadvantaged Students.

bean Edwin Lively, of the University of Akron.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS

Lively: Madam Chairman: The Comr0.1-te on .Disadvantaged
Students has been in communication 1.;irough the fall by mail and has
had two sessions at this meeting.

The portion of our mandate whiek'i. Is of particular concern at the
moment is to survey the graduate schools on policies, plans, programs,
and problems fri this area. We have, in our discussions, become aware
that this is a very complicated task, as the types of programs and the
range of interests among these schools seems to be extremely varied.

We are in the process of developing a questionnaire which will be
circulated among the graduate schools during the coming year. We do
not have a specific time schedule yet. I really asked for time to make
this report to request . your cooperation when you receive the
questionnaire and to fill it out as conscientiously and accurately as you
possibly can because the next phase of our mandate is to develop
guidelines for graduate schools with regard to disadvantaged students.-
We will be using questionnaire returns as the basis for these guidelines,
and the more adequate the information contained therein, the better
the guidelines we will be able to develop.

Rees: Thank you, Dean Lively.
I assume your committee has the report that is based on a prior

questionnaire in this subject?
Lively: Yes, we are seeking to develop something with more depth

and more comprehensiveness.
Rees: Dr. Deener has asked for an opportunity to make a brief report

on the Gradcost Study.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE COSTS OF
GRADUATE EDUCATION

Deener: In view of the obvious interest in this subject of the cost of
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graduate education and what has transpired at this meeting, I thought a
few minutes to bring you up to date would be useful.

You will recall that the whole question of the Council of Graduate
Schools doing something in this area was raised two years ago by Dean
Kilpatrick of Delaware, who, at a business meeting in San Francisco,
simply reported the fact that graduate education was being cost
aCcounted by all sorts of people. The feeling was accepted by the
business meeting that the Council itself ought to have scmething to say
about the method in which graduate education is being cost accounted.

Trying to ge: into this in a meaningful way was a little torturous
because so many agencies are interested in it. But under the leadership
of Dean McCarthy, the format was finally adopted successfully. It was
for the Council of Graduate Schools and the National Association of
College andUniversity Business pfficers to make a joint proposal to the
National Science. Foundation --to support a study of basically the
literature and the methods currently used for cost accounting and then
to identify alternative procedures for costing graduate education and
idcntifying some of the benefits.

It is a one-year program basically, and I believe the grant came
through finally in April of,last year. At this meeting the working group
under Dean McCarthy made a report at the workshop. They are so
much further along in searching the literature and doing their
homework that we found it possible to speed up the process. In
January of this com.Ing yeak a meetitg will be held in Washington of the

- Joint Committee of the Council and NACUBO to take up the really
meaty questions; that is, the alternative procedures that have been used,
the rationale behind them, the philosophy indeed of the whole business
.of cost accounting, and the benefits of graduate education.

We feel now pretty well satisfied that this report will be finished by
the summer; and if will be published in the fall.

I think we all owe a debt of gratitude to Dean McCarthy for putting
an immense amount of time on this and for his ability to select a very,
fine group of people to carry out the study. We have tried to finish it
up in a yea: , and I think it will be done.

Rees: Thank you very- much, Dr. Deener. That brings us then to the
end of the reports that are scheduled to be given at this meeting and to
the topic- of New Business. Is there any New Business to come before
the body? Dean Stone?

NEW BUSINESS

Stone: New York University: It looks as though the meeting is about
tO:come to a close so I would like an opportunity, since this is my last
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appearance as a gaduate dean, to make a comment or two about
things Which I think concern us all.

I spoke in Denver a number of years ago suggesting that graduato
deans' terms of office should be about five years or six years between
sabbaticals. I am now as I depart, practicing what I preach.

But I wW1 to echo a note that President Page suggested in his talk
and say a word for the humanities before this meeting concludes. It is, -

of course, importar, t that we have spent a good deal of time oil such
things, as loan progams and graduate education costs and procedures in

, satisfying demands of leaching assistants. We have all of us known for
2,000 years that culture is a by-product of_ commerce, and ,we have

. learned to,live with that fact.
But culture, as a humanist sees it, meseems, is now more and more

becoming a by-product of budgetary policy or fiscal policy made not
. by the fraternity but by outside organtzations that have the money and,

therefore, direct the flow.
Now, nothing is gained from condemning the vocational turn of the

NSF and HEW, and if the inundating floW of the Doctor of Arts, and
the Doctor of Professional Studies is upon us and is inevitable, that's
fine. Experimentation is always a good thing. But let us, for God's sake,
get 'rid of two besetting sins of thought. One is the myth, now
hardening into a cliché, that the Ph.D. can only teach a fragment of
knowledge. That's absolute nonsense! The system of the present Ph.D.
program assures a certain depth; the quality of the man or the quality
of the woman assures the breadth and the imaginatme-.-.5cope, and not
the system:

Secondly, let's get over the idea that gaduate education, as it falls to
our responsibility, can take and should ,take all social actizity for its
province.

Lets not' lose sight of the goals of a liberal education. Let's
' remember that a great complex society such as ours moves and acts and

lives because of 4 kind of division of labor.
I think of this particularly as I think of New York University, which

is a great, sprawling institution located all over town. The Graduate
School of Arts and Science is nestled among fourteen professional
schools. There is a School of Social Work and it is for a fadi vocational.
There is a School of Law, and it's vocational, and Medicine, and
Dentistry, and Public Administration. That.the Graduate School of Arts
-and Science should drift into compelling vocationalism and technical
application following a modern fad of bowing to Mammon seems to me
to be somewhat of an absurdity. Fortunately all the piofessional
schools there show concern that the university will stand only if it has a
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strong Sch ol of_Liberal Arts, a strong School of Graduate Arts and
'Science, that it should be humanistic and not become primarily
.vocational.

The, Ph.D. program it seems to .me should be, and probably is in
many places, imaginative and elastic. It should bring in new inclusions

--and make new emphases lest we flounder in the sea of vosationalism
which is seemingly about to sweep over us.

Let us remember, gentlemen and ladies, the comment from Robert
Bridges' Testament of Beauty, which, in this particular organization,
seems to me_particularly, apposite; namely, that "our stability is only
balance and conduct lies in masterful administration of the unfore-
seen." Let us, for heaven's sake, emphasize in that intriguing
"unforeseeth'.' education and not training. One can train a seal but not
educate 'him; one can educate a teacherl but not effectively train him.
Up.huinanism; and right on!

Rees: Thank. you, Dean Stone. I call to your attention the two
additions to the Executive Committie this year are from the humani-

- ties. Dean Colbourn?
Colbourn, University of New Hampshire: I am not aware of the

agenda for this morning's meeting, so I may be quite out of order and
will accept advice to that point.

But I was much interested, of course. as I am sure many were, in
your earlier, remarks about the prospective,ad hoc committee to take a
look at the questions that several have raised regarding te forthcoming
ACE report oa graduate education.

I am not aware as to the precise charge this committee will have or
---whether it is going to be a committee voted upon by this body. But I

can't help but worlder whether it would still not be appropriate for the
Council to make known, at least some degree of sentiment, on this issue
without, it seems to me, necessarily specifically condemning or
criticizing without information and without study.

And in that context, I wouldkke to suggest a motion to this body
that might be something as follows:

That the Council of Graduate Schools notes 1thconcern the forthcoming
publication cf the second-report on the reputation of graduate faculty. The
Cartter report was widely and erroneously hailed as a definitive evaluation of_
griduate education and it is to be feared that the second report, confined to

s
3
tan
6 ddiisncg

.)lines
at 180 institutkms, may be subject to comparable mismider-

Rees: You have heard the motion. Is there a second? (The motion
was seconded from the floor.) Discussion?

Roaden, Ohio State University: I would like to speak in favor of the
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Aeritiment .of the motion, but suggest that we defeat the Motion. it is
tonp today to read the public sentiment and know whether to respond
p.os4ively or react negatively, or to give leadership in different
dire tions: We must realize that the public sentiment today is toward
aSses ent-and accountability for all of our programs at all levels. I am
fearful that a resolution.such as the one that has been presented would-.
be interpreted as a resolution against assessment and against our being
accom46le for the quality of our programs.

It Would seem to me that a resolution of this order ought to be
defeaied-infavor of a sentiment that this Council is interested in being
asseSsed a\nd is interested in being-accountable to its publics for all of its. -

graduate ducation programs and' that we would give leadership to
subsequent studies that Would extend beyond the method of using peer
judgments or assessing the quality of our gaduatelaculty.

Spragg, I.nivrsity of Rdcheiter: Madam Chairman: Although one
can sympa ize-withthicerns ekpressed by the maker of the.
motion, I w ttld urge that this Motion be defeated on two grounds:"
First, that it iè redundant; and second that it is pre-judging.

It is redund nt in that you, Madam Chairman, haVe already indicated
t---that the CounCil of Graduate Schools is concerned: The appointment of

an-ari hdc corninittee to study and make a report on this report is,
believe, a fWl- and adequate expression at this time of the concerns of
the Council.

Secondly, I ar afraid that the wprding of the motion as presented
contains prejudging sentiments. which I think should be avoided at this
stage in the study bf the report.

None of us has keen the full report. We have seen only a summary of
ratings' of our cilAr/4\ institutions. I think it would be inappropriate for--
the Council of Graduate Schools to support at this stage the editbrial
comment- that is Contained in the wording of the motion.

Rees: Dean Colbourn?
Colbourn: I just , wanted to observe that I do appreciate the

sentiments just cor4yed and, indeed, had hoped to me-et such
concerns:

It does seem to r4, however, that we do know as of right now
certain salient points. 'pne is that the forthcoming report addresses a
fraction of the institutilons in_this Council. Another is that it addresses
only a fraction of the disciplines that are embraced by graduate
education in this Council. I don't think those are controversial
questions. Nor do I thinis that involves editorial- cominents.

Further, we know that the forthcoming fepor-L, like the first, is an
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assessment of reputati:.ns, not of programs, and certainly does not in-
volve even the kind of assessment, for example, undertaken very systema-
tically by NDEA in looking at a given department in a given institution.

.This, in short, is the context of my concern and what I thought
might be conveyed by the Council, not in a destructive sense; indeed, I
would lik to observe that I,had thought originally, before hearing
confirmation of the establishment of the ad hoc committee, to offer
second comment to the effect. I will just read it for the record.

While appreciating the motivation of the ACE report, which is confined
to reputation, it does reflect the need for a systematic evaluation of the
quality of graduate programs and the Council of Graduate Schools shoul
acknowledge and addreffi its responsibility and -undertake a professionally
oriented review of graduate educatioh.

Rees: Dean Wolverton.
Wolverton, Miami University: In response, I would like to suggest

that I cOncur with some of these sentiments, but I think they vrolila.
have rpore impact if they were, indeed, directed to the ACE, which is
the body which is responsible for the conducting of this report, and,
suggest, just as the speaker did, that if any more reports are to be done,
Ithis organization take the leadership in working with them.

-.The ACE is, I think we all recognize, perhaps "the" single most
potent force of potential force we have in Washington for all higher
education. I think we could recommend our sentiments to them,
pointing out these limitations and suggesting that by working with us, a
better report might be put out in the future.

_Roth, George Waihington University: I am Darlene Roth, and I was
given this as a motion from Dean Arthur Burns of G.W., which possibly
could be introduced as a substitute. .

The Council of Graduatchools requests the American Council of
Education to refrain from further evaluation of graduate work until such time
when the 'American Council on Education can conduct site visits to ascertain
firsthand the facts essential to an infomed and valid evaluation.

Rees: This, I think, is submitted as a substitute motion; is-that right?
The discussion then is on the substitute. Is that motion seconded?

(The motion was seconded from the floor.)
Elder, Harvard University: Madam Chairman, may I move to table

the motion?,
(The motion was seconded from the floor.)
Rees: Motion has been made to table the substitute mo. tion, Dean

Elder?
"Elder: The whole business.
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Rees: The motion has been made to table this whole discussion. The
Motion is-not subject to debate. Those in.favor of the motion please say .

: Aye: Opposed, No. The motioni.is carried. Is there any other New
Business to come before the-body?

'
Ferrante, 1\Thiversity of .Rhode Island: I asked, a question at the ,

.Plenary Seision this morning which I believe should be. repeated here
since thiais the official business meeting ofthe Council., )

Last year the Council -ivas aSked to endorse in some way the further
'study .of Doctor of Arts degree -prograrhs:- As a matter of fact, the

' January 1970 Newsletter, 'which reported on last year's annual meeting:
'contained the statement that the tommittee on the Preparation of
College Teachers waS then Preparing% a further revised draft: of the

. stateMent for submission tora mail votefof the. memhership. ,

The draft referred to is that 'destribing the boctot of Arts'program.
Since that time% in March of 1970, the Council published a pamphlet, .

"The Doctor of Arts Degree!? That paMphlet contains a stateMént that
. the Executive ComMittee of the 'Council of 'Graduate SchOols and the

,Councir had', in principle, recommended the establishMent of 'graduate
programs leading to the Doctor of Arts degree.

th
. My question is, Has th e ixecutive Committee ecided at this body

should abandon the' plan -to 'Solicit the.yote 4each Member by mail
_

concerning this program? . .; .

Dean Proctor earlier mentioned that a revision of the painphlert
describing the DOctor of Arts.D6gree iS in preffaration. Do you plan to
go ahead with the revision without-subratttiog it to this body far review
and approval? . '. - .

Rees: The Ekecutive Committee ..has decided that the document
needs revision. It has not -made the -decisicin pn the specific question
yoUhave asked about.. . . -

Is there anY further `action .that you wish. this body to take in
comMunicating with the ExecutiVommittee? . ..
. May. .I interrupt? Rean Proctor seems to have".7something further to

.. ..
say a' ..

Proctor: I think bean Ferrante has raised a validpoint, and I would
like to recall to the membership one or two.things:, .

In my opening`remarkS last year at the beginning of the Conference
. .

as Chairman, a traditiop which has beeti established by D.ean,Mcdarthy,,

- 1. said that I thought:that one of tjre thingsthe Council of Graduate
...c. Schools ought to do when it maices a* policy siateMent tliat takes a
'. .

definitive position upon an important question is somehOw'. 'to
communicate more directly and immediately wrth its meinbership. I



still believe that that is a goo...1 principle. It is a principle, if carried out
entirely, would revive the cld New England town meeting.

There are times, however, when it isn't pcssible tO be quite that
'thorough in your procedures in sounding out the,- opinion of the
Council of Graduate Schools. /

With the rapid developent of this-new degree idea b insUtutions. We
tith certain facts,rAs I said, earlier .this morning, we were confronted

in
were confronted by the fact that other national organizations, such as
the American Association of State Colleges and Universities, had, in my
judgment, unwisely taken positions on graduate matters which shoUld r;;:',:
properly fall within the scope of this organization.We were confronted '' -

by the fact that the- U.S. Office of Education, hadjorinerly and6

informally requested from the COuncil a staterneht 6f at least tentative
guidelines Which might serve them as well as the member institutions of
the Council of Graduate Schools. .

We were also confronted by the additional fact that one of the great
foundations in the United States had become strongly interested;and
interested to the--lioint of, investing money in at least experimental
consicteration---of either a new degree, the Doctor of Arts or, as was,
indicated-eirlier tliii-EcTiIiing, perhaps some reVision of the Ph.D. /

Atany rate, the point I arn making is that the situation had.become
urgent and that it seemed important that the CounGil. of Graduate

, Schools have some printed statement.
Now I would like to_inject one other consideration; a reminder that

in our Constitutionwhieh was formally adopted by the entire Council
and -which has served as its guideline for its operations in theSe ten
years, tbere is the provision thatwhen the Council is not in session at

its Annual Meeting, the Executive Committee earl act for the Council.
-Therefore, all actions that have been taken with respect to the publi-

cation of the booklet were sanctioned by the Executive: Comniittee.
The Executive .Committee, I thirikin its wisdom, decided that
although a mail ir.b.te would be important and, indeed, desirableand
perbaps this can be done in the futurenevertheless, the Council could

no lOngc.r remain silent. It was, in my opening remarks a year agb,

stated that it seemed to me that all too often the Council had reacted
after the fact, that it had been too often confronted by a fait accbmpli
and that this situation, -I think, was clearly developing with respect to
the development otthe Doctor of Arts, or revision of the Ph.D.

For those reasons, the Committee on the Preparation of College
Teachers, in close consultation and with the authorization of the .
Executive ,Committee, did prepare a tentative statement. We clearly
indicate in our letter of transmittal that it-is a tentative statement, that
it should he revised, and that publication then came out under the aegis
oi ,the .Executive Committee.
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I do agree with you, sir, that it is important to hara, whenever
possible, t e full consent of the full body.\ That &onsent is difficult to
obtain exc pt at the Annual Meeting. Sometimes affairs will not wait
as, far exaMple, the recent, report of the Carnegie Commission. .

So I can 'only reiterate that we acted in good faith, that the Council
. did officially a year ago endorse in principle consideration of this new

.... _ developmen... I

1

I think that's about the best explan tion that can be offered, Madam
Chairman.

i

Ferrante: appreciate the urgency which motivated the EIecutive
'Committee t act for the Council and I hope my remaiks were not
misinterprete . I did not question in any way either the authority or

\ the good faith of the Executive Committee in acting as they did, and I
believe the action can be justified. I

. i

However, as you just stated, the March 19710 pamphlet is a tentative
statement and last .,year iwe were expliCitly t\old that we would be
requested to express oi4 opinion on this matter by mail vote. As a
matter of -fact,, just befoie the pamphlet was pliblished, I submitted to
the graduate faculty/ of .the University of Rhode Island the draft .

,
statement for their review. Aye held a meeting just to discuss the
statement. I told ,the faculty that we would have an opportunity to
discuss it further/and we would have an opportunity to either endorse

: /the proposal or not. Now I think the urgency mentioned earlier is past,
and since a neW statement will be drafted, l don't think it would be

i inappropriate tO ask the membership to endorse or not endorse this:'
proposal as originally planned. ,

, .

If the endorsementof the Council means anything, it would be much
better to have the entire membership participate in the voting: I don't

, see any urgency i now that should preclude our articipation.

Therefore, I move that the Executive Committe conduct a mail ballot or
solicit the votel of all member universities and colIeges on the question of
endorsement of the statement on the doctor of Arts Degree which has been
prepared by tile Special Committee on ,the Preparation of College Teachers.

..
'Rees: May II ask that you phrase thatyou may not want tobut let

me ask if you would be_prepared to make that a motion that the new
drafted statement' be submitted to the vote.

.

. Ferrante: Yes, the:: my intent; that the new draft statement be
subniitted to a vote of approval or disapproval by the 'entire
memipership. :I am surprised that 'the Executive CoMMittee or some
other; appropriate committee, didn't come to this meeting with such a
prop 'sal.

qi \, Re s: Is (there a second to the motion?
;
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(The motion was seconded from the floor.)
Is there any discussion? Those in favor of the motion please say

Aye. Op Posed, No. The motion is carried.
Is there anything further to come before this meeting?
May I then thank the members of the Executive Committee and .

express our appreciation, not only to Jim Eshelman, who has already
been thanked for his excellent management of the meeting, but to Al
Proctor for whom this is the last meeting as a member of the Executive r

Committee, and particularly to Steve Spurr who succeeds me as
Chairman of the Council.

I now formally turn over the gavel, which is the symbol of this
office.

(Applause)
Spun: I have one brief corbment. It is quite obvious to me and to the

Executive Committee that there is a great deal of legitimate concern
with the ACE rating, that the charge to our committee must be to
pursue its investigation with vigor, constructively, and I would like to
solicit those of you who are willing, to work and are interested to let me
knov of your interest because we must put together a competent
committee. I guess we would like to know something about your
professional qualifications along these lines. But I do want to assure
you that all of us in the Executive Committee share the concern and
agree with the need to have a constructive input into any future ratings
or evaluations of graduate schools. .

I would like to- say it has been one of the great pleasures in rhy
professional career to have worked with and under Dr. Rees, and I /
suggest that we give her a standing ovation.

(Standing applause.)
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REPORT OF PROGRESS OF THE
GRADCOST RESEARCH GROUP

The Gradcost Study, jointly sponsored by the Council of Graduate
Schools in the United States and the National Association of: College
and Univeiiity Business Officers, funded by the National Science
Foundation, and being conducted in Seattle, Washington, is about seven
months old: The research group welcomes this opportunity to report to
you on the progress of the Study so far and the direction it has:taken.

Under the direqtion of Dr. Joseph L. McCarthy, Dean 'of the
Graduate School, and the co-direction of Mr. James F. Ryan, 'Vice
President for Planning and Budgeting at the University of Washington,
work is being carried out by Dr. Robert D. Lamson, Director of
Planning Studies at the University of Washington, who is -working
part-time on the: project; and a condi:late' from the Department of,
Economics of the University of Washington, Mr: John 11. Powel, Jr.,
who is working full-time.

The study was designed primarily as a literature search. Ai.: such, one
of important furictions is the collection and analysis of published
literature. Equally important is the review of the large body of fugithre
literature, such as internal memos, Manuscripts, and unpublished theses
which exist in arid out of institutions of higher learning. Understand-
ably, it has proven much more difiicult to obtain access to the latter
material. With this problem in mind, the research group prepared in late
July a communication which was to serve as a dragnet letter for such
unpublished sovxces. This dragnet lkter was sent to the Greduate.Dearis
and to the Financial Affairs Officers at over 285 institutions of higher
learning, to all State Boards lf HigLer Education, and to various other
potential contibuton to phe project. Along with the letl,er were sent a
brief description 'of the project and a Preliminary Bibliography, to
which the addressee was invited to make additions.

The response began almost immediately. For the most part, it has
been 'supportive of the aims of Gradcost; and contributions have been
widely varied in nature. As of late November, 1970, responses had been
received from 35 percent of the Graduate Deans and Financial Affairs
Officers., 45 percent of the State Boards of Higher Education, and 30
percent of the other organizations and individuals to whom Ole letters
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were sent. Of the first two groups, slightly 'Under one-third responded
with lists of additional references, and approximately 15 Percent

(g. contributed materials to the study. FroM the third group over 80
Percent contributed materials. The materials contributed have consisted
for the most part of unpublished reports, manuscripts, and other
dd,cuments valuable to the Gradcost effort. Unit cost studies, incjuding
bOth the methodology and restlIting data for major public universities
in ten states, have been received.

point,,analysis oe the literature actually read and perusal of
the titles yet to be looked at indicates that the literature itself is divided
roughly 70/30 between theoretical analysisand practical applicat 1.

As might be expected, however, there is generally no clear progression
fiorn the former to, the latter. Many theoretical problems have been
raised but remain unsolved. At the same time, probably in response to
the giowing interest on the part of state and federal officials, actual
studies have been undertaken which assume convenient proxies ,for
educational outputs and proceed to allocate costs to them.

The breadth of the problem of resource allocation in higher
education, for example, is richly documented. While the objective of
maximum effectiveness for resources in higher vition is widely
discussed, both in theoretical .journals and in L:, more practical
oriented studies, it has yet to be defined in operational t :r1.1s in any Of

tliese sources, much less implemented at any instit; of higher
education. Outputs of graduate education, similarly, ha, yet to be
defined in a standardized or widely accepted manner. In fact, e 7nitions
of the benefits of graduate education seem to proliferate :nurse pro-
portion to their degree of measurability?, Needless to say, siate of the
theoretical literature on the subject len& a degree of t4inty to
studies which claim to represent unit costs of graduate edu.Jation.

'Outputs have betm idpntified which accrue directly and s.olely to the
individual "clients" of that process, the student. The training and other
benefits which students derive from graduate education arc mostly
identifiable; and it does not appear to be entirely impiactical to allocate
costs accordingly, on a "unit" basis by degree program.

Development of a sound analytical background for such an exexcise
and review of current' unit cost stud es and their results in such a
'context were identifiecrin the Gradcost Proposal as worthwhile

, outcomes to be expected from the Grad.ost Study: These goals place
most emphasis upon the evaluation of outp .its from the cost side; in
average terms, and leaves far briefer consideron the problems of
incremental costs and the ewlnation of outputs from the benefit side.
This emphasis', which cl"-1,25 the project more specifically, was
approved' at a recent meet, t::; of the Joint Gradcost Committee and was
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2cceptaWe represe:Aative of the funding.institution, the National
Science .Fourp.'

Specifically, the joint Gradcost Committee has planned to produce
one document which comprises the following: '(1) An Analytical
Report, ineeting the aims outlined above. (2) A cOmplete
alphabetically, of sources: referred to in compiling the. Analytical
Ret.'..s.-)rt. (3) An Annotated Bibliography of sources selected for their
particular yelevance .and potential interest to .aecninistrators and other
students of the problem.
A second document is also contemplated. This will be a more condlete
bibliography for limited distribution, perhaps on a request basis only.

First drafts of the Analytial Report are :urrently .being prepared
and will be submitted to the Steering .Committee for review ..-hen it

meets in New .York in February. Revisions Whic:1 are developed at this

meeting will be made before submission of further drafts. to the

Steering Committee in.March or 4pril and to the full Joint Committee
in May. It is anticipated that' final drafts will be approved for
publication sometime in June or early July.

Sources for the Annotated Bibliography will be selected and
reviewed for the duration of the project until publiCaCon requires

termination of the literature search. Since Novernber the Research

Group has been working on possible frameworks,for pre'entation of the
available cost inforrnation. Because the form this presentat:oii. takes will

depend ultimately on ,the type of data avaaable, this will not lie

finalized until the beginning of Febrhary.
Plans for distribution, of the document have not yet been completed,

but we are looking at the following alternatives: Copies Might be

distributed on a complimentary basis to all those institt....ions which

have participated .in the study and made available at cost. on a first

come-first. serve basis to all other interested parties, AlternaCiely, we
might request subscription in advance of publication. which. wijid
ensure that all of those wantipg . copies could .get. them. The.se
alternatiVes are very tentative, however, and we dp not expec... to have a

firm proposal until the Spring meeting of the Steering Committee
Robert D. :.amson
John H. Powr-1, r.
Jam..-.s F. Ryan
Joseph I.. McCar'.hy

REPORT ON THE COMMITTEE ON NON-DEGREE A.1`.

OTHER POST-BACCALAUREATE PROGRAMS

The Corrimittee on Non-Degree anthOther Post-BaccaLaureate Pro-

grams met. in Washington, D.C., on May 20, 1970. Dr. Rees; Dr. Arlt,
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and Dr. Page visited the Committee at ;,he beginning of its meeting to
elaborate the Executive Committee's charge, which is, briefly, to deal
with post-baccalaureate work outside conventional, 'resident, full-time
pre-doetoral programs. The Committee decided to divide its subject
into the following parts: (1) Special problems of professional education.,
and nem-degree courses, (2) P xtr a -m u ral centers, and (3) post-doctoral .

appointments.
Traditionally, the graduate school has concerned itself with programs

leading to liberal-arts degrees: More recently, the number of profess-
ional graduate prograrns has been increasing. In some universities, these
axe administered by the graduate school; in others, by serarate
professional schools of business, education, engineering, journalism, etc.
For those ,graduate ,chools that include professional programs, some
special problems are becoming more acute.

It must be recognized that the persons who seek graduate education
in the professional fields are frequently different from those who seek
'graduate education in the traditional liberal arts. For eXample, Many of
these professional students. are employed part-time and have various
types of significant occupational experience. As a result, graduate
oVerings, as well as residence requirements, must be redesigned for
many who may work tpart-time and who may not take full-time
graduate programs. Furthermore, because of 'occupational 'mobility,
there needs-to be greater transferability of graduate credit, from one
institution to another. An evaluative process rieeds to be developed for
considering the experience of the individual as well as his previous ,

academic record for admission and, in many cases, qui0 appropriately,
for equating experience with academic credit. Corisidertition must -also

be taken of developing short-term offerings, distinguished from
post-doctoral research programs, for upgrading personnel. These would
not normally lead to a degree and might not offer credit.

The knowledge explosion has made it amply evident that graduate
education, without regard for the degree conferred, can no longer be
considered terminal and that continual upgrading is necessary for all
types of scientific, professional, and academic personnel. However, the
relevance of traditional courses and credit for such upgrading is highly
suspect. An example is in the field of computerscience,'in which the
development of software and hardware requires constant training
programs of short duration to upgrada personnel. Many Of these
programs involve graduate-level training but are not amenable to the
usual course structure. In fact, academic credit would be of little
interest to many of those seeking the upgrading. One may find many
examples of this phenomenon in other areas as Well as in computer

science.
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In veiw of these current needs, the graduate school must consider the

development of short-term courses for the purpose of upgrading
personnel that may not lead to degrees and may not grant.credit. These
courses might be implemented in many cases on a circuit-rxler basis

which teams of grduate faculty travel from center to center, but higher

standards will be rored if these courses can be offered in well-

organized extra-mural centers.
Because the body of knowledge is always increasing'and because

4 knowledge itself is changing, there is a greater need for conti:.uing
education of the high6t graduate caliber; not only to meet professiorml
needs but to provide the knowledge required for good ci7'.zenship, A
university has an obligation to help meet this need. Much of this
continuing education will be, on a part-time basis. Sinct. 6he part-time
graduate student needs university classes and resourcrs close 1 i his

place of employment, tliere ill be a greater demand for university
extra-mural centerS, especially in urban ceniefs. This need exists at
present (over 70 percent. of all graduate students, are part-time, with

employment outside the university), and it is being met by a gro wing

number of extra-Mural centers, including consortiums, in which several

universities cooperate,..
Graduate Schools, _therefore, face the problem of evaluating and

approving these centers for graduate si,udy. The criteria for evaluation

pertain tc, faculty, students, programs, resources, and administratior
Ideally, these criteria shoUld be the same as those which are supposed

to control intra-murai graduate study; but the extent to which any one

of these criteria is to be appliv.:1 to an extra-mural center will vary, since

failure to meet '.any criterion fully may be compensated for by

excellence in other respects, by proximit; to the university itself, and

by the possibility of completing the program on the campus.

Faculty -

1. Thl faculty should either be part of or have the same qualifica-

tions S the graduate faculty at the *nome institution.
2. The .faculty should be available fcr conferences with the 'students

outside of class.
3. Extra-mural teaching should be included in the faculty member's

regular teaching load. Or, if this is not possible, extra-mural

courses should not be regularly assigned to the same faculty

member.
4. Preferably there slibuld be full-time faculty members in residence

at the ektra-mural center so that students may ;:oarticipate in, or at

least benefit by an awareness of,.the research or other creative
activity being carried on by the faculty. Of coursc, if a student
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completes only part of his program at the extra-mural center and
the rest of it on the campus, this criterion becomes less important.

Students

1. Those admitted to extra-mural courses for graduate credit should
meet the same graduate admission requirements as intra-mural
students.

2. The presence in class of other students than those admitted. to
graduate-degree programs must be considered in extra-mural
centers as well as on the campus. In each case a number of poorly
qualified or poorly motivated students of this sort would
Obviously dilute the quality of instruction, and this must be

. guarded against.
3. The student should be graded according to the same grading

system and same grading tandards as intra-mural students.

Programs

1. Each degree program within the center should be a well-planned,
integrated pattern of courses, normally comprising courses also
offered on th-C-darripusrffthough occasionally extra-mural centers
may have uiique resources justifying courses not offered oh the
campus.

2. Programs offered at an extra-mural center should be mutually
supportive viith respect to faculty and courses.

3. Individual coyfrses /should be evaluated and approved in relation to
thextrair1tIral pograrn of which they are a part and in relation

( to the resources available to extra-mural students:
1 4. A student should be able to complete a full and integrated degree

program in a reasonable length of time.
5. The number of- hours of graduate credit allowable in an extra-

mural center will depend. on ;hew well the program meets the
criteria outlines in this statement:

Reso ure,?s

1. tioraries and laboratory facilities should be comparable, within
the necessary fields, to those on the campus. Of course, if the
center is within easy distance of the campus, independent facilities
of this sort become less important.

2. Sometimes the excellence of certain research facilities at an
extra-mural center (such as Argonne of the USACGSC) may
surpass those on the campus in certain fields, in which case some
other criteria for evaluation may become relatively less important.
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3. Resources should be evaluated in relation to the whole program
and its need for support in related fields as well as to each course.

Administration

1. The programs comprised by an extra-mural center should be'
administered by a person with an academic background whose
appointment has the approval 6f the Graduate Council.

2. He should be advised by a committee of faculty and studehts
appointed by and responsible to the Graduate Council.

3. The advisory committee should be responsible for the periodic
evaluation of each extra-mural program.

4. All students must be enrolled through the Registrar's Office of tke
University.

For an extended study of this topic, the reader is referred ta "The
Invisible University: Postdoctoral EdUcation in the United States," a
report of a study 'conducted under the auspices of the National
Research Council, Natipnal Academy of Sciences, Washington, D. C.,
1969.

Post-doctoral appointments may become less as federal financing
decreases. It is possible that the .development of post-doctorate
education as we have seen it grow may lessen. Conversely, the
development may continue since the worth seems to be attested by
both the university and the recipient of the appointment. We feel that
some central office, perhaps the Craduate School, should serve as the
appointing office for an entire institution. The postdoctoral program is
particularly important .for the individual who shifts or enlarges his
research interests. It seems true that the post-doctoral experience helps
the jou opportunities of the recipient.

The status of these indiyiduals varies from institution to institution.
Usually they are considered below full-time 'faculty members and yet a
step above the candidates for the doctorate. Often they can bring to the
full-time faculty ideaS from the students, and it should be realized that
a post-doctoral fellow may teach either formally or informally.
Certainly post-doctorr: fellows should have most of the status of
faculty members except legislative participation.

Robert H. Bruce
Robert T. Lagemann
George G. Mallinson
Daniel 07Kane
W. P. Albrecht, Chairman
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON FINANCIAL AID
FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS

Your committee, newly formed this Yearovas given its charge in May
1970 and met in Washington on October 12, joined by a representative
from the Committee on Graduate Assistants. bur deliberations have
occurred and our report is being Presented at 'a time when there IS more
flux and uncertainty in the area of financial aid for graduate students
than has been the case for many years. There are deep concerns with-
respect to the basic philosophies which the present federal administra-
tion may follow and the nature of the iMplementing legislation that will
eMerge as well as a great c-1.-al of uncertainty as to when any legislation
whatsoever will beoenactea There are sw:icius concerns about the very
continuation of specific giaduate-support Programs as well as the kinds
of changes that may result from shifts in philosophies and priorities.

Increasing financial stringencies ci universities, both public and
private, have made more difficult the -institutional support of graduate
students: The alleged Ph.D. "glut,".whether real or fantasied, is clearly
haviN an effect on, the development of federal policY and may have
effecte on graduate enroilmentS. Recent.changes in Selective Service
regulations are playir g a role in shaping the decisions of young people
and may affect graduate stident.enrollments, as will- the sheer numbers
reaching the appropriate age groups in the imniediate future. For all
these reasons, your committee feels that in December 1970 its accOunt
must of necessity be an interim report ratherthan a definite account.

We have completed a decade which may well be called the golden_
decade of American 'graduate education. Tha 1960's saw a tiemendouS
growth in grAduate enrollments, in financial supportrand in number of
doctorates awarded. In contrast it lor;ks as though the early years of
the 1970's will, be years o'f difficulties z2 challenges, with diminishing
stiPpOrt, prdbable changes in the patterns of financing graduate
education, ana, for the near future, a leveling off and perhaps an actual
decrease in graduate enrollments.

In 1960 there were 9700 doctorates awarded by United States
universities; in 1969, 25,700. This growth was possible in large part
because of a tremendous increase in financial support available to
graduate students, largely from federal Sources. During this decade the

'number of graduate studentS receiving federal fellowships and trainee-
shiPs, increased from 8000 to well over 50,000, and the funds available
for such support rose from approximately thirty million to over
one-quarter billion dollars. Stated somewhat differently,--in -19.60
approxirhately 6 peident of all enrolled full-time graduate students
received federal fellowships or traineeships. This proportion reached a
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peak in 1967 at l7apercent. The 'downward trend then set in, and by
1969 this figure had dropped to 12 percent. Current budgets and
projections indicate further sharp drops in federal fellowship and
raineeship support, which may well result soon in an actual decrease in
gaduate enrollments. At the same time studies of ;society's needs for
persons trained to the doctoral level are projecting an annual
production Of 50,000 to 70,000 doctorates by 1986.

If cutbacks in federal support prove to be as severe as seems likely at
this ti7e, annual doctorate production thkee or four years from now
could be reduced to the rate of 1962 or 1963, i.e. about half the 1969
level. Obviously, this would vzIry by type of institution and by field:If .

this should happen, it would produce a severe discontinuity in the
growth rate and, later, even a frantic acCeleration in output would
probably fail to meet society's needs in the latter years of the decade.
We must be concerned then iibt so much with a possible-oversupply of
doctorates at the moment, but rather with maintaining support levels sO
that we can not only Meet present needs hut. can achieve the output
which conservative estimates indicate will be needed by 1980.

The Council' of Graduate Schools and its member institutions must
continue vigorously to make the case that graduate education is an
important national resource, th-,..t the beneficiary is not simply' the
individual but also the nation. Our society depends upon a flow of
highly trained and educated young people to man its schools, its
colleges and universities, its research and technological laboratories, and
'a wide range .of important positions in government and in business and
industry. Since these needs are continuing and expanding, support
should not and 'must not be tamed on and off abruptly like water from
a spigot. One can concede that the growth rate in graduate-student
support during the 1960's could not be maintained. Yet we-must agree
with Dale Wo' comment, in Science that "what cannot be justified is
the speed with which, some of the cuts are being made," and his urging
that universities and the federal government should attempt to avoid
such difficulties in the future by, planning support on a longer time
scale and with more careful account of trends in requirements and.
supply.

Your committee views with deep concern some of the proposals
dealing with the financing of graduate education in the versions of the
Higher Education Act of 1970 which have been offered so far. The
proposed shift in policy away from programs which stressed direct.'
support through fellowships and traineeships to a predominant
eniphasis upon loans (subsidized only if the student meets -certain
criteria of family need) seems to us to be ft serious retrograde step:
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Many students and/or their families gre significantly burdened with
educafional debts at the time of . completion of the baccalaureate
..degree. The kind of loan .programs which have been proposed cOuld
mean a debt Of fifteen thousand dollars or more at the time of the
doctorate. This would obviously)be an extremely heavy burden On a
young person for many years and would probably le unacceptable to
many-. Except 'for certain professional fields, most notably medicine,'
the differential in future incorne between the baccalau:sate degree and
the doctoral degree is not sufficiently great to warrant assuming se,th a
long tent and expensive debt, and the foregoing of a reasonable income '.,

during four to six years of graduate study makes the proposition eve.n
less attractive.

In addition, such a policy- would probably haTe.-undesirable self-
selection features. We believe that, in general, young people from lower'
socio-economic groups will be more suspicious about incurring such
debts, even if partiallyscbsidized, - and henée will tend to be

-undeicmpreserited in gradtiaw student populations. Thus the effect
might be to restrict rather than expand opportnnities for disadvantaged
persons. And further, a loan policy may have an effect on choice of
fields; students may be more willing to assume a debt in working to the

-doeloral degree in applied mathematics., engineering, or similar areas
than, say, in French literature or philosophy.

,
In some instanceS, loans may perform a useful function as a

...supplement to ditect support; but we! urge strongly that Joans..should
not' replace fellow,ships, traineeships, atid other forms of direct support.
In those instances in which a combinaltion of direct suppoit plus a loan
seems appropriate, we would urge th4 the loan involvement shouki not
eiCeeed an amount equal to one year of support.

Federal fellowship and traineeship programs should be continued,-
not blindly on an open-ended basis, but in order to fulfill the riat:on's
estimated needs for highly skilled manpower in the middle and late
1.970's and into the 19807s. In view Pf.

the differing projections of the
nuniber of doctorate's which will, be needed annually by 1980,
depending on the assumptions with., which ore starts, there is a great
need for firmer projection figures vihich will command respect when
the case-for size of fellowship and filraineeship programs is beingmade.
We urge. the Council of -Graduate SchOols to become even more actively
engaged in encouraging,and participating in, such proje.ction studies as a
solid basis for recommendation's for sypport, programs.

As for levels of support, the mOSp.gommon yardstick has been the
size of stipends paid irr" the larger flederal fellowship and traineeship
programs. Ho:. these stipend les'rels Were set almost ten years ago
and are no longer adequatV,eithei in ?term's of the stipend level itself or
of the cost of educatiodallowance. TUition and fee charges at a number

,
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of private iiniversities are already in excess of the $2500 per year
educational aloance, andstudies .at several state 'un3.versities show an
educational c st per student which is welLin excesS of this amount. As
an attempt 'to orrect this condition, at least in part, we'endorse the
recOmmendatio s of the 1968 FICE report (Federal Interagency

, Committee on ucation) calling: for a stipend level of $3000which.
i shduld be initituted immediately rather than . by 1972and an

initifutitinal allowance of $3500 per student.
/

.

. .' Such a level of fellowship support, although in- ow opinion it does
-poi go far enough to meet the needs of 1970, wOuld be a sorely needed
improvement Over the. levels in existing programS and ovex many

..istitutional fellowship levelS. Every effort should ,be made to,maintain
.

,/stipend levels for fellowships. and traineeships, both from government
..' agencies and from institutional sources, A lealrat a ',poverty?! level.

In the fate of stringent budgets exPerieneed both by federal agencies
N/ and by universities, we hold that it is iMportant to maintain adequatg-

stipend levels for fellOws and trainees, eV,en if. this I should mean a '

.reduction. in numbeta: At.the same time, we urge tha tt institutions put .'

., evart.'mdie effort and skill into imprbvingthe selectio Nftf fellows and
other recipients of direct aid th'an perhaPs was the cast,in easier, more
affluent Yearg. 'Better support of a,smaller, more highly selected grOup
might result in a great r pntribution to society in the long run than
spreading.sraall stipendS o er a.larger number of peesons. _

Your committee urges/ that patterns of support should, insofar as
Possible, be Tull support*mrds rather than partial aws.I'ds.("fiill" in the

. sense of behlg compar4e to the Stipends awarded in Major federal.
.

fellowship, and traineesft programs); 'Fa support should enable.
studehts to finish their doctoral programs in.a shorter period' cif time

than if only partial support is given, thus committing space and
.

facilities within the institution for a shorter period of ,time arid at the r
same firm should reduce the frustrations of the student whp on partial

, support/may be bbliged to supPlement hk incomefrom other and
.:..pogly distracting sottrce. c

OiVen satisfacedrY Performance and progress toward the degree, we
urge that support tie committcd for extended periods of.' time.

i.. Assurance might be for a continuing fellowship or, an alternative which
:We, view.-more favorably; a cornbination Of fellowship ancl t'eching or.,..
research assistaritship. Such a 'support combination shoUld have a
definite' terthihafitTii date, and 'we recommend a maximum of .four
years, It should alSo'p'rovide that thelinal year be unencumbered with
ierviCe obrigai,ionS so that full attentictri-can be given to the completiair
of the clisertation. - .

i \t

:
Io the event that,financial exigencies' of the institution demand a

coMlaination of (Aire, ' ,t1 and loans (an alternative which we regard as

I , , 191/-
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clearly less favorable), we urge that the period finaneed by the loan be
the final year, and that this arrangement be announced and unOrstood
well in advanej. Willingness to undertake a loan obligation will, we
believe, be greater near the end of graduate study, when the prospects
of income from a professional position are close at hand, than would be
the case if a loan were taken early in the graduate career. In any event,
we repeat our position that a student should not be asked to 'finance
more than one year of his E.,,raduate study through loans.

Your committee also gave attention to the question of aid to
part-time students. As is well known, most institutions limit financial
aid, either in the form of direct stipends or of full or partial tuition
scholarships, to students who are pursuing a full-time program of
studies toward their degree.

In the face of increasin.g finarL ial stringencies, some institutions may
wish to eNamine carefully the alternative of encouraging an increased
amount of part-time work toward, the degree. Such encouragement
might enable students holding jobs during the daytime to take late
afternoon or evening'courses, made available through a rearrangement
of a department's course and seminar scheduling.

Further encouragement might be given by awarding partial or fffil
tuition scholatShips to the most promising and deserving part-time
students. Such an ,award would obviously be more attractive in- the case
of private institutions with high tuition charges than for many state
universities with relatively modest titition and fee charges. Howevur, the
implications of encouraging more part-time work for the doctoral
degree are many, and serious consideration of this alternative should be
given only if other and,- more desirable options are not satisfactorily
attainable.

Because a the relatively limited amount of time to consider the
many topics assigned to it and because of present uncertainties in the
financial .supportpicture, your committee has not been able to give full
attention to the charge that we should develop statements of .required
future financial aid with special .reference to the major public and
private support programs. If the Executive Committee feels that. the
work of this committee should continue, this is'obviously an area which
should be intensively studied.

There are still other areas which we have not yet fully considered but
'which shoula be developed in cooperation with other COS committees
.having interests that overlap with ours.

Sam Aronoff
Robert H. Baker
Francis Boday
Nlax Goodrich
S. D. Shirley Spragg, Chairman
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEEON
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS

The question was raised as to what the format should be for the
report from the'Committee to the Graduate Council. It was agreed that

the Committee is not ready to sot any kind of policy and before doing
so will need to give more attention to working out what is actually

going on in the area of interest assigned to it. It was noted, for example,
that smaller departments have more direct administrative arrangements
for working with problems of graduate assistants, while larger depart-
ments have more indirect administrative methods. There was a feeling

that the work of the Committee has a great deal to'do with the matter
of governance, and more is needed to give a suitable format for

properly recording the rights and responsibilities of graduate teaching
assistants. Dean Muelder circulated copies..of a report that had been
worked up at Michigan State. The importance of gOvrnance w'as raised
in respect to financial .aid, for example, in that the form of governance.
controlS the type of 'aid that can be granted and how it can .be done.
Another suggested right, insofar as members -of the faculty is

concerned, is to adopt governance arrangements that deal with faculty-

in a way that suits them. It was agreed the most we can do is highlight

the problems, but what.happens in a particular case is depeddent on the

local situation. We can work out a statement, but it could not .be
expected to fit all set-tools. We need to work out something in general
that will call for proper representation of students in governmer

respect to student grievances, Dean Alpert noted the need for a
committee outside the regular administrative channels.

Dean Muelder noted .that he had'replies from only 171 of the 315

graduate universities surveyed. It was agreed that he should write to the
schools who had not replied in an attempt to get more information
from them'. .

Dean Spragg spoke briefly of the work of his committee and -the

report that is being submitted to the Executive Council..Dean Muelder
outlined briefly the format of the program for the afternoon workshop.
The question was raised a.s'to whether this committee has responsibility
for post-doctorals.

Daniel Alpert
Carl D. Riggs
Irwin W: Sizer
Sam C. Webb

lilton F. Muelder,Chairman



STATENIENI OF INCOME AND EXPENSE
FOR 'FM' YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31. 1070

( Prepared Wayne liendric k

INCOME
-

Dues

Iva ny, Certijied Public .fcii on tan ta

1970 S 114;800.00
11)71 10.800.00 S125.600:00

Interest . 8,377.44
Sa les of Publications 3.826.54
Ad nUnistrative Fees trom

. consultations . 4:650.00
G

The Danforth Foundation S 7 00. 00
National Science

Foundation 34..00.00
Carnegie Corp. of New York

Sale of Used Furnishings and
13.700.00 .56.000.00

Eutupinent .60.02
Miscellaneous .18

.ror: A!. 1 NCOM S 98,514.18
Deduct .

EXPENSES
Salaries ( Not Allocable to

Grants) S 60,140.33
Employees' Benefits 7.207.14
Payroll-I axes 1.451.58
Rent .93 I .00
Storage '56.00
Telephone . 1,405.85
Office Supplies and.Expenses 1.751.58
Postage and Mailing 1,376.20
Printing and Duplif:ativ 1.467.24
Dues 437.50
Accounting
Insurance and Bonding 382.00
Subscriptions and

Publications 207.12
Ptinting of Publications 3,618.12
Personal Property 'Faxes 70.56
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TraVel and Meetings .
Staff s 2,3.15
Annual Meeting

Total Expenses S10,883 52'
Less: Income 5,484.0'0 5,399.52

Summer Workshops 14,251.60
Other 11,026.27

Furniture, Equipment, and
Qffke
Impro:tements

Moving Expenses of New.
President

Miscellaneous
Expenditures from Grants

(Including Salaries)
Nationnl Endowment for the

Humanities S 263.54
The Danforth Foundaiion 24,251.89
National Science Foundation 29.400.00
Carnegie Corp. of New York 4,451.04

TOTAL EXPENSES

32,999.54

4,609.08

1,160.68
498.52

58,36.6.47
187,5.18.56

EXCESS OF INCOME OVER EXPENSES S 10.995.62

. Add:
Increase in tinremitted Payroll

Tax Deductions
December 31, 1970 s ,,937.40
December 31, 1969 2,07 8 .29 859.11

Deduct:
Increase in Unreimbursed

Consultations and
Expenses
December 31, 1970
December 31, 1969

Net Increase in Cash and
United States Treasury
Bills 5 10,976.49

Cash Balance January 1. 1970
Per Prior Audit .Report . 163,337.65

S 11.854.73

7,722.65
0.844.41 'ti78,24

.BALANCE DECEMBER 31, 1970
(Cash and United Slates
Treasury .Bills)

1.95
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ACCOUNTED FOVAS FOLLOWS:
Cash

On Deposit 71'he Riggs
Natfonal 'Bank of/Washington, D.C.
Chee}ting Account
Savigs Account
T/ne Deposit, Due
/ 6/25/71

petty Cash

S70,000.00 United States
Treasitry Bills,
Due'3/18/7 At Cost

S 1,143.13
2,419.11

100,000.00 S106,562.24
50.00

S106,612.24

67,701.90 $ 174,314.14

NO7E: This ..11iNt reflects the cash receipts and disbursements metlwd of
41n f

re
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OFFICERS AliD
For the year following the

Executive Committee.
Stephen H. Spurr (Chairman)

University ofMichigan
'Mina Rees (Past Chairman),

City University of New york
David R. Deener (Chairman-Elect)

Tulane University
J. Boyd Pate

President, CGS, ex officio
Jacob E. Cobb (1972)

Indiana State University
Edwin G. Eigel, Jr. (1971)

Saint Louis University
Elizabeth R. Foster (1973)

Bryn Mawr College
Carroll L. Miller (1971)

HowardUniversity
Philip M. Rice' (1972)

Claremont University Center
Robert E. Wolverton (1973)

Miami University

MembIrship Committee
C. B. Hunt, Chairoian (1971)

George Peabodi/Vollege
Robert M. Bock (1972)

University of Wisconsin
Raymond 0. Rodkwood (1973)

Colgate University

Committee on Policies, Plans,
and. Resolutions

Michael.J. Pelczar, Chairman
(1913) University of .

Maryland
Micnael J, Brennan (1972)

Biown University

COMMITTEES
December 1970 meeting

William J. Burke (1971)
Arizona State University

Elizabeth R..Foster (1972)
Bryn Mawr College

Robert F. Kruli (1973)
Kansas State University

George P. Springer (1973)
Udiversity of New Mexico

Robert B. Toulouse (1972) -

North Texas State University .

Cratis Williams (1971)
Appalachian State, University

Committee on University-Federal
Relations

D. C. Spriestersbach, Chairman
(1973) University of Iowa

Winston W. Benson (1971)
M:....iitato State Coll*

Charles G. Mayo (1972)
University of Southern

. California
Quentin L. Quade (1972)

Marquette University .
Hilto!1 A. Smith (1973)

University of Tennessee
System

Robert E. \Volverton (1971)
. Miami University

Joint Committee on Accreditation
and Evaluation of Graduate-Work

CGS Membersi'

Bryce Crawford, Chairman (1972)
University of Minnesota
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F. Bohnenblust (1973)
California Institute of
Techno logy

J. Boyd Page
Council of Graduate Schools

Committee on Post-Baccalaureate
and Other Non-Degree Programs.

W. P. Albrecht,. Chairman (1972)
University of Kansas .

Robert H. Bruce (1971)
University of Wyoming

Robert T. Lagemann (1971)
Vanderbilt University ,

George G. Mallinson (1972.)
Western Michigan UniverSity

Daniel O'Kane (1933)
University of Pennsylyania

. Graduate Record Examinations
Board

(CGS Members)

Wayne C. Hall (1971)
National Academrof Sciences

Michael J. Pelczar (1974)
University of Maryland

Mina Rees (1972)
The City University of
New York

Allen F. Strehler (1973)
Carnegie-Mellon' UniVersity

Committee on Graduate Assistants

Milton E. Muelder, Chairman.
(1972) Michigan State
University

DanielAlpert (1973)*
University of Illinois

Carl D. Riggs (1971)
University of Oklahoma

Irwin W. Sizer (1972)
Massachusetts Institute of

. Technology

Sam. C. Webb (1973)
Georgia Institute' of
Technology

AFGRAD Executiee Deans'
Committee

Gustave 0, Arlt, Chairman
Council of Graduate Schools

Robert H. Baker
Northwestern University

Carroll L. Miller
Howard University .

Herbert D. RhOdes
. University of Arizona
Philip M. Rice

Claremon't University Center
Lorene L. Rogers

University of Texas
5. D. Shuiey Spragg

University of Rochester
Robert D. Stout

Lehigh Unversity
Advisor/ Committee to the .Institute

of International Educatinn
J.'Boyd Page, Chairman

Council of Graduate 'Schools'
Francis Boddy (1973)

University-of Minnesota
Sanborn C. Brown (1972).

Massachusettnstitute of
Technology

George H. Huganir (1972)
Temple University

Allen G. Marrq973)
University 6f California, Davis

S. D. Shirley Spragg (1971)
University' of Rochester

George P. Springer (1971)'
University of New Mexico

Committee on Evaluation and
Grading

David S. Sparks, Chairman (1972)
University of Maryland
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Wesley J. Dale (1971)
University of Missouri at
Kansas City

Andrew J.Hein (1973)
University of,Minnesota

Committee on.Preparation of
College Teachers

Alvin H. Proctor, Chairman (1973)
Kansas State College of Pittsburg

.Eugene Ar' den (1973)
Long Island University

Jacob E. Cobb (1978)
Indiana State University

James F. Hornig (1972)
Dartmouth College

Robert H. Koenker (1971)
Ball State University

.Charles T. Lester (1972)
Emory University

Philip M. Rice (1972)
Claremont University Center.

Stephen H. Spurr (1971)
.University of Michigan

Morgan D. Thomas (1971)
University of Washington

Committee on Financial Aid for
Graduate S tudents

S. D. Shirley Spragg, Chairman
(1972) University of Rochester

Sam Aronoff (1971)
Boston College

Robert H. Baker (1971)
Northwestern University

Francis Boddy (1972)
University of Minnesoa

Max Goodrich (1973)
. Louisiana.State UniversitY

Committee on Disadvantaged
Students

Edwin L. Lively,,Chairman (1973)
University of Akron

I. Wesley Elliott (1972)
Fisk University

Ralph Lewis (1973)
University of Michigan

H. W. Mageun. (1971.),.
University of California at
Los Angeles

Merrell E. Thompson (1971)
New Mexico State University

Oscar Zeichner. (1972)
"City College of the City

University of New York
Committee on Instruction

Robert E. Wolverton, Chairman
(1972) Miami University

Arthur H. DeRosier, Jr.. (1971)
East Tennsee State University.

HenryTorrey)1973).
Rutgers Uniffersity

Committee on Research
Dale C. Ray, Chairman (1973)

Georgia Institute of
Technology

John A. Dillon (1972)
University of Louisville

John W. McGrath (1971)
.Kent StatP University

Committee on Graduate School
Public Relations

C. Lawson Crowe, Chairman (1972)
University of Colorado .

Richard K. Barksdale (1971)
Atlanta.University

. George H. Huganir (1973)
. Temple University.

Committee .on Graduate School
Governance and Administration.

. John K. Major, Chairman (1972)
University of Cincinnati.

Frederick N. Andrews (1973)
Purdue University
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J. N, Gerber (1971)
Stephen F. Austin State
University

Committee on Graduate Student
Relations

Harrison Shull, Chairman .(1972)
Indiana .Universiity

Philip E.. Kubthisky (1971)
Boston Universiky

Otis H, Shao (103)
University of/the Pacific

Committee otz' Costs of Graduate
Education

David/R. Deener, Chairman
Tttfane University

------ Kenneth D. Creighton
Stanford University

Paul V. Cusick
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

D. F. F'inn
National Association of College
and University Business Officers

.r

Loren Furtadó
University of California

Wayne flail
National Academy of Sciences

Thomas D. Jarrett
Atlanta University

Franklin P. Kilpatrick
University of Delaware

Ben Lawrence
Western Interstate Commission
for Higher EducUion

Gilbert L. Lee, Jr.
University of Ghicago

Joseph L. McCarthy
University of Washington

J. Boyd Page :
Council of Graduate Schools

;rapes F. Ryan
University of Washington,

Allan Tucker
State University System of
Florida

Robert H. Wessel
University of Cincinnati
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THE CONSTITUTION OF THE COUNCIL OF GRADUATE
SCHOOLS IN THE UNITED STATES

1. Name i
This organization shall be called. the Council of Graduate Schools in the United

States.

2. Purpose

The Council is established to provide graduate schools in the United States with

a comprehensive and widely representative body through which to counsel and act

together.
Its purpose is the improvement and advaneement of graduate education. The

purview of the Council includes all matters germane to'. this purpose,. The Copncil
shall act to examine needs, ascertain best practices and .procedares, and render
assistance as indicated; it may initiate research for the furthering of the purpose. It
shall proVide a fortlin for the consideration of problems and their solutions, and in
meetings, conferences, and publications shall define needs and seek means of
satisfying them in the best interests of graduate education throughout the countr?.
In this function the Council may, act in accordance with the needs of the times and
particular stivations .to disseMinate to the public, to institutions, tp foundations, tO
the federal, state, and local governments, and other groups whose inteiest or
support is deemed 'of concern, information relating to the needs of graduate
education and the best manner of satisfying them.

In the analysis of graduate education, in the indication of desirable revision and
further developmekit, in the rppresentation of needs and all other functions related
to effecting its purpose, the Council not only shall be free *to act as an initiating
body, but it shall aistime direct obligation'for so doing.

3. Membership

- Institutions anplyipg for membership shall be 'considered in the light of the

following criteria:
a. Applicants for membership must be accredited by the appropriate regional

accrediting agency as' a college or university approved for the offering of
graduate work.

b. Applicants must have conferred at least thirty degrees'of Master of Arts or
Master of Science or ten Doctor of Philosophy degrees, or appropriate
combination, within the three-year period preceding application.
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,
c. The degrees conferred must be adNuately distributed

distinct disciPlines, such ds but not limitecNo:
agriculture
anthropology
astrononiy.
bacteriolou

biochemistry
botany
chemical engineering
chernistr'y
civil engineering
classics
economics,/

electrical engineering
English

"dntdmology
fine arts
French
geography
geology.
German
history
mathematics
mechanical engineering

over at least three

' music
pharmacology
philosoPpy
physics
physiology .

political science
psychology
Ritssian
sociology
Spanish ,
7.C.Avgy

4

The Committee on Membership shall consider all applications in -the light

. theso criteria and'.Make appropi:ate recommendations to the Executive COmmittee.
The Executive ç mmiittet shall take final action on all applications for membership

and shall report' .tich action at each Annual Meeting.
-The Exectge Committee may ia0 and approve applicaiions by foreign

0%institutions of good standing for affitiWn with the Council if such institutions
meet all criteria. for membership except accreditation by an American regional
accrediting agency:Such affiliates will be extended'all the courtesies of membership

exceptthe priVilege'of vGting..

.4. Voting Power '
In dll aetivities of the Council, each member institution shall have one vote.

More than one representative of any 'institution May attend the meeting of the

Councy. /but the member's vote shall be cast by the,individual'clesignated as.the

principal representative of the member by the chief administrative officer of the°

membe,r institution.

of

Oh5. 0, kers and Executive Committee
l'he officers .of the Councl and the Executive Committee shall be a Chaiiman, a

Cittrman-Elect, ana the immediate Past Chairman, each serving fOr a term of one

.year. In the absence of th . Chairman, the Chairman-Elect Miall be the pi-esiding

offIcer of the Executive Committte and the Council.
It There shall be an Executive Committee of nine voting members, composed ot

the Chairman, the Chairman-Elect, the Past Chairman, and six members-at-large.i

Tyo- members-at-large shall be elected by the Council at each Annual Meeting for

terms of three Years each, beginning intmediately after the Annual Meetihg.
The Chairman-Elect, chosen by the Executive Committee from its own past or

2prpsent membership, shall serve in that capacity for one year. The following year,

he will assume the office of thairman, and the following year, the office of. Past

Chairman.
The Executive Committee. acting as a nominating committee, shall propose a

nominee for each position at large to be filled. Other nominees may be proposed
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from the floor. The nominee receiving the largqst number of votes for an unfilled
position Shall be declared elected,.

Each voting member of the Executive Committee must be the principal
:epresentative of a member of the Council, and .none may serve for two consecutive
lull terms..

if the Chairman- is,unable Eck continue.in office, the Chairman-Elect shall succeed
immediately to the chairmanship, and the Executive Committee shall choose a new
Chairman-Elect.'

Any vacancies occurring_ among the membership-at-large of the Executive
Committee shall be filled by the ExertrtrVe Committee until the. next Annual
Meeting, 'at Vich time the Council shall elect a replacement for the balance-of the.:

term.

6. Executive Officers
The chief execUtive officer of the Council shall be a .President, who.shall be a

salaried officer, appointed_.by the Executive torbmittee andNerving ailPits pleasure.
The. President shall serve as an ex.officio.member of the Executive Committee

-

without a vote. I
7. Duties and Powers.of the Executive Conunit tee

In addition to the duties and powers vested in the EXecutive Committee
elSewhere in this Constitution, the Executive Committee may, specifically: employ'.
such staff and establish such offices as may seem necessaw; incorporate; undertalfe
itself, or through its agents; to raise funds for the Council and to accept 4 expend
monies for the COUncil;.,take initiative and act for the Council in\ all Matters'
including matters of policy and public statement. except .where lirnied by thiS
Constitution or by actions of the Council.

8. Committees
4

,

In addition to the Executive Cointnitteet there skill a Committee on
Membership, whcise members shall not be inenbers of tile Execdtive Committee.
This committee shall be ppointed by the Chairman wAlle advice and consent of
the Executive committe .

. Other s.tanding om ittees may be estabijshed ty the Executive Committee.
Bofh standing a d i hoc committees shall be appointed by the Chairman with

the advic'e,an& consent of the Executive Conimitteel, 1'

9. Meetings ,

The Council shall hold an Annual Meeting at a time ed.place deterrnined by the
ExecutiVe Committee. The Council ma% meet, at othy times on call of the
Executive Committee. 11/4.

The Executive Committee shall be responsible forthe genda for meetings of the
Council. Reports and proposals to he submitted ,for action by the Council.shall be
filed with the Executive Committee. before they may be sub-mated for genaral
diseussion by the Council. No )egitknate teport orpropdsa<may be blocked from
presentation 'to the COuncil, but action on any proposal may not be taken until the
Executive Committee has had an oppo-rtunity to make arecommendativ,
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In matte's not provided for in this Conititution, parliamentary procedure shall
be governed by Robert's Rule Af Order, Revised.

10. Limitation of Powers

No act of the Council shall be held to control the policy or line of action of any
member institution,

11. Dues.," -,
MeMbership dues shall be p:opcsed lahe Executive Committee and must be

approved by the majority of ihe membership'tfter due notice.

12. Amendmen'ts

Amendments tq this Constitution may be proposed bi the Executive Committee
or by written petition of one-third oOliemembers. Howeyer they originate,
proposals for amendment shall be re-ceived by the Executive Committee and
forwarded with recommendations to the'members, in writing, aheast ninety days
before the meeting at which theyare to" be voted upon. To be adopted, proposed
amendments mustegive the approval of a two-thirds Majority of the members
witing-arthe announced meeting.

Bylaws_ may ,be establiShed by the Executive Committee at any regular or special
Meeting, stibject to ratification by a simple majority vote of the Council at the next
Annual Meeting.

BYLAWS

1. In conformity with Article 6 of the Constitution, the President of the Council of
Graduate Schools in the United States shall be- paid an annual salary to be
determinee by the. Executive Committee plus such lierquisttes as may be
necessary for the proper conduct of the office and such travel as may-be deemed
essential. The President is authorized to employ such additional personnel as is,
in his judgment, necessa6 for the proper conduct of the office, to establish, bank
accounts in the name of the Council of Graduate Schools in the United States,
and to draw checks and invest monies against the Council's account or accounts,
subject to an annual audit of 'the books of the Council by a Certified Public
AgAtigant and approval by the Executive Committee.

2. The ,Riggs National Bank of Washington, D. C., is hereby designated a
depositary for the funds of this association and the said bank is hereby
authorized' and directed to pay, checks and other orders for the payment of
money drawn in the name of this association Y'v' hen signed by the President and
the said Elank shall not be required, in any case, to make inquiry respectikthe
applications of any instrument executed in virtue of this osolution, or dtthe
proceeds therecrom, nor be under any obligation to see to the application of such
instrument of proceeds.'

3. In the event of the dissolution of the Council of Graduate Schools, all then
existing amets of the Council shall be distributed inequal parts to the institutions
which'will at that time be members of the Council.'
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4. After January 1, 1969. the fiscal year of the Council of Graduate Schools in the

United States will correspond to the calendar year. (Prior to this date, the fiscal

year ran from April 1 through March 31.)
5. In the event of Jhe death or disability of the President of the Council, the

Chairman shall immediately call a meeting of the ExecUtive Committee to select

an Acting President, who shall assume the responsibilities of the President, as
they are specified in Article 6 of the Constitution and in BylawS 1 and 2, until
the appointment of a new 'President.

PROCEDURAL POLICIES
1. Annual meeting, of the Council shall be held during or near the first week of

December.
2. If a member resigns, it must re-apply for admission in the normal way if it

wishes to resume membership.
3. Membership or iffiliation; with or without vote, of non-academic institution.s,

associations, or foundations is undesirable.
4. Institutions accepted to membership prior to September 1 in any given year are

required to pay dues for that fiscal year.
5. The Annual Meeting of the Council shall be held in Washington, D. C. in each

odd-numbered year.
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THE COUNCIL OF GRADUATE SCHOOLS IN
THE UNITED STATES

MEMBER INSTITUTIONS

Abilene Christian College
Ade lphi University
Air Force Institute of Technology
Alfred University

*American University
Andrews University
Appalachian State University
Arizona State University
Atlanta University
Auburn University
Bal)State University
BIylor College of Medicine
Baylor University

*Boston College
Boston Uniyersity
Bowling Green State University
Bradley University

*Brandeis University
Brigham Young University.
Brookly,a-College of the City University

of New York
*Brown University
*Bryn Mawr College
Bucknell University

*California Institute of Technology
California Slate College at Fullerton
California State College at Hayward
California State College at Long

Beach
California State College at

Los Angeles
Canisius College .

*Carnegie-Mellon University
*Case Weste'rn Reserve University
*Catholic University of America

Central Michigan University

/
2 t;

Central Missouri State College
Chicago State College
Chico State College
The City College of the City.

University of New York
The City University of New York

*Claremont University Center
*Clark University

Clarkson College of Technology
Clemson University
Colgate University
College of the Holy -Names
College of Saint Rose
College of William and Mary
Colorado School of Mines
Colorado State University

*Columbia University
Connecticut College.:

*Cornell University
Creighton University
Dartmouth College
De Paul University
Drake University
Drexel University

*Duke University
Duquesne University
East Carolina University
East Tennessee State University
East Texas State University
Eastern Michigan University

*Emory University
Fisk University
Florida Atlantic University

*Florida State University
*Fordham University
Fort Hays Kansas State Colleg-e
Fresno State College
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George PeabOdy College
*George Washington University
*Georgetown University

Georgia Insiitute-of Technology
Georgia State University"

*Harvard Uniyersity
Hofstra University
Howard University
Hunter College of the City

University of New York
Idaho State University

*Illinois Institute of Technology
Illinois State University
Immaculate Heart College
Indiana State University

*Indiana University
Indiana University of Pennsylvania

*Iowa State University
John Carroll University

''-::7*Johns Hopkins-University
Kansas State College of Pitt'slYttig
Kansas State Teachers College

*Kansas State University
Kent State University
Lamar State College of Technology

*Lehigh University
Loma Linda University
Long Island University

*Lguisiana State University
tmuisiana State University in

,

"New Orleans
Louisiana Tech University
Lowell Technological Institute

*Loyola University
Loyola University of Los Angeles
Mankato State aillege
Marquette University

*Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

Medical College of Georgia
Medical College of Virginia
Memphis State University
Miami Unive,rsity

*Michigan State University
Michigan Technological University
Middle Tennessee State University
Mississippi College

Mississippi State University
Wontana State. UniVersity
Montclair State College
Morgan State College
Murray State University
Naval Postgraduate School
New Mexico Institute of Mining

and Technology
New Mexico 'State University

*New School for SOcial Research
*New York University

Newark College of Engineering
Niagara University
North Carolina CenCral University.

*North Carolina State University at
Raleigh

North Dakota State University
.North Texas State University
Nbrtheast Louisians State College
Northeastern Illinois State College
Northeistern University
Northern Illinois University
Northwestern State University-

*NoYthwestern UniverSity
.0akland University

*Ohio State University
Ohio University

*Oklahoma State University
Old Dominion University

*Oregon State University
Pacific Union College

*Pennsylvania State University.
Pepperdine College

*Polytechnic Institute.of Brooklyn
Pratt Institute

*Princeton University
*Purdue University
-Queens College of"the City University

of New York
*Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
*Rice University
*RoCkefeller University

Roosevelt University
*Rutgers. The State University
Sacramento State College

*Saint John's University
*Saint Louis University
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Saint Marjr's UniverSity
SaM Houston State College
Samford University
San Diego`State College
San Fernando Valley State College
San Francisco State College
San Jose State College
Seattle University
Seton Hall University
South Dakota State University
Southern Illinois University
Southern Methodist University
Southwest Texas State University

*Stanford University
State University of New York at

Albany
State University of New York at

Binghamton
*State University of New York at

Buffalo
State University of New York

Downstate Medical Center
State University: of NeW York at

, Stony,Brook
Stephen F. Austin State University
Stetson University
Stevens Institute of TechnolOgy

*Syracuse University
*Temple University
Tennessee Technological University

*Texas A&M University
Texas Christian University
rexas Southern University
Texas Teal University
Texas Woman's University
Thomas Jefferson University
Trinity University

*Tufts University
*Tulane University
Tuskegee Institute
United States International

University
Utah State University

*Vanderbilt University
. Villanova University
*Virginia Polytechnic-Institute

Wagner College

*Washington State University
*Washington University
*Wayne State University
Wesleyan University
West Texas State University

*West.Virginia University
Western Illinois.University
Western Michigan University-
Western State College.of Colorado
Western Washington State College
Wichita State University
Winthrop College
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Xavier UHversity

*Yale University
Yeshiva University
University of Akron

*University of Alabama
University of Alabama in

Huntsville
*University of Arizona

University of Arkansas
*University of California at Berkeley

University,of California at Davis
University of California at

Irvine
. .

*University of California at
Los Angeles

University Of California at
Riverside

University of California at
San Diego

UniVersity of California at
Santa Barbara

*University of Chicago
*University of Cincinnati
*University of Colorado
*University of Connecticut

University'of Dayton.
*University of Delaware
*University of Denver.

University of Detroit
*University of Florida

University of Georgia
University of Hawaii
University of Houston
University of Idaho
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*University of Illinois
*University of Iowa
*University of Kansas
*University of Kentucky
University of Louisville
University of Maine

*University of MarYland
*University of Mcssachusetts

University of Miami
*University of Michigan
*University of Minnesota

University of Mississippi
*University of Missouri at

Columbia
University of Missouri at

Kansas City
University t/ Missouri at

Rolla
University of Montana

*University of Nebraska
University of Nebraska at

Omaha
University of.Nevada
University lf New Hampshire

*University of New Mexico
*University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill
University, of North Carolina at

Greensboro
*University of North Dakota

University of Northern
Colorado ;

*Founding institutions

University of Northern Iowa
*Universlty-cif Notre Dame
*University. of Oklahoina
*University of Oregon

University of t4e Pacific
*University of Pennsylvania
*University of Pittsburgh

University of Rhode Island
University of Richmond

*bniversity of Rochester
University of San Francisco
University of Santa Clara
University of Scranton
University of South Carolina
University of South Dakota
University of South Florida

*University of Southern California
University of Southern Mississippi
University of Tennessee Medical

Units
*University of Tennessee System
*University of Texas

University of Toledo
University of Tulsa

*University of Utah
University of Vermont

*Uniwr: y of Virginia
*Univeisity of Washington
*U1.1yertity of Wisconsin

UnNkrsity of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee

*University of Wyoming
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